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This is a partial list. Write for full tube listing catalogue
TYPE EACH TYPE EACH TYPE EACH TYPE EACH

1B3GT 1.25 6BK4C 3.35 6HS8 1.90 10G F7A 2.50
1K3 1.35 6BL8 1.50 6HZ6 1.50 10G K6 1.80
1S2A ....... 1.35 6BM8 1.55 10G N8 1.85
1X2B 1.35 6JC6A 1.80 10JY8 1.85

6BN6 1.80 6J D6 1.85 10KR8 1.85
2AV2 1.25 61305 1.20 6JF6 3.90
2G K5 1.55 6B07A 1.50 11HM7 2.80
3A3A 1.95 6BU8A 1.90 6JS6C 3.45 11MS8 3.50
3AT2 1.90 6J T8 3.95

6BZ6 1.20 6JU6 3.50 12AT7 1.35

3AW2 1.75 6C4 1.25 6JU8A 1.90 12AU7A 1.00
3BW2 2.80 6CA7 3.40 6JW8 1.50 12AV6 1.00
3BZ6 1.00 6C B6A .95 6JZ8 1.90 12AX4GTB 1.50

3CB6 .90 6KA8 2.00 12AX7A 1.35
6CG3 2.25 61(06 3.95

3CU3A 2.90 6CG7 .95 6KE8 2.25 12BA6 1.05

3083 2.00 6CG8A 1.50 12BE6 1.05

3DC3 2.60 6CL8A 1.60 6KG6 3.95 12BY7A 1.20

3DF3 2.80 6CM7 1.30 6KT8 2.50 12C5 1.55

3DJ3 2.10 6KZ8 1.80
6CS6 1.35 6L6GC 2.60 1200613 2.25

3GK5 1.55 6CW4 6.25 6LB6 3.75 12DW4A 1.90

3HA5 1.85 6LD6 5.95 12GN7 2.00

3H05 1.90 6DJ8 2.10 6LE8 3.40
4AU6 1.55 6D06B 2.50 14GW8 2.00

6LF6 3.95 15008 1.60
4BZ6 1.35 6DT5 1.60 5LF8 1.85
4DT6A
4EH7
4EJ7

1.55
1.55
1.55

6DT6A
6DW4B
6DX8
6EA8

1.20
1.85
1.60
1.50

6L.18
6LN8
6L06
6LT8

1.85
1.25
3.35
1.80

17AY3A
1713E3
17BF11

1.60
1.55
2.50

4HA5
5A05

1.55
1.25

6EC4
6EH7
6EJ7

3.40
1.50
1.55

6LU8
6LX8

2.75
5.85 17DQ6B

17JN6
2.10
2.85

5CG8
5GH8A
5GJ7

1.55
1.85
1.95

6EM7
6ES8

3.00
2.80

6SN7GTB

6U8A

1.90

1.25

17JZ8
17KV6A
17KW6

1.85
3.95
5.60

5GS7 1.85 6EW6 1.35 6U10 2.50
5GX7 2.70 6FM7 2.00 6V6GT 1.95 18GV8 1.95

6W6GT 2.25 19CG3 2.50
5U8
5U4GB
5U8

1.80
1.60
1.60

6GB5
6GE5
6GF7A

3.50
2.25
2.15

6X9

6Z10

2.95

3.25

21GYS
21JZ6

3.15
3.20

6AF9
6AJ8
6A L3
6A L5

3.50
2.00
1.85
.90

6GH8A
6GJ7
6GK5
6GK6
6G M6

1.35
1.90
1.50
1.60
1.50

8AW8A
8B8
8B10
8BM 11

1.85
1.90
2.90
3.75

23Z9
24L06

27GB5

2.65
3.50

3.35

6A05A 8CG7 .90 30AE3 1.70
6A08

.90
1.55 6GU7 1.35 8 DX8 2.55 30KD6 4.50

6AU6A 6GV8 1.95 8GJ7 2.25 31JS6C 3.95
6AV6

.95
6GW8 1.80 8JV8 1.85 33GY7A 3.25.95
6GX7 2.80 8LT8 1.85

6AW8
6AX3
6AX4GTB

1.60
1.70
1.60

6GY5
6GY6
6HA5

3.45
1.25
1.85

8U9
8X9

3.45
3.45

35W4
38HE7
38HK7

.90
3.50
3.50

6AY3B 1.60 9A08 3.25 401(06 3.80
6BA6 1.25 6HE5 2.70 9GV8 2.90 40KG6 3.95
6BA11 2.50 6H05 1.80 9JW8 1.60 42EC4 3.85
613E6 1.20 6HS5 4.45 10DE7 1.85 5005A 1.35

11=1.11,

ap

U

CELEBRATING OUR
19th YEAR

SERVICING THE
ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRY

FULL FUNCTION
CALCULATOR
for only $1.99
(including case)

With special orders of $100. or more

FULL FUNCTION
CALCULATOR
* 8 Digit Display
" Includes % Key
* Add on and Discount

Features
* 2 Input Registers
* Constant Repeat

Calculation
PLUS MANY MORE
FEATURES

LIMIT 4 TO A CUSTOMER

en.

TERMS 8, CONDITIONS: ABBEY pays full shipping
charges anywhere in Canada on all prepaid orders over
$25.00. C.O.D. orders, send 2 5 % deposits, balance

C.O.D. All orders shipped same day. Minimum order
10 tubes.

306 Rexdale Boulevard, Rexdale, Ont. M9W 1R8 745-9555



KIT BONANZA
ELECTROLYTIC50 CAPACITORS

assorted 10uf to 150uf
AXIAL

LEAD
$395

50 FILM
CAPACITORS

assorted values

NON

POLAR
$195

100
FOR THE

HOBBYIST

ASSORTED

RESISTORS

100 TRANSISTOR
SOCKETS

ASSORTED $195

100 ASSORTED

TRANSISTORS

$495

25 INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS
ASSORTED

$295

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS COMPANY
TELEPHONE

924-1818
nu: How,: (fl, BID") & ELEcTR0

( pplle.; 535 YONG E STREET
TORONTO 5. ONTARIO

CORRECTION
FRON OUR SUf,INER CATALOGUE

(RMK)
Record Maintenance Kit

$1895

4

AgA.:4 $1595

Manual Parastat
(PA -MK -11A)

..4==a

Record Care Kit (RCK)

$650 111

Dust Bug (TDB)

$1 295

GRAPHIC EQUALISER. 25W +25W
HI-FI AMP. LCUDNESS CONTROL.
SIMPLE STEREO. BASS BOOSTER.
STEREO FM TUNER. LINE AMP.
GUITAR ATTACK COINITROi
DUAI JECTS

gi
NO3---z; MINIMOIM11..-..x.--

- ....won AIMPrait. AP MM.
DIGITAL DISPLAY,. IMPEDANCE
METER. 1TL SU-ERTESTER. DIGITAL
VOLTMETER. CAR ALARM. TACHO
TIMING LIGHT., COLOUR ORGAN.
RADAR INTRUDER ALARM. BIKE
SPEEDO. ELECTRONIC IONmON.
AUTO-LUME. !FLUORESCENT LIGHT
DIMMER. COMBINATION LOCK.
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER. LIGHT

NOW AVAILABLE IN CANADA!
ETI TOP PROJECTS No.3

The thin in our popular series of reprints of the most
popular projects in ETI. Includes projects for the audio-
phile, motorist, for the home, test gear and many more.
Full constructional details of each project are Given - 27
in all, including a stereo tuner, 25W per channel amplifier
and a graphic equalizer; put those together and you have
a superb h -fi system.

Top Projects 3 costs only $2.50 - please order from
ETI PUBLICATIONS

Electronics Today International
Unit Six

25 Overlea Boulevard
Toronto, Ontario M4H 1B1
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TTL 7400N
SN7400N .19 514741266
SN7401N .19 80741280 .55
SN7402N .19 514741320 .89
SN7403N .19 SN74136N .48
SN7404N .23 0874141N 1.09
SN740511 .23 SN74142N 2.59
SN7406N .49 SN74143N 2.60
SN7407N .49 SN74144N 2.60
SN7408N .22 SN74145N .8,
SN7409N .22 SN74147N 2.55
SN7410N .19 SN74148N 1.49
SN7411N .29 SN74150N 1.50
SN7412N .19 SN74151N .9b
SN7413N .45 SN74152N 4.52
SN7414N 1.25 SN74153N .89
SN7416N .39 SN74154N 1.50
5074170 .19 0074155N .9H
SN74200 .19 SN74156N .64
SN7421N .29 0074157N .69
SN7422N .19 SN7415914 2.25
5474234 .29 0074160N .99
53174250 .29 SN74161N .99
007426N .32 SN741620 .99
5474 2714 .30 SN7416314 .99
SN7428N .30 54741640 1.10
017430N .19 SN74165N 1.1,
5574320 .29 SN74166N 1.3,
SN74330 .30 SN741670 2.98
SN7437N .36 SN74170N 2.60
SN743831 .36 SN74172N 6.98
SN74 40N .19 SN74173N 1.55
SN744231 .59 SN74174N 1.15
SN7443N 1.29 00741750 .99
5474445 1.30 SN74176N .85
51474454 .99 SN74177N .85
SN7446AN .99 SN74178N 1.25
Si47447AN .89 SN74179N 1.25
53474480 .95 SN74180N .99
SN745031 .19 SN741810 2.75
5074510 .19 SN74182N .79
NN7453N .19 0874184N 1.95
SN7454N .19 SN74185A 1.85
SN7460N .19 SN74186N 9.95
SN74700 .34

0874190N 1.33
5574720 .27 54741910 1.33
SN7473N
SN7474N

.33

.33 SN741920
514741938

1.10
1.10

0317475N .47 0574194N .99
51474760 .36 SN741950 .59
SN7480N .49 SN741960 .84
SN7481AN 1.12 SN74197NSN7482N .79 00741980

.84
1.99

SN7483AN
SN7484AN
0074850
SN74860

.90

.99
1.35
.34

SN741990
08742210
58742460
SN742470

1.99
1.10
1.35
1.29

5074895
SN7490AN

3.10
.47

SN742480
SN742490

1.15
1.15

SN7491AN .b9 SN742518 .99
SN7492AN
SN7493AN
SN7494N

.47
.47

SN74259N
0074265N

1.75
.59

SD7495AN .39 SN74273N 1.74

0147496N SN74276N .89

5474975
.84
2.85 SN74278N 1.99

S11741005 1.95
SN74279N .59

50741040 60 SN742B3N .99

50741050 .60 SN74284N 4.00

0074107N .33 SN74285N 4.00

SN74109N .48 0074290N .69

55741100 .35 SN74293N .69

014741110 .49 SN7429814 1.49

SN741160 1.99 0074351N 1.79

SN74118N 1.50 0074365N .59

SN741190 2.50 0874366N .59

SN74120N 1.19 SN743678 .59

SN74121N .39 SN74368N .59

SN741220 .49 SN743900 1.24

574123N .69 SN74393N 1.24

:574125N .46 SN74490N 1.59

TTL LOW POWER SCHOTTKY
..35

1.35
1.05

.0,41716N ZE9)

SN74LS161N 1.50
SN74LS162N 1.50
SN74LS163N 1.50
sN74LS164N 1:50
SN74LS165N 1.75
SN74LS166N 1.75
SN74LS168N 1.75
SN74LS169N 1.75
SN74LS170N 2.95
SN74LS174N 1.10
SN74LS175N 1.10
SN74LS181N 3.25
SN741S19014 1..59

SN74LS191N 1.59
SN74LS192N 1.59
SN74LS193N 1.59
SN74LS194AN 1.25
SN74LS195AN 1.25
SN74L51960 1.35
SN74LS197N 1.35

547475010 .2,

NN74L502N .25
SN74LS03N .25
SN74LSO4N .29

SN74LSO5N .29
SN74LSO8N .25
SN74LS095 .25

08741.010N .25
SN74LSIIN .25

S074LS12N .25
SN74LSI 3N .63
SN74LS144 1.14
0074 LS15N
0074 LS2ON
SN74LS21N
SN74L022N
SN74LS26N
507470270
1113174L528N

SN74LS 30N
SN741.0 32N
SN74LS 13N
S0741.5370
SN74 LS 38N
NN74LS4ON
SN74LS42N

.25

.25

.25

.35

.30

.3>

.2;

.32

.13

.35

.35

.29

.80
SN74LS47A 1.20
087475480 .99

SN74LS49N .99
SN74LSS1N .25

SN74LS.S4N .25

St474L555N .25

SN74LS63N 1.49
11N741.573N .39
SN74LS i4N .44

557475750 .64

5074LS76N .35
O 11741,11178N . :9

5:174LN83A4 1.29

05 41,0855 1.35
SN741.586N .49
557470900 .74
SN74LS91N .99
SN74LS925 .74
sN74LS93BN .74
8N74LS95AN .30
1'474319513N 1.35
511741396N 1.49
N N7416107N .41
01.74 7010911 . 41

1111741.51120 .44
SN74LS113N .44
007470114N .44
5N74LS122N .69
SN74LS123N .84
SN74LS1245 1.50
SN74LS125N .64

SN74LS126N .64

03174L5132N 1.10
00741.01330 .29
SN74LS136N .49

SN74LS138N 1.10
SN74LS139N 1.10
SN74LS145N 1.05
SN74L515IN 1.05
SN74LS153N 1.05

SN74 LS 221N
SN74LS240N
SN74 70241N
03174LS242N
SN74LS243N
SN74LS244N
5574152470
SN74LS248N
SN74LS249N
05741.02515
SN74LS253N
SN74LS257N
SN74LS2580
SN743.025914
SN74LS260N
5574LS261N
00743.026631
01174LS2735
SN74LS279N
SN74LS2800
SN74LS283N
SN74LS290N
SN74LS293N

1.29
1.95
1.95
1.90
1.90
1.95
1.15
1 15
1 15
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.59
.29

2.25
.49

1.80
.64
1.95
1.25
1.05
1.05

SN74LS295AN 1.55
SN74LS298N
0874 LS3240
SN74LS325N
00741.0326N
SN741.03270
0074LS352N
SN74 LS 35331

SN74LS3655
5074 LS 3665
SN74 LS 367N
01174 LS 368N

SN74Ls375N
SN74LS377N
034743.0378N
1074LS 386N
SN74LS393N
SN74 LS 395N
NN74LS670N

1.55
.99
2.75
2.80
2.70
1.20
1 35
.64
.64
.64
.64
.64

1.80
1.35
.49

2.25
1.55
3.25

LED'S
Utronlx
Ill
IL5
IL12
IL74
RL2

.99
1.00

60
70

.27

Texas Inst'mts
TIL111 .80
TIL112 .80
TIL113 1.20
TIL114 1.10
TIL116 1.05
TIL117 1.20
TIL119 .90
TIL138 2.25
TIL139 2.25
TIL209A .17
TIL211 .42
TIL220 .18
TIL221 .21
TIL222 .36
TI L302 3.95
TIL303 3.95
TI L 304 4.50
TIL305 4.50
TIL306 7.95
TIL307 7.95
TIL308 7.95
TIL309 7.95
TIL311 8.95
TIL312 1.60
TIL313 1.60
TIL31 1.45
TIL32 .85
TIL66 .95
TIL78 .55
TIL81 1.15
LS600 1.85

Fairchild
FCD802
FCD806
FCD810
FCD820A
FLV117 .18
MV5054-1 .21

FND357 1.45
FND500 1.50
FND507 1.50
FND807 2.95
FNS700 .70

59
.59
.68
.75

CD4000BE
CD4001BE
CD4002BE
004006 BE
CD4007BE
CD4008BE
CD400980
CD4010BE
CD4011BE
CD4012BE
CD4013BE
CD4014BE
CD4015BE
CD4016131
CD4017BE
CD4018BE
CD4019BE
CD4020BE
CD4021BE
0040220E
CD4023BE
0040240E
CD4025BE
00402680
0040270E
CD4028BE
CD4029BE
70403000
C04033130
0040340E
0040350E
0540408E
CD4041BE
CD4042BE
0040430E
0040440E
0040468E
1940498E
9-1050BE
1)HBE

0140

C / MOS LINEARS
.15 0040730E .29 LM301AH .45
.19 CD4075BE .29 LM301AN-8 (mini dip) .39
.19 CD4076BE 1.50 LM304H .95

1.19 CD4077BE .29 LM305H .95
.19 0040780E .29 LM307H
.99
.49

05408181
CD4082BE

.29

.29 LM307N-8 (mini dip)
.40
.39

.49 CD4080BE .69 LM308H .99

.19 CD4083BE .69 LM309H .99

.19 0043016E .65 LM309K 1.79

.47 CD4502BE 1.25 LM311H .99

.79 0045078E .65 LM318H 1.50

.89

.47
20451080
CD4511BE

1.35
1.45 LM323K 6.95

.89 Cl4512BE LM324N .99

.89 0045148E 2.50 LM339N .99

.49 0045158E 2.50 LM555N-8 .49
1.15 CD4516BE .95 LM556N-14 .89
.79 0045170E 4.00 LM709CN-14 .29
.99 CD4518BE 1.0; LM711CH .60
.19
.89

CD451913E
00452030.

.69

1.19
LM723CH .55

.19 Cl4522BE 1.30 LM723CN-14 .49

1.75 0045260E 1. 3, LM733CN-14 1.10
.44 0545273E 1.99 LM739N-14 1.25
.85 CD4528BE 1.19 LM740CH 9.95
.99 CD4531BE 1.20 LM741CH .45
.49

1.75
CD4539BE
CD4543BE

.99
1.9'

LM741CN-8 (mini dip) .34

2.50 2045556E
LM741CN-14 .35

1.15 CD4556BE
.69
.69 LM747CN-14 .55

1.15 0045818E 3.25 LM748CN-8 (mini dip) .38
.84 CD458280 1.25 LM748CH .39
.84 CD4585BE 1.49 LM776CH 3.75
.79 40014PC .79 LM1437N-14 .49
.79 40085Pc 1.10 LM1458H

1.55
.47

.47

40097PC
40098PC
40160PC

.89

.89
1.35

LM1458N-8 (mini dip)
LM1488D

.79

.59
1.50

.89 40161PC 1.35 LM1489D 1.50

.89 40162PC 1.35 LM3046N-14 .58

.89 40163PC 1.35 LM3302N-14 .79

.35 40174PC 1.25 LM4136N-14 1 45

.74 40175PC 1.25

.29 40192PC 1.35

.29 40193PC 1.35
39 40194PC 1.29

40195PC

We offer the largest variety of current
production Texas Instruments and
Fairchild Semiconductor only 74LS
devices from stock. Even through the
competition for current production
major manufactured 74LS devices is
limited, we are dedicated to provide the
best prices possible. As our costs
decrease. we pass the savings on to you,
our customer.

Plastic Power
Transistors

TIP29A 39
TIP30C 54
TIP31A 45
TIP32A
TIP33C
TIP41A
TIP42A
TIP47
TIP112
TIP116
TIP117
TIP121
TIP122
TIP125
TIP127
TI P2955
TIP3055

48
.83
65
74
60
70

.70
90

1.05
1.20
1.05
1 35

89
79

LINEAR VOLTAGE REGULATORS
TL497CN 2.50 Switching Voltage Regulator 500 mA

Adjustable Output
78H05KC 7.95 5 Amp 5 Volt Positive Regulator T03
7800 Series 1.79 Positive Voltage Regulator 1 Amp
TO -3 /LM340K 5. 6, 8, 12, 15, 18, 24 Volts
7800 Series 1.35 Positive Voltage Regulators (Plastic) 1 Amp
TO-220/LM3407 5, 6, 8, 72, 15, 18, 24 Volts
78M00 Series 1.59 Positive Voltage Regulator 05 Amp
TO -5 /LM340H 5, 6. 8. 12, 15, 18, 24 Volts
78L00 AWC 49 Positive Voltage Regulator 100 MA
Series TO -92 26, 5, 6.2, 8.2, 12. 15 Volts
7900 Series 2.50 Negative Voltage Regulator 1 amp
TO -3 /LM320K 5, 6. 8, 12, 15. 18, 24 Volts
7900 Series TO- 1.59 Negative Voltage Regulator 1 amp
220/LM320T 5. 6, 8, 12. 15, 18 24 Volts
79M00 Series 1.59 Negative Voltage Regulator amp
TO-5/LM320H 5. 6, 8, 12. 15. 20, 24 Volts
78MGT2C 1.35 Dual In Line Adjustable 4 Terminal Positive

Voltage Regulator
79MGT2C 1.35 Dual In Line Adjustable 4 Terminal Negative

Voltage Regulator
78GU1 TO -220 1.60 1 Amp Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulator
79GU1 TO -220 1.50 1 Amp Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulator
78GKC TO -3 ZOO 1 Amp Adjustable Positive Voltage Regulator
79GKC TO -3 2.50 1 Amp Adjustable Negative Voltage Regulator

MOS AND BI -POLAR MEMORIES
C1702A (1 Microsecond)

256 x 8 EPROM 11.65
C1702A (1.5 Microsecond)

256 x 8 EPROM
C2708 1K x 8 EPROM (450 NS)
8080A 8 Bit MOS Cpu (2 Microseconds)
2102-1P 1K Static Ram 1024 x 1 (450 NS)
3342PC Quad 64 Bit Static Shift Register
3347PC Quad 80 Bit Static Shift Register
3341APC 4 x 64 MOS Fifo 1 Mhz Shift

Register 5.85
TMS0117NC Decimal Arithmetic Processor 13.00
LCM1001 Microprocessor Learning Module 180.00
TMS4024NC 64 x 9 Fifo 095
TMS4050NL 4K Dynamic Ram Plastic 300NS 9.25

118 Pin)

TMS4060NL 4K Dynamic Ram Plastic 30ONS 9.25
(22 Pin)

AV5-1013P 8 Bit Uart
Serni4804A 4K Static Ram 1024 x 4 (450 NS)

Single 5V Supply
93415PC 1K Ram 4ONS Open Collector
93425PC 1K Ram 40 NS Tri-State
AM2901DC 4 Bit Bi-Polar Microprocessor

Slice
AM29O2PC Carry Look Ahead Circuit
AM2905PC Quad 2 Input Bus Transceiver
AM2907PC Quad Bus Transceiver with Tri-

State Receiver and Parity
AM2909PC 4 Bit Cascadable Microprogram

Sequencer
AM2918PC Quad Deregister with Standard

and Tri-State Outputs
F8 Kit 8 Bit Microprocessor Evaluation

Kit With Software 225.00

7.75
35.00
19.45

3.25
5.85
5.85

6.95

19.45
14.30
14.30

40 95
4.15

10.55

9.10

9.30

5.65

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS DATA BOOKS
STK. NO.
LCB1011

LCB1891

LCC4041
LCC4112
LCC4131
LCC4151
LCC4200
LCC4230
LCC4241

DESCRIPTION
Understanding Solid State

Electronics
Software Design for

Microprocessors
Power Data Book
TTL Data Book

Transistor and Diode Data Book
Linear and Interface I.C. Data Book
Semiconductor Memories Data Book

Optoelectronics Data Book
Linear Control Circuits Data Book

PRICE
3.65

15.25

475
6.45
6.25
4.75
3.45
3.85
3.75

FAIRCHILD DATA BOOKS
Power Data Book 3.90
Bi-Polar Memory Data Book 125
Linear Integrated Circuit Data Book 3.85
Low Power Schottky and
Macrologic TTL 2.30
Interface Data Book 1 30

Raytheon Linear Integrated Circuit Data Book 1 95
Solid State Scientific CMOS'S' Series Data Book 3.25
Unit rode Semiconductor Data Book 6.45

"ONLY MAJOR MANUFACTURERS SUPPLIED"
"This is a partial listing. Our complete catalogue lists
many more device types & series which are available"
"Our quality cannot be surpassed".
"How can you beat the combination the finest quality:
current production; latest date code devices from the
major manufacturers as Texas Instruments & Fairchild
Semiconductor - At the lowest prices - Surely an
unbeatable combination. Get the most value for your
Dollar".
Active Electronic provides the three essentials in
Semiconductor Distribution
1. QUALITY
2. INVENTORY
3. PRICE
We now offer the lowest mix pricing for major
manufacturers devices only: with the largest variety of
devices available from stock, from one source.
We offer Rolls Royce quality at Volkswagon pricing.

Active Electronic Sales Corp.
"New catalogue available on request" Minimum Order
51000 and add $1.00 to cover postage and handling.
Prices are in U.S. Funds, duty included. All Federal and
Provincial Taxes extra. II you wish to pay in Canadian
Funds. please add 5°o.

5647 Ferrier St.  Montreal, Que. H4P 2K5
 Phone: (514) 735-6429

Toronto, Ontario
44 Fasken Drive, Unit 25, Rexdale, Ontario

Phone: (416) 677-4287

Store Hours, Monday -Friday 9:00-5:00 Saturday 9:00- 1:00
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NEWS DIGEST

PROGRAMMABLE TRAFFIC
It may not be long before your
favorite radio traffic reporter will be
able to accurately forecast, in
minutes, how long it will take you
to reach your destination - and
even suggest alternate routes based
upon shorter travel times.

Bob Benedetti, an investigative
reporter for CFCF television in
Montreal, Quebec, and former
helicopter -based traffic reporter,
has developed a method of
accurately predicting traffic
movement by using a tiny hand-
held programmable calculator.

Throughout 1975, Benedetti was
providing to his listeners extremely
accurate forecasts of times to
different destinations. This
accuracy was hardly based upon
intuition. Cradled on his lap in the
helicopter was a Hewlett-Packard
programmable pocket calculator. In
his pocket were five magnetic
cards, each the size of a stick of
chewing gum, upon which
Benedetti had recorded a series of
traffic flow estimation problems.

Hovering over a section of
highway, Benedetti would clock the
passage of cars through a
predetermined length of road.
Programming the calculator by
inserting a magnetic card
corresponding to the task,
Benedetti would then key in the test
distance, time measurement and
distance to the destination. The
calculator would provide the travel
time in minutes.

Says Benedetti, "In my initial
tests, I tried using a simple four -
function calculator, but the
constant repetition of the same
problem was just too difficult while
trying to keep my eye on the road

below me. The programmable HP
calculator allowed me to develop
programs in my spare time and
simply enter data into the machine
when I needed it.

Since leaving his position as a
traffic reporter, Benedetti has
further improved his traffic
monitoring programs as well as
used the calculator for such diverse
needs as real estate and income
tax. He is presently offering the
traffic monitoring programs to
interested reporters.

MICRO -68 KIT
After two years production of the
Micro -68 computer San Diego -
Electronic Product Associates has
announced kit form availability.
Cost is U.S. $385.00 complete with
power supply and cabinet. The
Micro -68 uses the industry standard
6800 microprocessor which is now
manufactured by Motorola, AMI,
Fairchild, Hitachi, and Thomson
CSF.

The kit comes complete with a 16
key hexidecimal keyboard and six
digit hex display. Sockets are
provided for 768 words of RAM
(128 words supplied with kit).

The following commands are part
of MON-1, inspect and change,
load users program, run users
program, insert break points, save
stack, vector interrups, sixteen bits
of I/O are provided to the side
connector, and the main bus is
available at the front connector.
Full bus buffering provisions are
provided on the board. A piggy-
back teletype/CRT/Audio Cassette
Adapter is available.

The Micro -68a is fully compatible
with the Micro -68b for later
upgrading into a larger system.

For additional details contact:
Electronic Product Associates, Inc.,.
1157 Vega Street, San Diego, CA
92110.

NEW TECHNOLOGY USED
Two new Motorola products have
recently been announced, they are
a series of r.f. power transistors and
a precision voltage reference brief
details of each are given below.

The new r.f. power transistors
extends r.f. power output
capabilities to 80 Watts in the 100
to 500 megahertz range.

The devices are designed for
broadband operation as Class A,
AB, B and C transmitter amplifiers
in u.h.f. communications equipment
operating from a 12-28 Volt power
supply.

The stable 2.5 Volt reference
source, type number MC1403/1503
has been designed for critical
instrumentation and D -A converter
applications, the low-cost mono-
lithic circuit features a maximum
output voltage variation of only 1°k
(+25mV) and a typical temperature
coefficient of 10 ppm/°C.

Laser trimming of resistive
networks as a routine process
during normal manufacture
provides a high yield to a very tight
tolerance specification.

This chip also represents the first
utilization of a p -channel J-FET in a

linear integrated circuit at Motorola
(a relatively new production
technology). Ion implantation is the
technology responsible for this
capability.

Looking more like a hybrid
integrated circuit than a discrete
transistor, Motorola's newest line of
UHF power amplifier devices
features double tuned input
matching networks to multiple
transistor array in order to achieve
broadband operation - 100 to 500
MHz - with power output as high
as 80 Watts.
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BIG BRIGHT CHARACTERS
A high brightness character display
tube which operates on a new
principle has been developed by
the English Electric Valve Co., Ltd.,
The display can be manufactured in
sizes up to about 25 inches
diagonal and can display special
characters.

The 7 -segment tube operates in a
manner similar to a cathode ray
tube. A front faceplate carries a
high luminance, high -efficiency
phosphor energised by a flood
beam of electrons from the
cathode. Placed between the
cathode and the faceplate is a
seven -segment mask with a lead
from each of the segments brought
out separately so they can be
switched.

It is extremely easy to switch
from one character to another at
electronic speeds, only low level
driving logic is required.

The displays come in colours of
Green, Red, Blue, White and
Yellow.

JUST ASK ME!
LED or liquid crystal? The

question may never occur in the
future, not because one will
supercede the other but because
your watch may be able to tell you
the time - literally. No, its not
science fiction, a patent has
recently been granted to
Intersonics of New York for a
battery operated watch that
combines a numerical display with
a speaker and bubble memory that
enables the watch to tell you the
time in any language the buyer
requires.

SIGNING IN
Field troubleshooting to the
component level of micro-
processor -based products designed
with Hewlett-Packard's new
signature analysis service technique
is greatly simplified with this new
service instrument.

Called the Model 5004A
Signature Analyzer, the new
instrument is designed specifically
for use in signature analysis
servicing. It locates faulty bit
streams in microprocessor -based
circuits with an accuracy of

99.998%. Because of complex
timing relationships within logic
circuitry, conventional service
techniques using oscilloscopes and
voltmeters are not adequate to
easily locate faults to the
component level.

The 5004A checks operation of
microprocessor -based products
where data streams are long and
complex. It recognizes and displays
a unique hexadecimal number
(signature) associated with each
data node in the circuit. Signatures
displayed on the 5004A are
compared with correct signatures
printed on the schematic of the
circuit under test. If a wrong
signature appears, the technician is
guided, with the help of service
notes, through the circuit to the
faulty component.

Products must be designed with
signature analysis service in mind.
However the cost of designing
signature analysis into a complex
microprocessor -based product can,
in most cases, be more than offset
by savings in production costs
because of fewer printed circuit
boards and fewer interconnections
required.

Information on this product is
available from Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett Packard (Canada) Ltd.,
6877 Goreway Drive, Mississauga,
Ontario.
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NEWS DIGEST

Naked Mini -4 Family claimed to put an end to compromise in minicomputer selection
by OEM and volume users through design modularity, upward and downward
compatibility, exclusive input/output flexibility, and a very broad range of memory

The computers are LSI 4/30, LSI 4/10, and LSI 4/90 (left to right).
Packaged versions come in operator's (left) or programmer's console.

A0534
XIN

YIN

VOLIT

ANALOG DEVICES AD534 MONOLITHIC, LASER WAFERTRIIVIMID,OUL TIPLIER

MINI -FAMILY
A new minicomputer family that is
claimed to shatter previously
existing price/performance barriers,
while broadening the range and
level of products available to OEM
and volume user markets from a
single source has been announced
by Computer Automation, Inc.

The new line of NAKED MINI -4
computers includes three
processors with a kinship based on
total compatibility of hardware and
interchangeable software.

Highlighting the new family is the
LSI 4/10, a full 16 -bit minicomputer
on a board priced as U.S. $645. The
LSI 4/10 incorporates two custom
n -channel MOS chips, 4k words of
RAM memory, and 4 input/output
channels, all packaged on a half
size (71/2 x 15 inches) circuit card.
On -board battery backup is an
available option.

LASER TRIM
A new laser -wafer -trimmed
monolithic multiplier (AD534) is
available in five versions including
the AD534L which features a
maximum multiplication error of
+0.25 per cent at 25°C, claimed to
be the lowest of any IC. The new
AD534 is the latest in a series of
monolithic multipliers from Analog
Devices; it requires no external
components, and features feed -
through of no more than 0.12% on
the X input and no more than 0.10%
on the Y input. Maximum offset
voltage is 10mV; Nonlinearity is
0.1% maximum, and noise is only
1mV r.m.s. over a wide (10Hz to
5MHz) bandwidth.

"Since we use a unique,
automatic laser -trimming technique
that allows us to trim resistors at
the wafer level, we can offer our
customers the performance of a
module with the package and price
advantages of an IC."

Devices are available through
Tracan Electronics Corp., 558
Champagne Drive, Downsview,
Ontario M3J 2T9.

RADIO CONTROL

A communication has recently
been received from the Department
of Communications regarding
frequencies and power allowed on
model control bands. Having
subbed out the sub -paragraph
references the basic information is
that it is proposed to amend the
Radio Act, to increase from 4 to 8
the number of frequencies in the

72MHz band used for radio control
The proposed bands being 72.08,
72.24, 72.40, 72.72, 72.76, 72.80,
72.84 and 72.96 MHz. And to
prescribe a maximum power limit of
one watt for "radio apparatus"
operating on all v.h.f. model control
frequencies. - this does not
instigate any change in allowable
power. There will be no change to
the 27 MHz or 53MHz bands.

The Department invites manu-

facturers, users, associations,
groups and interested persons to
make any submissions they wish
concerning these proposed
regulations. Submissions should be
addressed to the Director,
Operations Branch, Telecommuni-
cation Regulatory Service, 300
Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario, KM
008 and should be post -marked not
later than 60 days after the date of
this notice (dated May 6, 1977).
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NEW LITERATURE
Nearly swamped by new material from
H.P. we have had to go through it for
the most interesting and useful pieces
- no doubt they will tell you about
everything they have should you be
interested. All the releases were dated
May 5, here are the ones we selected.
- all are free from Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett Packard (Canada) Ltd., 6877
Goreway Drive, Mississauga, Ontario.

MODELING AND SIMULATION
FOR DIGITAL TESTING
Modeling and simulation for digital
testing is the subject of application
note (AN 210-1); intended to help the
digital circuit designer and test
engineer understand the technology of
modeling and simulation, this tutorial
text explains software simulation
techniques and the benefits that can be
derived.

Sections included in this 48 -page
booklet discuss fundamentals of digital
testing, logic model elements, logic
circuit simulation.and modeling and
simulating faults.

Although the text of AN 210-1 is
technical and includes many specific
circuit examples, it is easy to
understand by anyone with a
knowledge of digital circuits.

9825A DESKTOP COMPUTING
SYSTEM

A technical data sheet describing the
Hewlett-Packard 9825 desktop
computer, designed for stand-alone
computing or industrial and scientific
system control applications. The 12 -
page data sheet (#5953-0222) also
describes available software, read-only
memories, interface cards and
peripherals for the 9825.

DIGITALLY CONTROLLED

POWER SOURCES

Describes the H.P. family of digitally
controlled power sources which
includes three voltage sources and one
current source - all offering flexible
interfacing.

Twelve pages, illustrated with photos
and diagrams, the brochure gives
information on the power sources
including performance and general
specifications, ratings, prices, options
and accessories. Many digital interface
requirements can be satisfied by a
standard, HP-IB or a special interface
option through the use of plug-in cards
that determine the data format (either
binary or 8-4-2-I BCD), the logic sense
and the logic levels required to
program the instruments. Many other

system -oriented features have been
incorporated so that these complete
digital -to -analog subsystems can be
integrated with ease into automatic
testing and control systems.

The brochure is entitled "Digitally
Controlled Power Sources Models
6129C -6131C, 6140A" (Pub. #5952-
3996D).

INTERFACE BUS
An explanation of instrument,
computer interfacing, and the
development and use of the Hewlett-
Packard Interface Bus (HP's
implementation of IEEE Standard
488).

The brochure covers the evolution of
an interface standard, HP-IB
applications, HP-IB controllers,
instruments and accessories, standard
interface systems, and a bibliography
of pertinent literature. (Pub. #5952-
0050).

Other literature comes from a variety
of sources on various subjects, two
selections from Motorola are:

HEP SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDE
HEP semiconductors are offered as
replacements for over 60,000 different
discrete devices and ICs. Intended for,
but not limited to, the hobbyist,
experimenter and the professional
service technician/dealer, the HEP
products are specified to meet or
exceed the important mechanical and
electrical characteristics of the replaced
device. In many cases, one HEP device
will be recommended as the
replacement for a large number of
components. Because this one -to -many
ratio, the HEP device specifications
will often exceed some of the
specifications of a number of the
replaced devices.

Because Motorola is not responsible
for the design of the circuits in which
HEP products are installed, and
because the HEP device parameters
may exceed the original, Motorola
Semiconductor Products, Inc., does
not guarantee that the HEP device
will perform exactly as the original
device. However, the availability of this
vast array of potential replacement
devices, through a large, national,
network of retail outlets, (over 1500)
can offer a considerable savings of time
and money, or both, to the hobbyist
and professional technician, alike.

The latest edition of the Motorola
HEP Semiconductor Cross Reference
Guide and Catalog is now available.

This 184 page book describes discrete
silicon and germanium power
transistors, thyristors, small -signal
FETs and bipolar transistors, C.B. RF
power transistors, zeners, rectifiers and
opto-electronic devices. Digital ICs, in
RTL, HTL, DTL, TTL and CMOS
technologies, are also included as well
as linear bipolar radio/ television ICs,
voltage regulators, op -amps, etc.

One hundred and ninety-eight new
products have been added to the
Catalog; 104 are newly offered TTL
functions.

The Catalog also describes the
Educator II Microcomputer and Power
Supply Kits. The Microcomputer is
based on the popular M6800
technology.

The unit price of this new Motorola
HEP Semiconductor Cross Reference
Guide and Catalog is $2.00;
availability: from HEP/ MRO
Operations Headquarters and HEP
distributors. For further information,
please contact: Motorola HEP/ MRO
National Sales Manager, 705 West
22nd Street, Tempe. Arizona, 85282
(602) 244-3208.

On a similar basis for the electronics
industry is the new Motorola Master
Selection Guide and Catalog. Available
from any OEM sales office or from
any OEM sales or franchised Motorola
distributor.

The MSG and C contains listings of
all Motorola standard semiconductor
products, ranging from the most
complex microprocessors to
commodity diodes and transistors. All
products are arranged, in alpha-
numeric tables for easy identification,
and in applications categories, together
with technical specifications, for easy
comparison and selection. It represents
the basic document which is updated,
every other month with new -product
descriptions in the Semiconductor
Data Update.
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NEWS DIGEST
A 1977 catalog has recently been
announced by Continental Specialities
Corporation, manufacturers of
breadboarding and test equipment for
the professional and hobbyist.

The I6 -page catalog features the
complete line of QT Stockets, proto-
clips, proto-boards, logic probes, logic
monitors and design mates and
introduces the new experimentor
sockets.

Catalogs are available from:
Continental Specialities Corporation,
44 Kendall Street. P.O. Box 1942, New
Haven, CT 06509.

Analog Dialogue (Volume 11, No. 1,
1977), available free from Analog
Devices, P.O. Box 280, Norwood,
Mass. 02062, features a variety of new
product articles and applications notes
on electronic devices for measurement
and control instrumentation and
microcomputer -based control systems.

Included in the 20 -page publication
are new product articles on
microcomputer interfaces, IC
multipliers, V/ F converters, true-RMS
digital panel meters, and both 10 -bit
and 18 -bit D/ A converters.

WAComas Ltd

111 ,1114.3 7100

11:112111
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COMPONENTS
A copy of an RS Components

(British company) catalog with a North
American price list has come our way
from WA Components Ltd., 65
Granby St., Toronto, Ontario, M5 B
1 H8.

WA state that they have extensive
contacts both in Europe and the U.K.
and are always pleased to quote for
items not listed.

It may be of interest that the
company was originally formed as an
offshoot of a recording company, when
it was found nigh on impossible to

obtain spares for European equipment
they started to import same. It was
found that others made use of the
service and continued from there.

A charge of $1 is made for the
catalogue, which contains 128 pages
packed full of general purpose items,
the charge is refundable against an
initial order.

CB ACCESSORIES CATALOG

A new 24 page CB Accessories Catalog
has been published by GC Electronics;
all accessories are approved for 23 or
40 channel radios.

Featured in the catalog are
microphones, connectors, audio system
accessories, antennas and exact
replacement parts, auto alarms,
mounts, cables, interference
suppressors, maintenance items and
performance indicators.

GC Electronics, 400 South Wyman,
Rockford, Illinois 61101, manufactures
a complete line of CB products
including Globe transceivers and CB
accessories.

31/2 DIGIT DMM

It has been pointed out that the
B&K Dynascan Model 2800 31/2 digit
portable DM M , mentioned last month
is available in Canada through
distributors at a recommended retail
price of $142.15 net.

The Canadian representatives for
B&K are Atlas Electronics Ltd., 50
Wingold Ave., Toronto, Ontario, MG5
1 P7. Their branch office is at 3333
Cavendish Blvd., Montreal, Quebec,
M4 B 2M5.

CLASSIFIED

Classified Advertising
Box Numbers

Classified advertisers wishing to use
a Box Number in their advertise-
ments MUST supply their perma-
nent address and telephone number.
Advertising will not be accepted if
this information is not supplied.
Advance payment must accompany
all orders. Send cheque or money
order, not cash, to:
Advertising Services
ETI Magazine - Unit 6
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario

J & J ELECTRONICS LTD.,
P.O. Box 1437 E,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4
Semiconductor Specialists
Do you get our bargain flyers? Send
$1.00 to receive the current literature
and specials and to be placed on the
mailing list for the future publications.

FREE! New 64 page electronics
parts and surplus catalog jam

packed with exciting items and
hard to find bargains for

hobbyist, industry and schools.
Thousands of super buys in;

Electronic parts, motors, hardware,
microphones, semis, fans, assemblies
timers, knobs, connectors,
CB accessories, speakers, trans-
formers, telephones, leds, ICs, optics
wire alarm parts, meters, amplifiers,
kits, photocells, TV parts, audio
accessories, computer parts, power
supplies, bulbs, transmitters, fuses,
switches, tape, heaters, crystals, etc.
etc. Over 100 top name stereo brands
discounted. Amazing values for
everyone. We are big buyers of
factory clearouts, distress merchan-
dise and government surplus.
Largest inventory of surplus in
Canada

ETCO ELECTRONICS, Dept.
ETI, 183G Humus Blvd., Pointe
Claire, Quebec. H9R 1E9

TOP QUALITY°
ETI CIRCUIT BOARDS

BOARD PROJECT PRICE EA.

122 LOGIC TESTER 6.50
44450 5W STEREO AMPLIFIER . 6.00
445 GEN. PURPOSE PREAMP 2.00
447 AUDIO PHASER 5.50
448 DISCO MIXER MAIN BD. 6.50
448A HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 2.00
449 BALANCED MIC PREAMP 2.50
449A VU CIRCUIT 3.50
480 50/100W AMPLIFIER 6.00
480PS PWR SUPPLY FOR 480 5.00
5700 REACTION TESTER 5.85

ASTERISKED ITEMS IN STOCK. ALLOW 2 TO
5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY ON OTHERS. MOST
PARTS FOR ABOVE PROJECTS ARE IN STOCK.

- STOPWATCH HIT
One of the marvels of the LSI age. Kit includes
IC, crystal, small ports to convert a low cost
calculator info a 6 digit, battery operated timer
stopwatch. Display can be held for timing laps
or multiple finish events while clock continues
counting elapsed time. Operates in Split/Taylor
modes. Counts to 59 min 59 sec 99 hundredths.

STOPWATCH KIT, less calc.& bty. $38.95

Boards postpaid in Canada. IC's, etc.
add 50c to total for P&P. Ont. residents
add 7% provincial sales tax. No COD's
WRITE FOR LATEST CATALOGUE

cAnELECTROnics
MOS BOH 1690,

C PETERBOROUGH,
ant H91754
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GAMASONIC CANADA LTD./LTEE
OUR PRODUCTS

=MM.'

gIELF[123

 ELECTRONIC PARTS

 HiFI ACCESSORIES

 HEADPHONES

 MICROPHONES

 8 TRACK TAPES

 CABLES

em;Fandt

 TELEVISION ANTENNAS

Goodmans
 RAW SPEAKERS

65

SANYO
 AUTOMOTIVE SOUND

EQUIPMENT

 TRANSCEIVERS

 CB MOBILES -BASE

 VTR -CCTV EQUIPMENT

 CAMERAS -MONITORS

 VIDEO RECORDERS

NEC
 VTR EQUIPMENT

SA NYC)
 VTR CAMERAS -MONITORS

 VIDEO RECORDERS

Gamasonlc Canada Ltd./Ltee,
5780 Royalmount Avenue,
Montreal, Quebec H4P 1K5
Tel: (514) 735-2721

 HALIFAX  TORONTO

 WINNIPEG  EDMONTON  VANCOUVER
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G SR
Learn to reduce tension levels with ET I 's galvanic skin response meter. Design
by Barry Wilkinson - editorial by Jan Vernon.

MONITOR
THE BEST WAY TO START EXPER-
imenting with biofeedback is to use a
galvanic skin response monitor, a device
which measures changes in skin resist-
ance. In September 1976, we published
an article which covered the background
and theory of biofeedback and we dis-
cussed the various types of biofeedback
instruments which are available. The
GSR monitor is the most simple to use,
the electrodes can be simply attached to
the fingers with Velcro straps and the
technique of using the machine can
be quickly learned.

Skin resistance changes with changes
of emotional state. When tension in-
creases, the skin resistance falls - when
tension decreases there is an increase in
skin resistance. (Some biofeedback
instruction manuals speak in terms of
conductivity rather than resistance and
state measurements in mhos, and the
meter we use gives a positive deflection
for decreasing resistance.)

The connection between skin resist-
ance and tension is not fully under-
stood. Tension affects sweat glands and
with the changes in the sweat glands
there is a change in the membrane
permeability of the skin and this change
in permeability is the major cause of
changes in electrical activity.

Almost a century ago, a scientist
named M. Ch. Fere discovered the
resistance of the skin to a small electric
current changed in response to aroused
emotions. This information has since
been used in various ways; one obvious
example is the polygraph, or lie detector,
which responds to the tension generated
when a person is lying.

It was not until 1961 that Dr. J.
Kamiya, whilst conducting a series of
experiments with brain waves, found
that with feedback his subjects develop-
ed the ability to produce 'Alpha waves'
at will.

Dr. Kamiya's experiments created
considerable interest and started invest-
igations into whether other bodily
functions could be brought under
conscious control. Since that time it

SENSITIVITY

has been demonstrated that with feed-
back it is possible for people to control
heart beat, blood pressure and temper-
ature - all previously considered to be
automatic bodily functions mostly
beyond conscious control.

0.C. MILLIAMPERES

Of course it should be stated that
various mystics and yogis have previous-
ly demonstrated this type of ability but
the fascination of biofeedback is the
speed and ease with which this type of
control can be learned.
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Biofeedback has exciting medical
possibilities. GSR machines are being
used by therapists for the treatment of
many disorders related to tension. The
average person will find a GSR machine
mainly useful for relaxation training.
With the GSR machine it is possible to
recognise tension and learn how to
decrease tension levels. This type of
training is so effective that the machine
quickly becomes unnecessary.

However not everyone suffers from
tension. The biofeedback machine can
be a fascinating toy to play with.
Discovering that you can bring an
internal bodily function under
conscious control with the same ease
that you can twitch your nose is most
interesting. And of course you can then
perfect this ability just as you perfect
your ability at a game like tennis. For
many people this is reason enough to
build this machine.

What you do with it
The ETI GSR monitor has an on/off
switch, a sensitivity control and fine
and coarse level controls. The machine
also has a connection for headphones.

To start relaxation training, you'll
need a comfortable chair, low lighting
and no distractions. Taking any type of

drug can nterfere with your ability to
relax. This applies to alcohol and
cigarettes. Attach the electrodes to the
fleshy part of the first two fingers on
one hand - firm but not too tight (the
non -dominant hand is recommended).
Set the sensitivity control to minimum
and the 'fine' level control to mid -range.
Turn the volume control to minimum.
Now you have to set the level with the
'coarse' level control (when the sen-
sitivity is set low the 'fine' ievel control
need not be used). Start with the
'coarse' control at full anticlockwise
and turn it up until the meter needle
starts to move. Carefully set the needle
to mid -range. Now the instrument is
set-up in its minimum sensitivity
position.

Having mastered setting up with
minimum sensitivity try to set the GSR
monitor with the sensitivity set half-
way. It will require delicate adjustment
of the 'coarse' level control. Now the
effect of the 'fine' level control can be
seen. This control enables you to set
the level on a high sensitivity setting.

Although the GSR machine measures
minute changes in skin resistance, the
level of skin resistance varies consider-
ably from person to person so a wide
range of settings is provided.

Now turn up the volume and observe
that the meter reading is accompanied
by a medium pitched tone. (A con-
vention has developed to link high-
pitched tone with tension increase and
low pitched tone with a decrease in
tension.) Now you relax and bring the
tone down and the needle back to zero.

How? Basically you are supposed to
find this out for yourself. After watch-
ing the needle for some time you will
not,ce it move up or down. Something
has happened to cause a change in your
skin resistance. You would be barely
aware of what had caused the change
but aware enough to try to reproduce
the etfect. Eventually your awareness
grows and so does your ability to
cortrol your tension. Many people
find that relaxation of the stomach
muscles makes the difference. It varies
from person to person.

There are several relaxation tech-
niques which work very well. One
method is to tense all the muscles of
the body as hard as possible, hold them
tense for several seconds then very
deliberately relax all muscles. There are
several books and cassettes available
which describe relaxation techniques.
The techniques work. The biofeedback
machine makes it possible to monitor
progress.

As you relax, the needle on the
meter and the audible tone will decrease.
When the needle reaches zero, reset it
again towards the fsd end of the scale
and repeat the procedure.

Twenty minutes is the recommended
time for a training session. After about
one or two weeks of daily relaxation
training, it should be possible to pro-
duce the same level of relaxation with-
out using the machine and the machine
can simply be used occasionally as a
reference.

Construction
Construction is not critical although we
recommend you use the pc board as
it makes things easier. Before soldering
the components made sure they are
ol-ientated correctly. External wiring
can be done with the aid of the overlay -
wiring diagram.

Probes

Probe construction and electrical
contact is not nearly as critical as with
most other biofeedback machines.

Commercial GSR machines use a
pad of soft steel wool which is held
firmly onto the finger by a short length
of Velcro strap (Band-Aids work fine!).
However, any method ensuring a firm
contact between probe leads and the

ETI CANADA - JUNE 1977 13



G511 MONITOR

D1 D1-D6
1N914

D2

RV2
47k

C2
68p

3
8

IC1
CA3130

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the GSR monitor.

R7
2k2

7

4

RV3
1M

Fig. 2. Component overlay and interconnection diagram.

INPUT
SOCKET

RV1
LEVEL
COARSE

+01 Rs ° 8

02

POWER
SWITCH

R8
100k

D4

14

R9
100k

PHONE
SOCKET

e

Q2

6

C3

C4
100J.,

OV

IC2
555

10n

C5
10p

R13
22

9V
BATTERY -r

C6
- 68n

D5 A
SPEAKER

RV4
500

sctD6

M1
1mA
FSD

PARTS LIST

Resistors all '/2 W 5%
R1 2k2
R2 10 k
R3 100 k
R4 47 k
R5 2k2

R6 10 k
R7 2k2
R8,9 100 k
R10-R12 10 k
R13 22 ohms

Potentiometers
RV1 1 M log
RV2 47 k lin
RV3 1 M log
RV4 500 ohm lin

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

1 p 16 V electro
68 p ceramic
10 n polyester
100 µ 16 V electro
10 p 16 V electro
68 n polyester

Semiconductors
D1-D6 Diodes 1N914
Q1,2 Transistors 2N3906
Q3
ICI
IC2

Transistors 2N3904
Integrated Circuit CA3130
Integrated Circuit NE555

Miscellaneous
PC board ETI 546
Meter 1 mA FSD
Zippy Box 196 x 113 x 60
Two phone jacks
Four knobs
Small speaker
Six AA battery holder
Pickup probes
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How It Works

This project measures the skin
resistance and displays it on a meter.
An audio tone gives an aural indica-
tion of the meter reading. The meter
operates in reverse sense to a usual
resistance meter: low resistance gives
full scale (or high tone) and high
resistance gives zero (or low tone).
Skin resistance can vary over a large
range but the variations studied in
biofeedback experiments are small -
so an offset is needed.

Transistor Q1 acts as a constant
current source - the actual value can
be varied over a large range by RV1
and over a limited range by RV2.
These act as the coarse and fine
level controls. This current is passed
via R2 to the probes. The voltage
developed across the probes is pro-
portional to the skin resistance and
is fed to the input of IC1. This
amplifies the signal with reference to

0.6 V (drop across D3) and the gain
is variable by RV3.

The second IC is an NE555 oscil-
lator where 02 provides a constant
current (about 60 µA) to the
capacitor C3. When the voltage on
C3 reaches 6 V the IC detects this
and shorts pin 7 to ground,
discharging C3 via R11. This
continues until the voltage reaches
3 V at which point the short on pin
7 is released allowing C3 to recharge.
The output of the oscillator is
connected to a speaker via the
volume potentiometer RV4 and the
meter via C6 and the diodes 05 - 6.

We vary the frequency of the
oscillator and the meter reading by
robbing some of the current supplied
by Q2 into 03. In this way the
frequency can be lowered and
actually stopped. Transistor 02 is
controlled by IC1 completing the
connection between the probes and
the output.

fleshy part of the finger will do. One
method which works very well is to
bind tinned copper wire around a guitar
finger pick (or solder to a steel pick).
Two probe connections are of course
required - one for each of the first two
fingers.

SIX FREE SUBSCRIPTIONS

MEW -
Mina

Patience, you haven't a leg to stand on 'til Egor gets the next copy of ETI.

Take out a subscription this month and you could get your money back. All you
have to do is write an amusing caption for the cartoon above - it must relate to
ETI and be decent (we thought of several very funny but dubious ones).

If your entry is one of the six best we will send your money back!
Names of prize winners and the winning captions will be published in the

September issue. All captions must be mailed on or before July 20, 1977.
Subscriptions will commence with the next available issue, but please allow J p to six

weeks for processing of your order.
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BY NOW, MOST of us are familiar
with the music synthesiser which has
provided us with the means of
accurately imitating conventional
musical instruments and also the
ability to create fantastic new sounds
- a feature amply demonstrated by
many modern rock groups.

The question now to be asked is
where do we go from here? The
limitation of the conventional

From

synthesiser is that it is monophonic,
i.e. only one note can be played on it
at any one time. The obvious next
step would be a polyphonic syn-
thesiser, i.e. the capability of playinc
many notes simulataneously.

This presents us with problems it
we are going to base the polyphonic
system on existing monophonic
designs, where control voltages are
used to determine pitch, tone and
volume.

The two usual methods of mono-
phonic keyboard decoding are

monophonic to multiphonic

shown in Fig. 1; 1(a) is merely a long
chain of equal resistors, the output
voltage being tapped off each node
by its corresponding key, in 1(b) each
key has it's own potential divider.
Both these configurations have the
limitation that if two or more keys
are pressed together the output
voltage obtained is not representa-
tive of any required frequency and
the oscillator will "mistune". It follows
therefore that both these con-
figurations are unsuitable for a
polyphonic system.

NIUT

The theory of a practical system
By C. Gimson



RI Fil R1 Al R2

VI

Fig. 1 Two methods of

For every note playable we need an
oscillator, filter and a sound envelope
shaper, therefore for a true poly-
phonic 4 octave system we would
need 49 groups of oscillator, etc. -
an incredible cost, most of which
would be wasted since the average
musician has only 10 fingers to play
with.

Why not therefore design a system
that enables you to play a limited
number of notes (say 6) simultan-
eously. This is called a MULTI -
PHONIC system. Various digital
techniques that could be used in the
design of a basic multiphonic
synthesiser follow. Why digital? A
few of the advantages of a digital
system are listed below.

1) Guaranteed stable over a wide
temperature range (for standard
TTL =0-70 degrees C)
2) Minimum of "setting up"
procedures, i.e. preset pot's etc.
3) Built in noise immunity and
power supply ripple rejection.
4) Permits complex signal
manipulation at extremely high
speeds.
5) Using large scale integration
(LSI) circuitry, hardware can
often be reduced to just a few
IC's. After initial development
anyone who can solder can build
complex circuits and expect
them to work first time on
applying power.
6) The inherent high speed of
digital circuits permits multi-
plexing of complete circuits, i.e.
it allows several different
channels to "timeshare" one
common circuit function. Thus
system component count can be
further reduced.

KEYS

V2 VI

9out V2

R3

TI/

keyboard decoding used in the multiphonic synthesiser

KEYS

OSC 1 ENVELO6ki.,..Th
SHAPER 1

OSC 2 1-- ES 2

4 OCTAVE
KEYBOARD OSC 3 ES 3

AND
DECODER

TONE
FORMER TO Ayr).* SECTION

OSC 41- ES 4 (i.e.
amplification)

OSC 5 ES 5I-
OSC 6 ES 6

FRED. MODULATION
ENVELOP.SHAPER 1

FRED. 62

FRED Eli 6

Fig. 2 Block diagram of a basic multiphonic system

Referring to Fig. 2 which shows the
block diagram of a simple 6 note
multiphonic system. It will be noted
that, for ease of description, the
system has been split up into four
sections:

1) Four octave keyboard and
decoder.
2) Oscillators.
3) Tone shaping.
4) Envelope shapers.

Detailed circuit description is
deliberately kept to a minimum since
it is the intention at this stage only to
cover the techniques used in the
system.

SECTION ONE

The function of section 1 (the four
octave keyboard and decoder) is to

Fig. 3a Keyboard decoder phase one block diagram

CLK

CTR

048
ADDRESS

1/P'S

ADDRESS

9 KEYS

K/B
MU% MUX

S

K/B
STATUS
MEM

0/P

DATA

WRITE

CLK

FROM TIMING
CONTROL

CTR
2

0-5

DATA

select up to 6 keys that have been
pressed simultaneously out of a
possible 49 keys and output a binary
code to each oscillator, corres-
ponding to the required frequency.
The circuit also provides the trigger
signals to initiate the envelope
shapers and frequency modulation
envelopes (used to modulate the
keyed note with a predetermined
envelope). The outputs of the latter
are -mixed" with the keyboard output
before the binary code is outputed to
the oscillator, i.e. in the decoder
circuitry, not the oscillator circuitry.

To understand the operation of
this rather complex circuit it is best to
consider its operation in 3 con-
secutive phases A, B and C, one cycle
comprising the three phases. The
relevant circuitry for phases A, B and

Fig. 3b. Keyboard decoder phase two block diagram

GATING

ADD
UP'S CURB

NOTE

DATA ADO
0/P UP'S K/B

DATA
0/P

INEM STATUS
MEM

I/P

SPARE LOCATION
MEM

WRITE
CONTROL

ADD UP'S

A

DETECTS 16 ILLEGAL
ADDRESSES

TIMING
CONTROL

CONTROL

CTR 3
0-5

COUNT -UP

CLOCK
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CLK -194-
CTR

1

0.48

ADD
I/P'S

CTR

K/B
STATUS
MEM

DATA
0/P

SPARE
mLOECmATION

04

DATA ADD
CUP'S I/P'SCOUNTDOWN

CLOCK

DATA
I/P'S

CURB
NOTE
MEM

WRITE
CONTROL

-44

Fig. 3c Keyboard decoder phase three block diagram

C is shown in Figs. 3a, b and c
respectively; Fig. 4 combines the
circuitry of Fig's. 3 to produce the
complete block diagram, multi-
plexer's (mux) 2 and 3 handle the
different addressing modes of the
various memories.

The basic operation of the circuit
(Fig. 4) is to compare the keyboard
(K/B) status of two consecutive
cycles (one cycle equals one K/B
scan), if a difference is detected it
means that some keys have been
released or new ones pressed or
both, when this occurs the working
memories are corrected accordingly.

FRED. MODULATION
ENVELOPE 1

1

FREO. MOD.
ENVELOPE 6

CLK CTR

0-48

49 1
MUX

6.1
MUX

oip

SEL
I/P'S

TIMING
CONTROL

K/B STATUS MEMORY

The K/B status memory holds the
status of all 49 keys during this cycle
(later to be compared with the K/B
status last cycle).

CURRENT NOTE MEMORY
The addresses of any keys that

were pressed last cycle are contained
in the current note memory (the key
address = the address of the K/B mux
for each key = 0-48) the memory has 6
locations, one for each of the
permissable note outputs, obviously

MANUAL LEVEL

A

C

ADDRESS

MUX 2

CLK CTR
2
0.5

A
DATA
0/P

CURB NOTE
MEM

DATA
I/P

ADD

I/P'S

ADDRESS

DATA /P'S

K/B STATUS
MEM
WRITE
CONTROL

ADDER
OF A  B  C

ROM

DEMUX

if 6 keys are not pressed, then not all 6
locations will be needed, the
addresses of these "spare" or
"empty" locations are stored in
consecutive spare location mem.
locations.

Referring to Fig. 2 which shows the
block diagram of a simple 6 note
multiphonic system. It will be noted
that, for ease of description, the
system has been split up into 4
sections:

1) 4 octave keyboard and
decoder.
2) Oscillators.
3) Tone shaping.
4) Envelope shapers.

Detailed circuit description is
deliberately kept to a minimum since
it is the intention at this stage only to
cover the techniques used in the
system.

PHASE ONE OPERATION

Phase one operation is to store
present K/B status (Fig. 3a). Counter
(Ctr) one counts through 0-48
addressing the K/B mux and the K/B
status mem, the mux therefore scans
the K/B and the status of each key
(0=pressed, 1=off) is written into the
mem (the mem address = key no,
mem content = status). The circuit
now switches to phase 2.

N BITS

N BIT 1

874
6 OUT 2

OF 1 3
0/P _

0/P

TIMING
CONTROL

WRITE
CONTROL

SEL
0/P'S

SEL
ON'S

DEMUX

MUX 3

2.1

DATA

0/P'S

DATA
I/P'S

SPARE
LOCATION
MEM

WRITE CONTROL

A ADDRESS

COUNT UP CLK

CTR 3
-0-5

COUNT DOWN CLK

erl

LATCH 1

t

LATCH 6

1 BIT

LATCH 7

LATCH 12

N 8IToEACH

OSC.

BINARYEWORD.,
OSC. I/P

1 BIT "KEY
PRESSED"
FLAG TO
EACH ENVELOPE
SHAPER

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the complete keyboard decoder
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PHASE TWO OPERATION
In phase two the circuit is arranged

to compare note status's of present
and past cycles (Fig. 3b). Ct r two
counts through zero to five addres-
sing the curr note mem, ctr three is
initially cleared to zero, the output of
the curr note mem (i.e. the key no's
pressed last cycle) address the K/B
status mem (which contain the K/B
status this cycle) hence for each curr
note mem location, if the K/B status
mem output is low it means that that
particular key is still being pressed
and so the curr note mem contents at
that location are still valid. If the
status mem output is high however, it
means that the key is no longer
pressed, it follows therefore that the
curr note mem location at which this
occurs is no longer valid and is
"spare" so the curr note mem address
is stored in the first spare location
mem location and then ctr three is
incremented.

When this occurs the curr note
mem contents (i.e. the old key but no
longer pressed) remains in the mem
until a new key no is written in it s
place. Each time the status mem is
addressed, after it s output has been
inspected it is cleared at that location.
This process repeats for all 6 curr
note mem locations, the circuit then
switches to phase three.

There are 49 keys therefore the key
number is a 6 bit binary code,
however 6 bits give us 64 states
therefore 16 states are illegal, i.e.

there is no key corresponding to
those addresses. When power is first
applied to the circuit some of these
illegal codes might occur in the curr
note mem, external logic detects
these codes if they should occur and
forces the status mem output to a "no
note pressed" state.

At the end of phase two therefore,
the curr note mem contains the key
numbers of all the keys that were
pressed for both the 2 consecutive
cycles, the spare location mem
contains the addresses of all the

spare curr note mem locations and
since the status mem was cleared at
every location addressed during
phase two and since those locations
addressed were notes that had
already been detected, then what
remains in the status mem must be
any new notes that have been
pressed, if any. All that remains in
phase three is to detect these new
notes and store them in any spare
curr note mem locations.

PHASE THREE
The curr note mem is addressed by

the spare location mem which itself is
addressed by ctr three, therefore the
curr note mem must be waiting at one
of its spare locations.

Counter one counts throJgh 0-48
addressing the status mem, if a low is
detected at the mem output, this
indicates a new key so the status
mem address (equals the key
number) is written into the curr note
mem, ctr three is incremented so that
the curr note mem moves to its next
spare location. At the end of ctir one's
count the present cycle is completed
and phase one of the next cycle
starts. The timing during phase two
with three keys pressed is shown in
Fig. 5, it shows that if we monitor the
status mem addresses and output
during phase two, when the mem

Iow, the mem address is the
number of a key that has been
pressed.

If we connect the status mem
address bus and its output to the data
inputs of a one to six demultiplexor
and address the demux select inputs
with the curr note mem address (ctr
two output = 0-5) and latch the demux
outputs, we will have done what we
initially set out to do - detect and
identify up to 6 keys that have been
pressed simultaneously, the demulti-
plexed mem output provides 6 "key
pressed" signals that are used to
trigger the volume and frequency
modulation envelopes.

But wait a minute - the key
numbers increase linearly from 0 to

PHASE 2

Igg

2

KEY 1 Ix XX x

3 I 4 I 5

LOW KEY PRESSED

48, but to obtain a tempered musical
scale the K/B output must increase in
a logarithmic fashion, therefore some
means of code conversion is
required. This is done using a ROM
(read only memory) as a look -up
table while the data is still in serial
form before the demux. Before this
code conversion takes place, the K/B
output is added or "mixed" with a
manual control level and also the
frequency modulation envelope (see
section on envelope shaping).

The manual control enables the
operator to "swing" the four octave
K/B range anywhere in the 10 octave
music spectrum by offsetting the
ROM address by an equal amount for
every note. The rom outputs are then
fed into the demux and latched as
before. These latches are updated
every n uS where n is the time to
complete one cycle. (n is largely
dependent on the mem and ROM
access times).

SECTION TWO - OSCILLATORS
A digitally programmable oscillator

car easily be implemented using
presetable counters as modulo -N
dividers; Fig. 6a shows an 8 bit
programmable divider made up of
two 74193 presetable counters. Both
counters are used in the count -down
mode, the borrow of the least
significant (LS) counter providing the
clock for the most significant (MS)
counter - see Fig. 6b of the borrow
signal timing diagram.

The counters count down and
when they overflow (i.e. attempt to
count down past zero) the borrow
output of the MS counter goes low,
this is connected to the "preset
inputs" pins of both counters hence
the frequency control word N is
loaded into the counters which then
proceed to count down to zero again
where the process is repeated and so
on. Thus for every N clock pulses the
MS borrow output goes low once, if
we take the latter as the output then

Fig. 6a Eight bit programmable divider

CTR 2

0/P'S

K,EI STATUS

MEM 0/P

KEY 2 KEY 3 I XX X X X
K/8

STATUS
MEM
ADDRESS

LS8

A .A CD

B

D D

G C

H D

74193 COUNT DOWN
CLOCK

MSB

B

PE

BORROW

A CD

PE

PARALLEL LOAD
CONTROL UP

74193 BORROW

Fig. 5 Keyboard status memory timing diagram during phase two
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MODULE N DIVIDER

( 2 ) ) I ( 0 ) I ( 16 ) 1

fin
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CTR 0/P
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n1

PHASE
COMPARATOR

7 n2

MODULE N

DIVIDER

wt

L OW -PASS
FILTER

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
OX - VCO

to

Fig. 6b Borrow output timing diagram for 74193 up/down counter Fig. 6c Basic phase -locked -loop frequency multiplier

its frequency will be fo=f1/N and is in
the form of a narrow pulse train.

For N=8 bits 14N255, the range of
control of output frequency depends
on the range of N and hence the
number of counters used, e.g. three
74193's gives us an N of 12 bits
therefore 1N.E.4096.

An extension of (a) is the phase
locked loop freq. divider/multiplier
(b) shown in Fig. 6c. There is plenty of
literature available on phase locked
loops so we will not describe the
circuit except to say that the VCO
output frequency = n, fin/n2. This
method is obviously more expensive
than (a) since you need two dividers
plus the phase lock loop circuitry.

Note: We mentioned in section one
the need for a ROM to convert the
linear K/B number to a logarithmic
one, it should be obvious that
different conversion tables are
required for (a) or (b).

Fig. 7a Fundamental sinewave split into
16 samples

Fig. 7b Second harmonic obtained
by multiplying ROM addresses by two

SECTION THREE TONE SHAPING

Most of the conventional music
synthesisers today use voltage
controlled filters to modify the
harmonic content of a predefined
complex waveform (e.g. a square or
triangular wave) in order to achieve
the required tone. To use a direct

digital equivalent would of course
require a digital filter, however a
programmable filter over the
frequency range required would be
quite complex and very expensive.

In this multiphonic system we are
abandoning this method of synthesis
(called subtractive synthesis) and
adopting an additive synthesis
method, i.e. start with a sinewave at
the fundamental frequency, generate
the harmonics required and add all
the waveforms together to produce
the final complex waveform.

ADDITIVE SYNTHESIS

The following section demon-
strates the principles involved in a
digital implementation of additive
synthesis.

CLK

fIn

4 BIT
CTR

ADDRESS

= number of samples in fundamental
harmonic number.

The act of quantising a sinewave
produces undesirable frequency
components as the spectrograph in
Fig. 10 reveals. Besides the funda-
mental frequency we also get
components derived from the
sampling frequency Fs i.e. fre-
quencies F,=Fs-F, and F2=Fs+Fo. The
effect is very much like that of a
suppressed carrier waveform of
frequency Fs "modulated" with a
signal of frequency F4, F. and F2 being
the resultant sidebands, this effect
also occurs at harmonics of Fs by
lower in amplitude e.g. we obtain
frequencies of 2Fs-F0 and 2Fs+F, etc.
Since all these frequencies are higher
than the fundamental they can be
removed with a low pass filter.

ROM 0/P D/A to

Fig. 8 Generation of a "quantised- sinewave

A sinewave split up into 16 samples
numbered 0-15 is shown in Fig. 7a, if
the sinewave amplitude at each
sample point is stored in 16
consecutive locations of a ROM and
the ROM addressed by a four bit
counter counting continuously (Fig.
8), then the output of a D/A convertor
connected to the ROM outputs would
give a "quantised" version of the
original sinewave.

If we now modify the ROM address
by multiplying the counter output by
two (i.e. during the first time slot
address the ROM at location 2

instead of 1, then during the second
time slot address the ROM at location
four instead of 2 and so on) Fig. 7b
shows us that the original sinewave
frequency (i.e. fin) is doubled i.e. we
get the second harmonic of Fo,
however whereas the fundamental
consisted of 16 samples the second
harmonic consists of only 8 samples.
Likewise if we multiply the ctr outputs
by three we will obtain the third
harmonic, containing 16/3 samples/
cycle. The number of samples/cycle

However with a constant sampling
frequency, as the fundamental
frequency is increased the com
ponent Fs-Fo will move nearer to th
fundamental until when Fs=F, the two
frequencies coincide and cannot be
separated by the filter, therefore the
theoretical minimum sampling rate is
Fs=2F, i.e. two samples/cycle, a more
practical limit is three or even four
samples/cycle.

Therefore if we intend to generate 6
harmonics from the fundamental
frequency we need at least 18
samples in the ROM - number of
harmonics required multiplied by the
minimum number of samples for an
acceptable sinewave (=6X3), the
more samples in the ROM, the better
the resultant sinewave.

MULTIPLICATION
A simple method of generating a

complex waveform consisting of
three equal amplitude harmonics and
the fundamental is shown in Fig. 9.
this would be quite effective but
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A "quantised" sinewave formed by sampling a sinewave of
frequency Fo at a sampling of frequency Fs.

wasteful of ROM, since all the ROM's
are identical it would be much
cheaper to use one ROM for the
sinewave values and time sequence
the harmonic additions, the multi-
plications to modify the ROM
address can also be performed in a
ROM.

The concept of multiplication
using a ROM is quite simple, if we
want to multiply two 2 bit numbers
together there are only 16 possible
answers (since there are four
possible multiplier values and four
possible multiplicand values) there-
fore if we make the multiplier two bits
of a ROM address and the multi-
plicand the other two bits of the
address we end up with four bit
address giving us 16 ROM locations.
All we have to do is program each
ROM location with the correct
answer for that particular address;
e.g. four bit address = 11 decimal --
1011 = (10)(11) = 2 X 3 = 6 decimal =
0110 therefore location 11 is
programmed with 0110. This
principle can be extended for any no
of address bits and gives us a fast
method of multiplication (or
division).

Referring to Fig. lithe ctr outputs

lin CTR
0 16

inutrinsim
111111111111119111111

11111MIMINIM
IN Mir6 Iminullii

1 amilinommuu
1 mummananim
11111111111111111111111111111111, ,, r n .o a 19 MI. ,..Irg4....,

BLIP

fo

Fl Fs -Fo

I

I F2

j

Fs I

F0 Fs

Fs -Fo

Fo

3Fs -Fo

3F5

3Fs Fo

Fig. 10 Part of the frequency spectrum of the sinewave of the previous
photograph. Note the "suppressed carrier double sideband"
effect at the sampling frequency and its harmonics. Also note the
"blips" after F., these are harmonics of F, that are also produced
by quantising a sinewave, !hey are low enough in amplitude to be
ignored if an 8 bit binary number is used to represent the
sinewave amplitude at each sample.

provide a four bit address field to the
X ROM the harmonic number
provides a two bit address field to the
same ROM which is thus pro-
grammed with the result of the
multiplication of the two fields.

AMPLITUDE CONTROL
The sinewave ROM is modified this

time with the introduction of a
harmonic amplitude control, this
enables us to multiply the original
sinewave sample value by a constant
(K). Thus by using a different value of
K (via mux A) for each harmonic we
can control the amplitude levels of
each harmonic -a four bit K address
field gives us 16 levels of amplitude
control.

The ctr counts through its 16 states
as before, each sample of the

Fig. 9 Basic complex waveform generation

X2

ROM

ROM

ROM

ROM

EACH ROM IS
IDENTICAL AND CONTAINS
1 SINEWAVE CYCLE

ADDER

F.

waveform consists of four "passes" of
the circuit.

Pass One The accumulator (acc)
is cleared, the harmonic number
two field = 00 (X1) therefore the X
ROM outputs the required
amplitude value which is added
to the 0 (the contents of the acc)
and the result stored in the acc.
Pass Two The harmonic number
is incremented to 01 (X2) i.e. X
ROM outputs = ctr outputs X2,
the sinewave value is multiplied
K2 and the result is added to the
previous result (contents of acc)
and the new result stored in the
acc.

This process is repeated for Passes
three and four, each time the acc
being "topped up" until after the
fourth pass it contains the total
contributions of all four frequency
components, this value is then
latched in the output buffer and
outputed to the D/A convertor. The
whole process is then repeated for
the next sample and so on.

Each sample therefore consists of 8
ROM accesses plus the propagation
delays of the latches, mux and the
adder, using high speed logic and
bijolar ROM's the time/sample
<1 microsecond. If we limit our
instrument top freq to 8kHz then the
highest ctr clock period =125/16pS
or 8,,S. Since one sample takes 1 µS,
the output buffer will contain the
same result for 8 samples at the
highest input freq (because the ctr
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HARMONIC

00 = X1
01 = x2
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OM
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SEL
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RO
0/P A

ADD
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1 MUX I MUX A
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output will be the same for 8
samples), this represents a waste of
computing power since the circuit is
performing 7 unnecessary calcu-
lations (more at a lower input freq),
therefore if we were to use a different
ctr and a different acc and output
buffer, then we could do up to 7
different samples before the original
buffer needed updating. Since our
instrument uses 6 oscillators we can
therefore use one tone former circuit
for all 6 channels. This leads us to the
circuit of Fig. 12 which is the circuit of
Fig. 11 modified to enable us to
process six inputs.

Counter A controls the multi-
plexing of the 6 counter inputs and
the demultiplexing of the corres-
ponding acc's and output buffers, ctr
B provides the two bit harmonic
number field and thus counts
through four states for each sample.
The ROM addressing etc. is the same
as that in Fig. 11 except that after the
result of pass four is stored in the

4 BIT CTRS

ti CTR I

CTR6

from programmable
divider.

F-

6.1

SEL
I/P S

ADDER

ACCUMULATOR

A  B
LATCH 0/P

BUFFER
- °4.

Fig. 11 Waveform generation using
HARMONIC time-shared ROM's
AMPLITUDE

C

HARMONIC

NO. CTR

output buffer ctr A increments and
the next computation is performed on
a different ctr using a different acc
and output buffer. Each output then
undergoes a D/A conversion and is
filtered to remove the unwanted freq.
components that have been intro-
duced by the multiplexing.

All that remains now is to define the
sound envelope of the note and we
will have seen some of the digital
techniques available to the music
synthesiser designer.

SECTION FOUR

The sound envelope shaper
defines the rate at which the volume
of the note rises, its "hold" time or
duration and the rate at which it
decays.

In our instrument, there are three
ways that we could approach the
problem:

(1) Since the envelope shaper is
one of the cheapest sections of
a conventional voltage con-
trolled synthesiser we could
use the same method (i.e.
voltage control) here dupli-
cated for each channel.
Referring to Fig. 13 a voltage
control envelope is fed into one

BR

ROM ROM
2 A

4:1 MUX
MUX A

El K3

K2 K4

ADDER

AFB

input of an analogue multiplier,
the AC waveform whose
amplitude we want to control is
fed into the other input, the
output will be the AC waveform
amplitude modulated by the
envelope. Thus the multiplier
functions as a voltage con-
trolled amplifier.
(2) Another approach would be
to use a digital control envelope
and modulate the AC waveform
before it goes through the D/A
convertor. (i.e. at the tone
shaper output buffer outputs
o/p's) A digital envelope can be
constructed from up/down
counters e.g. 74193's, a four bit
version is illustrated in Fig. 14.

Initially assume the ctr is at zero
with the "decode zero" output low,
this in turn will disenable the count
down clock input, the key is not
pressed so the count up clock will
also be disenabled. The ctr will start
to count up (the "decode zero" output
will go high after the first clock pulse
but the count down clock input will'
still be disenabled by the key pressed
signal) when the ctr reaches its
maximum value the "decode 16"
output will go low, disenabling the
count up clock.

The ctr will then stay in this state
until the key is released, the count
down clock will be enabled and the
ctr will ramp down until it reaches
zero again the "decode zero" output
disenables the count down clock, the
ctr is now back in its original state.

CLOCK RATES
Both clock rates can be controlled

externally giving the operator control
over both attack and decay rates. By
cascading several ctr's the resolution

16
DEMUR

SEL
0/P

LATCH 2
0/P BUFFER

0/P

6

TO
D/A
CONVERTOR'S
AND
LPF'S

0/P 6

M

SEL
I/P

CTRA

06

Fig. 12 Block diagram of complete tone former utilising six channels
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The fundamental component and the first "set"of "sideboard"
components. If the sampling frequency is kept constant and the
fundamental frequency increased.

of the envelope can easily be
expanded. Such an envelope can also
be used as the K/B freq modulation
envelope, as for the envelope
shapers, one is required per note
output, see Fig. 4. The six envelope
outputs are fed into a six to one mux
which is addressed by the note
number (The curr note mem address
during phase two of the K/B decoder
routine), the mux output is "mixed"
with the K/B number and the manual
setting. Therefore each note is
"mixed" with its own envelope value
for each K/B decoder cycle.

We have already seen how a ROM
can be programmed as a multiplier
using the multiplier and the multi-
plicand as the ROM address fields,
thus if we connect the volume
modulation envelope outputs as one
address field and the digitised
waveform as the other we can

1111111111111'111111

eivell111111111,1M11

9 iii

a

F

This shows how the component Fs - F, and F,-, move closer
together until, at the limiting frequency of Fs = 2F,, they will
coincide.

program the ROM accordingly to
behave as a digitally controlled
amplifier. We then perform the D/A
conversion and filtering to the output
of the ROM and then feed the
analogue waveform directly into the
audio section of the synthesiser.

The final approach is a mixture of
digital and analogue circuitry and
probably is the cheapest to
implement.

A simple n bit switched ladder
network DlA convertor is shown in
Fig.15. The state of each switch is
dependent on whether that particular
bit is a 1 or 0 (1=V ref, 0=ground).

The analogue output of the D/A is
proportronal to the (digital input) XV
ref, this if we connect our digitised

COUNT

74193

A
ATTACK _fin_ UP

CLK

DELAY CLK COUNT

B

DOWN C

"DECODE 16"

TR 0/P'S

KEY PRESSED KEY PRESSED
SIGNAL FROM K/B DECODER SIGNAL

Fig. 14 A simple four bit digital envelope shaper

Fig. 15 Simplified n -bit switched resistor D/A convertor

Vrel

2R

AC WAVE FORM
0/P FROM
D/A 8, LPF

waveform to the digital inputs of such
a convertor and an analogue control
envelope to the V ref input we can
accomplish our D/A conversion and
envelope shaping at the same time.

So there we have the basic
concepts and circuit ideas behind a
complete and viable system. They
will at least show how digital
techniques can be applied to what is
essentially an analogue system and
they may well encourage various
readers to "have a go". The author is
working on a practical unit and we
may be able to present further details
in due course - should any readers
have similar projects in mind or in
operation we would be pleased to
hear of their experiences.

"DECODE

ANALOGUE MULTIPLIER

NORMAL VOLTAGE
ENVELOPE

/fNf
ENVELOPE SHAPED
WAVEFORM

Fig. 13 Conventional method of envelope shaping

R

VOui

140161
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ALARMS

Contents

Basic Alarm
Photo Intruder Alarm
Intruder Alarm
Photo Electric Relay
Low Temperature/Lights out
Temperature Sensor
Coolant level
Water Level
Electronic Lock
Car Battery Watchdog
Simple Car Alarm
Simple Lock

AMPLIFIERS &
PREAMPLIFIERS
High Input Impedance
High Impedance Buffer
Low Output Impedance
High Input Impedance
Low Frequency Extender
Virtual Earth Preamp
IC Tape Head Preamp
Simple Stereo Tape Player
2.5 Watt
20 Watt Slave
10 Watt
Loudspeaker Microphone
Voltage Controlled Amp
Wide Band Amplifier
Video Power Amp
Broadband Amp

SIGNAL PROCESSORS

Fuzz Box
Guitar Fuzz
Fuzz Box
Waa Waa
Disco Autofade
Simple Autofade
Information Transfer
Optical Pulse Conditioner
TV Sound Pickoff
Cracklefree Potentiometer
Voltage to Frequency
Sine to Square Wave
Precision AC to DC
Voltage Processor
Universal Meter
Double Precision
Fast Half Wave
Simple Chopper
Noise Rejecting SCR Trigger
Phase Shifter

SIGNAL GENERATORS

Simple
Variable Duty cycle
Fast Edge
FET
Improved Multivibrator
Variable Duty cycle
Stable R C
Cheap (CMOS)
Simple TTL XTAL
Uncritical XTAL
Pulse
Zero Crossing
Simple Pulse
Needle Pulse
Stable Linear Sawtooth
Zener
Noise
Pink

The first in a new series
of 'ideas books' for the experimenter

Simple Relaxation
Triangle with independent slope
Exponential
Widerange Multivibrator
Multiple Waveform
Linear Sweep
Step Frequency
Beeper
7400 Siren
Simple Siren
Ship Siren
Two Tone
Toy Siren
Kojak. Startrek. Z Cars
Sound Effects
Sound Effects

FILTERS

Bandpass
Low 8 High Pass
Rejection Notch
Bandpass
Cartridge EC Rumble
Hum Stopper
Tape Hiss Reduction
Simple Crossover

DIGITAL
Thermometer
Heads or Tails
Binary Calculator
Voltmeter
Seven Segment to Decimal
Die
Random Binary
CMOS Die
Multiplexer Hints
Learning Memory
CMOS Clock

POWER SUPPLIES

Constant
Temperature Stable
Constant
Voltage Controlled
Precision Voltage Divider
Dual Polarity
Simple Balanced
Voltage Divider
Low Regulated
Short Circuit Protected
Simple TTL Supply
ZN414 Supply
Stable Reference
Transformerless Invertor
DC to DC AC
Voltage Multiplier
Automobile Convertor
Shaver Adaptor
DC -DC
High Voltage From Battery
Variable ye or -ve output
Simple
12V from Battery Charger
Bucket Regulator
Adjusting Zener Voltage
Variable Zener
Zener Boosting of Regulators
High Power
Electronic Fuse
Better Fuse
Regulator & Fuse
Fast Acting
SCR Crowbar
Voltage Polarity
NI CAD Discharge
Current Limiting

TEST

Diode Checker
GO/NO GO Diode Tester
Zener Check
GO/NO GO Transistor Tester
Quick JFET Test
Current Gain Tester
Basic Transistor Tester
Simple Transistor/SCR
SCR Tester
Crystal Check
Crystal Checker
Good/Bad Battery Tester
Battery Tester
Op -Amp Tester
Op -Amp Checker
Cheap Logic Probe
kudible TTL Probe
Audible Slow Pulses
Logic Probe
Logic Analyser
I and 0 Display Probe
Simple High Impedance
Voltmeter
Audio/RF Tracer
Thermocouple Thermometer
Metering Stabilised supplies
Simple Frequency Meter

TIMERS & DELAYS

Low Standby Drain
741 Timer
Self Triggering Timer
Pulse Timer
Pulse Delay
Voltage Controlled Monostable
Sequential Relays
Door Chime Delay

SWITCHING

Touch Triggered &stable
Touch Sensitive Switch
Electronic Switch
Sound Operated 2 Way
SPST Switch Flip Flop
Two Signals on one Wire

INDICATORS

Line -o -Light
3 Step Level
Light Level
Bargraph Display
Fuse Failure
Blown Fuse
Back Up Lamp
DC Lamp Failure
FM Tuner Station
Current Flow
Disco Cue

FLASHERS

Dancing Lights
Low Frequency Strobe

Flasher
Ultra Simple

POWER CONTROL

LDR Mains Control
Floodlamp Control
Zero Crossing Sy%
Train Controller
Low Differential Thermostat
Simple Temperature Control
Full Wave SCR Control

AUTOMOBILE

Brake Lamp Failure
Courtesy Light Delay
Simple Hazard Light
Light Extender & Reminder
Four Way Flasher
Headlamp Dipper
Wiper Delay
Suppressed Zero Voltmeter
Rev Counter/Tachometer
Auxiliary Battery

DETECTORS &
COMPARATORS

Peak Detect & Hold
Window Detector
Peak Program
Positive Peak
Reaction Comparator

RADIO FREQUENCY

Crystal Marker
100 kHz Marker
RF Voltmeter
RF Detector
LED RF Indicator
RF Amplifier Protection
FET-Radio
Op -Amp Radio

MISCELLANEA

Phase Locked Loop
Touch Doorbell
Phase Lock Control
Audio Mixer
Virtual Earth Mixer
Plop Eliminator
Loudspeaker Protection
Digital Capacitance Probe
Digital Tape Recorder Adaptor
Breakdown Diode Substitution
Dual Function Charger
Dual Mode Amp

Capacitor Substitution
Electronic Capacitor
Speeding Up Darlingtons
Shutter Saver
Thyristor Sensitivity
Sound Operated Flash
Strength Tester
Logic Noise Immunity

TIPS

Identifying 74 Series
Supply Pins
Soldering IC's
Tinning With Solder Wick
PCB Stencils
Front Panel Finish
DIL Drilling
Fluorescent Starting
Avoiding Insulated Heat Sinks
TTL Mains Interface
Boost Your Mains
High Resistance on Low Meters
High Voltage Electrolytics
Transistor Identification
Template & Heat Sink for
Power Transistors
Transistor Socket
Solder Flow Problems
Odd Resistor Values
Resistors in parallel
CMOS DIL Handling
Identifying Surplus ICS
Extending Battery Life
Battery Snaps
Power Supply or Battery
Battery Checking
Muck Remover
Transformers in reverse
Loudspeaker Checking
Improving UJT Linearity
Signal Tracer
Crystal Earpieces
Cheap Varicaps
Zener Lifts Capacitor Rating

DATA

741 Op -Amp Data
BC 107-109 Data
BC 177-179 Data
CMOS & TTL Date
2N3055 Data
MJ2955 Data
Bipolar Data Tables
Bipolar FETs Rectifiers
Diodes Pinouts Zener Misc
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N Nalg1511
by Peter Sydenham

SCIENCE PROVIDES US WITH
knowledge about existence. It is based
on a procedure of collecting facts which
are placed into apparently logical
groupings in order to lead to stage two
of scientific method - the realisation of
one or more hypotheses. Man's imagin-
ative powers then enable ideas about
these facts to be "tried out" in the
mind. (The mind creates what are called
'models'). After a brain -storming session
some ideas emerge about the collected
facts. These are likely contenders of
generalised models that will describe
many seemingly different ideas by one
unified concept. Figure 1 depicts this
process.

Having hit upon an hypothesis it is

then tested by performing experiments
upon it to see if more examples that
would appear to also be correct are
indeed allowed for. The hypothesis, as
long as it is found satisfactory, is then
held as current and applicable until a
new case emerges that is not described
adequately enough by it. The scientific
process is then begun again to find a
new hypothesis that is better than the
earlier one.

Old hypotheses are not necessarily
useless. They find their use in limited
cases. We are quite satisfied in every-
day life to regard mass as a constant
entity but on some special occasions,
in the design of some cathode ray
devices for example, mass must be
considered as being convertible to
energy. Einstein's work predicted that
conversion process.

New hypotheses produce new ideas
for technology to take up and apply.
Once it was known that the atom was
divisible, scientists sought to split it
further.

This brings us to the role of tech-
nology in the development of ideas.
Technology and engineering is the broad
discipline that devises machines and
structures that do not exist as such in
nature but using resources that are
available naturally - see Fig. 2.
Machines provide us with power con-
version, with mechanisms and with
measuring and information tools.

I

1. OBSERVE

COLLECT FACTS

(MANY BUTTERFLIES OF
CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS)

2. THINK

FORM HYPOTHESIS

3. OBSERVATION

TEST HYPOTHESIS

IIBIG SPOTTED AND LITTLE I (EXPERIMENT BREEDS
SPOTTED BUTTERFLIES BREED MIXED SPOTS, THEREFORE
TO ..oDUCE MIXED SPOTS) HYPOTHESIS CORRECT.)

Fig. I. Diagram showing
sieges of the scientific
method Science produces
knonfedge.

Technology is a sister requirement of
scientific pursuit - inseparable partners
in progress, each affecting the other's
progress at varying degrees with time.
Figure 3 shows an example of this
interaction.

One often -seen mis-statement is that
scientists build the so-called scientific
machines. "Scientists put a package on
Mars is the greatest scientific achieve-
ment yet made by man". If it had been
a failure then it would have been due to
engineering failure! The Mars' probe is
rather the greatest technological
achievement.

It is important to see how much
technology compared with how much
science goes into a manufactured
product for this helps us predict when
new ideas will come into practical use.

There is, however, another aspect to
technology. Many lifestyle changing
ideas do not occur as the result of
applying science in a systematic manner.
In fact many valuable machines and
ideas arrive by way of an unknown,
often poorly trained, inventor who
applies an uncommonly good amount of
common-sense to solving an immediate
problem.

But society itself is also a strong
influence on the application of new
ideas. Somehow a new idea appears out
of place. We now accept eyeglasses as
normal technology, but think how a
person wearing a filtering false nose
(a possibility for reducing hay -fever

allergies) would be received. Organ
transplants were, and still are to some
extent, opposed. Test-tube babies are
currently controversial.

Many problems of society could be
solved more easily if we were prepared
to accept change and make what
appears at the time to be sacrifice more
willingly. We have seen over the past two
years a strong swing toward the smaller
car. Air travel is now cheaper than by sea
- the reverse of a decade ago. A trans -
world telephone call now gives more
message content than a telegram for the
same price.

This introduction and the previous
part of this study sets the scene for
what I see could be some aspects of
fUture living. I possess no crystal ball; I

claim no extra sensory perception
ability, nor do I have a pact with the
maker or devil! What is given now is
composed from studying the past trends
and extending them into the future, this
being sprinkled with some personal
ideas of myself and others.

GETTING ABOUT IN THE FUTURE
Although there have been instances

in history where knowledge of man has
been lost by chance or by political
decree (the 1930's burning of the
books in Germany) - technological
change has continued to advance in
all civilisations (albeit sometimes ex-
tremely slowly). It is most unlikely
that the "alternative" communes we
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ALUNIMIUM
COMPONENTS
(BAUXITE)

ELECTRIC LIGHT
(COAL OIL
COPPER
GLASS)

FOUNDATIONS
(GRAVEL
SAND
LIMESTONE
CLAY)

DOME
(IRON ORE
TREES)

CORROSION
PROTECTION
(ZINC ORE)

PAINT
(CHEMICALS
PIGMENTS)

FRAME
(IRON ORE
COAL)

MIRROR
(SAND
LIMESTONE
SODA)

CABLES
(OIL
COAL
COPPER ORE
COTTON PLANTS)

Fig. 2. Technology produces new objects, using naturally available resources, for specific tasks.
(98 inch telescope at Royal Greenwich Observatory).

see today will be how man will live in the
future. It would need a global
catastrophe to destroy all technology so
thoroughly that the survivors would
have to live as cave men and reinvent all
inventions again.

Technology of long-distance trans-
portation - railways, ships and even
cars - requires great financial invest-
ment. Few people can afford a hand-
made car today - even mass-produced
ones are becoming harder to reach.
Thus, if big commercial business
survives into the 2000s, or the State
takes over, we can confidently expect
changes to slowly emerge in transport.
It takes about four to six years for a
current design railway and its rolling
stock to be built from conception. A
new technology such as airships (a

revival really), needs a decade and a
half once a serious commitment is

given to using it.

Electric cars are constantly being
researched and developed - Fig. 4 -
but it has become vitally clear that two
areas of difficulty exist. The first is that
the lead -acid battery is not adequate to
power a car with performance that we
have become accustomed to. The best
produced to date is not an equal to the
smallest family gasoline car. What is
needed is much more effective electrical
storage arrangement. High -temperature
sodium -sulphur batteries, as pictured in
Fig. 5, have been developed to prototype
stage, but the manufacturers suggest
these cells will not be available to car
makers before 1980.

Ford's electric vehicle research and
development program is concentrating
on this kind of battery, which is also
being considered in Europe and Japan.

The second difficulty, however, may
be a more serious barrier to the
widespread use of electric vehicles. This

is the general reluctance to move on a
downward trend of performance.
Gasoline will still be available in the '90s
so the choice will probably move toward
smaller, better performance cars that
stretch the gallon further.

Other likely developments are auto-
matically steered vehicles running on
specially modified highways. The cars
would be guided by control units
sensing guidance paths laid in the
surface. Collision prevention by short
distance doppler-radar and optimal
route selection using telemetry signals
picked up by radio or from transmitters
also laid in the road can be implemented
now that research is in progress on
these devices.

The computing capability needed,
including built-in redundancy to
improve reliability, is now available in
micro -processors that will soon be as
cheap as a good transistor radio. Social
influences, people's suspicions and mis-
trust and overall cost are the constraints
on rapid developments in this area.

With the thirst for speed perhaps
settled to a resonable level the next
thrust will be safety and again, perhaps,
longevity of the vehicle. New ideas
obtain much publicity - but promotion
and worthwhileness of the product are
not always related attrihutes.

Experimental Safety Vehicles reach
advanced levels. Urathane bumpers
are now being used; other safety
features are gradually being introduced.
Perhaps vehicles adhering to the surface
will be displaced by slightly levitated
ground -effect machines like the hover-
craft. Again, experience has shown that
these are not the complete replacement
for all ground transport systems. As yet
they are still noisy, power hungry and
not as responsive to directional control
as the wheel -borne car.

The electric street car is another
development that may come back again
in a new form. Melbourne, for example,
has a workable mass passenger transit
system that now gets people into and
out of the city generally faster than by
car - yet it was not so long ago that the
street car was regarded as archaic.
Today it is recognized that mass
transportation routes are better for
concentrated city mobilisation than a
melee of cars.

Magnetically levitated vehicles run-
ning on relatively inexpensive tracks
were forecast to be capable of over 500
km/h speeds. Development of short test
tracks and vehicles continues but the
pace of development is slow to provide
economic alternatives to maintenance
and repair of existing systems. The
Maglev system proposed for Ontario,
but eventually abandoned is shown in
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Fig.7 . Remember that prototypes are
quicker to materialise than service
vehicles. For inter -city distances in big
countries we need a speed of about 500
km/h to make journeys sufficiently
shorter than the current alternative of
the car or train. Airflight time is
becoming limited by cost and airport
turnaround time - door to door and
with no connections to make, a 1000 km
distance takes about three hours.
Maglev inter -city systems, however,
now must be designed in light of a new
social barrier not obviously in existence
five years back - they need great
quantities of power to run at such high
speeds. Societal values no longer ignore
such demands on resources. Super
conducting Maglev systems will require
vast quantities of scarce helium - this
may limit their widespread useage.

The bicycle is good for the health
but its slowness and effort requirements
do not suit most people who live far
from their workplace. A compromise
between the bicycle and the car seems
how things should develop but social
constants, personal comfort and the
ability to carry passengers and loads
require a wide degree of flexibility for
the future personal transport vehicle.

Moving on to transport at sea we can
confidently expect to see automatic
ships navigating by electronic control.
Position sensing devices are sufficiently
developed for the task - especially
when the Omega navigational network
is complete across the globe. Computer
control is quite capable of the data
processing needed and machinery
control is not extremely reliable and well
defined. Automation of ships, however,
would need global acceptance of the
concept and more faith in machinery.
Automatic fishing is also a realisable
goal - for we can now detect where fish
are in the sea.

Fig.3 Science and technology go hand in hand helping each other
continuously. (Computer controlled engine -testing at Cranfield).

Ship -forms may shift to surface -effect
designs - plans were announced in the
US last year for design studies of a 100
000 ton naval cruiser that could move at
speeds double those of today. Ship
speeds are decided by physical
limitations arising because of the wetted
area surface drag and the disturbance
caused as the water is physically
displaced by the ship's motion. Raising
speeds above 10 knots or so demands
enormous increases in fuel con-
sumption. Solutions to this are to go
completely under like the submarine, for
his also reduces the power needed, rise
out of the water on skis, or the hover
principle. One advantage of the latter is
hat the swell and roll of sea travel is
greatly reduced. Hover ships can run
today at speeds of 80 knots but
problems with skirt sealing in rough
weather appears to be a major current
limit on the usefulness on the open sea.
The history of naval architecture,

Fig.4. The electric car can only provide satisfactory transportation
for short land tasks. This is a pleasure versi9n by ElecTraction.

howeve-, shows that ships change in
only minor ways and at a slow pace.

Finally, in the air: what will happen
there? There was once a time - just a
few years ago when air travel had
become the pinnacle of transport
comfort and speed. But today it fails to
provide a fast enough overall journey
time because of airport regulations of
arrival before departure time, clearance
at security barriers, checking of tickets,
settling of passengers and the like. It
seems, as a rule of thumb, that the
actual flight time is about equal to the

Fig. 5 Na-S high temperature batteries cm
store much more power for a given weight
than lead acid cells but they will not be
available for another five years or more.
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sundry time involved for short inter-
national flights. Plans were published in
the early seventies for cabins (ifi which
people were assembled) ready to be
attached to the plane. In some countries
super highways link the remote airports
from the city centres. Somehow these
plans did not provide the answer now
seen to be needed.

Supersonic transportation is finding
difficult acceptance, and it is just not
possible to state at present whether it is
good or bad with any degree of
certainty. Only time will tell; hy-
potheses need verification by
experiment.

The air ship is a strong contender
especially if a design needing less
helium were invented (certainly not one
based on hydrogen, for it is highly
inflammable when oxygen is available).
The hot air balloon is thirsty for energy
due to huge heat losses from the balloon
surface - new materials and processes
may provide us with an insulated
enclosure of light enough structure for
these to become viable for long flights.

Several companies have been formed
to exploit commercial freight transport
by airships. The idea is appealing --
quiet, safe, speedy, not plagued with
terrain problems and capable of loads
equalling many semi -trailer cargoes put
together. Airships are an example of
past design hopes being reborn due to
better technological availability.

In the next part we will look at com-
munications and entertainment
developments of the future.

(To be continued . . .1

Fig.8. Maglev vehicles can provide great speeds but they will require
much more development and testing before they replace current
forms of railway.

DRIVER'S AIR

CUSHION (STORED)

PASSENGERS'

AIR CUSHION

(STORED)

Fig.6. General Motors' air cushion restraint system. These may the
answer to collision survival in the near future.

Fig. 7. In November 1974, the Ontario
government cancelled a $25 million urban
transportation development contract with
the West German firm of Krauss - Maffei. A
test track was to have been built at the CNE,
using cars as pictured to the left.
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electronics tqUal
What to look for in the July issue:

C.B. SUPPLEMENT
We won't be teaching you the jargon or showing hundreds of tranceivers

and accessories - enough has already been published on how to use or
abuse the facilities (whatever your views are).

What we will be covering are things like the advanced circuitry employed
in modern rigs, taking a look at basic antenna arrangements and at some of
the pitfalls (and how to avoid them) of C.B. installation.

The technical content of this supplement should make it of interest to
everyone, however they view the subject.

DIGITAL
VOLTMETER

A design which employs one :1Y2
digit DV M chip as the basis of a meter
with five DC ranges and the capability
of reading up to ± I 999V. Con-
struction is further simplified by the
use of p.c. boards.

ELECTRONICS IN
NORTH SEA OIL

The various systems that have been developed for
the problems involved in extracting oil from the
North Sea have been extensive. Next month we take
a look at some of the problems and the technology
that has overcome them.

THE OVERLED
Simple circuit which shows when amplifier output

peaks are being "clipped" thus clearly indicating the onset
of associated distortion before it makes itself audibly
obvious.

This project can also be used as part of a larger audio
item - designed to provide better bass output from those
quality bookshelf speakers that lack the size to reproduce
the lower octaves - to be published later.

ETI
DOTS

0 1 2 3 4

MASTER- MIND-

* * STARS * *00011)
4 3 1 0

2 5 7. 3

MASTERMIND
The board game of Mastermind,

where a colour code has to be
broken, was developed from a
similar game using a number code
and stars or dots as markers.

The original game has been
used as the basis for our electronic
version where the code and
responses are provided by the unit
for a player to break. Not only can
you challenge opponents, you can
also play on your own.

The articles described here are in an
advanced state of preparation, but
circumstances may necessitate changes in
the issue that appears.
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MULTIMETER
GUIDE
How to choose a meter to suit your needs
THE BUDDING experimenter, after
purchasing a basic set of tools,
commences building small circuits at
the earliest opportunity. Very rapidly
he meets the situation where a circuit,
as built, does not work. So what now?
If all wiring has been done correctly
then it must be a faulty component -
but which one? The simplest way to
find out is to use a meter to measure
voltages around the circuit.

Thus the first instrument that an
electronics experimenter will buy will
be some kind of multimeter capable of
measuring the common ranges of
voltage, current and resistance found
in usual circuitry.

Upon investigating what is available
the experimenter discovers that
multimeters range in price from simple
analogue meters at $8 to sophisticated,
highly -accurate digital instruments
costing several hundreds.

The experimenter must ask himself -
which is the most suitable for his class
of work? Is it really necessary to spend
several hundreds of dollars? Are $8

multimeters worth having at all?
In this article we examine the factcrs

which must be considered when
selecting a multimeter in order to
satisfy the conflicting requirements of
minimum expense and suitability.

When selecting a multimeter the
following factors are of importance:

Input impedance
Accuracy
Resolution
Ruggedness
Number of ranges
Frequency response
Portability.

INPUT IMPEDANCE
A multimeter must have as high an

input impedance as possible if the
circuit under test is not to be severely
loaded. Loading leads to substantial
errors in the measurement and, if
severe, may even damage components.

The input impedance of analogue
meters is usually expressed in ohms
per volt. Thus the impedance depends
on the voltage range selected. Typical

THE MOVING -COIL METER

,,PPiPP

r,\N

Fig. A.

If an electromagnetic coil is
suspended in the field of a

permanent magnet, it will be
caused to rotate, when
energized, by a force
proportional to the energizing
current.

In the moving -coil type of
meter, as Fig.A shows, the field
of the permanent magnet is
arranged to pass across a

cylinder in which hangs the coil
of the meter. A fine spiral
tension -spring restrains the

rotation by providing a linearly
increasing torque as the coil
rotates. Attached to the coil is a
pointer that moves across a

scale, thus indicating current.

As the number of turns is

increased, to improve sensitivity,
the designer must use finer wire
to keep the mass of the coil
small. As a consequence of this
requirement, sensitive meters
usually have a higher resistance,
and are more delicate.

inexpensive meters have impedances of
1000 to 100,000 ohms per volt. Thus
when measuring voltage a multimeter
is in effect a resistor in parallel with
the resistor (across which the voltage is
being measured) within the circuit and
it reduces the effective value of both -
to something lower than the value of
either. Thus, as a voltmeter is in effect
a resistor, connecting it across a circuit
will inevitably change the resistance of
that circuit, and the meter must shunt
current away from the circuit.

This brings us back to the reason for
quoting the sensitivity of voltmeters in
ohms per volt. Multiplying the
sensitivity by the fsd range in use,
gives the resistance of the meter circuit
that will be shunting the component.
Cheaper multimeters will have
sensitivities ranging from as low as
1000 S2/volt to as high as 100k 2/volt
To illustrate loading effects, consider

the circuit in Fig.1. By Ohms law we
know that the voltage between points
A and B is 0.75 volts.

Now let us see what happens when
we use a 1000 ohms/volt meter on the
1 volt range to measure this voltage.
The 1000 ohms of the meter in
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parallel with R2 will produce a

combined value of 500 ohms. Thus the
voltage read by the meter will be 0.5
volts instead of 0.75 volts - an error
of 33 per cent!

It is the degree of this shunting effect
that is important - in theory it can
never be completely avoided, for some

energy must flow into the measuring
system from that being measured. In
electronic measurements the rule of
thumb is that for accuracy, the
resistance of a voltmeter should be at
least ten times that of the circuit - a
hundredfold is better still.

However with the simple moving -coil

10, 150

JB

MOO.

250.

50* r

0212 r 0,
90,

typical of the inexpensive
multimeter available this
1000 ohm/volt unit is suitable
for general electrical work.

When using any meter with
switched ranges, always start
off by selecting a meter range
much higher than your es-
timate of the quantity to be
measured.
This precaution safeguards the
meter should the quantity be
much larger than expected.

type of meter a higher input
impedance also requires a delicate
meter movement which is relatively
easily damaged. A good compromise
would seem to be a meter having an
ohms/volt rating of between 10 000
and 50 000.

In more expensive meters - those
employing electronic amplifiers and
those using digital techniques, input
impedances are usually at least one
megohm and hence loading of the
circuit is seldom a problem.

ACCURACY
The typical cheap multimeter has an

accuracy of the order of 3 to 5% and
this is further reduced by parallax
reading errors. Better quality analogue
instruments have 1% accuracy and
mirror backed scales to reduce parallax
reading errors.

Digital multimeters are at least 1% or
better, with 0.2% being typical.
Sophisticated units costing several
thousand dollars may well have
accuracies down to 0.001%. The way
accuracy for a digital meter is quoted
is far from being as simple as given
here, but for our present purposes the
simple statement given suffices.

As to what accuracy is needed, it is

seldom that an experimenter, even one
at fairly advanced level, needs an
accuracy better than 1% and, mostly,
even the 3 to 5% of a simple meter is
good enough. So don't get carried
away by accuracy, if you can afford
1% or better - great. But you will not
be too badly off if you can't.

1.5V

1000(_2'VOL 1
METER ON
1 VOLT RANGE

R1
1000i2

R2
100(h1

Fig. 1. Meter loading of the circuit
can drastically increase reading error.
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MULTIMETER GUIDE
TAUT BAND SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

Pointer

Taut
Band

Shock
Absorber

Tension Spring

Zero
Adjustor

Moving
Coil

Better quality analogue
multimeters usually employ a
taut band suspension system in
the meter movement. This
system, although more

expensive, has several important
advantages over conventional
moving coil movements.
The movement still employs

the moving coil principle but
now the coil is suspended by
means of a platinium alloy band.
Since, now, no pivots, jewels or
hair springs are used errors due
to pivot friction and roll of the
jewel are completely eliminated
Additionally the meter will
maintain correct reading
regardless of orientation.

A shock absorber is usually
fitted to the movement that
incorporates dual bumper stops.
Thus the movement is rendered
insensitive to mechanical shock.

The use of a taut band
movement ensures good
linearity, freedom from
backlash, freedom from effects
of vibration and shock and much
greater instrument reliability.

RESOLUTION
Resolution is often more of a

limitation than is accuracy for, if the
meter movement is small, it is difficult
to read accurately. For example, when
trying to read 1.5 volts on a 10 volt
full scale meter, it may only be
possible to say that it is somewhere
between 1 and 2 volts. Hence the
bigger the movement the better.

In the case of a digital meter the
resolution is a function of the number
of digits in the display. Thus a three
digit display (999) can resolve to one
part in 1000 and hence the accuracy
must be better than 0.1% to make full
use of the available resolution.
Conversely it is little use having more
than three digits in the display if the
accuracy is only 1%.

RANGES
Any meter must be able to measure

dc volts and current, ac volts and
current and resistance to really qualify
as a full multimeter. Some instruments
also include dB calibration and the
facility to measure capacitance.

DC voltage should have ranges from
1 to 2.5 volts full scale to 500 and
preferably 1000 volts full scale. AC
volts should cover from 2.5 volts full
scale to at least 300 volts full scale.
The lowest current range should be 1
mA full scale, or better, and the
maximum reading should be at least
one ampere.

Resistance scales should enable you
to read from one ohm to at least one

megohm with reasonable accuracy.
Note that on cheaper meters cramming
at the top of the ohms scale will
prevent reading values in excess of
100k ohm at all.
Finally the ranges should ascend in

the 1, 3, 10 ratio at least. Ten to one
scale ratios lead to some difficulty in
reading voltages that are just in excess
of one range. For example assume a

meter has 1, 10 and 100 volt ranges
and is quoted as having an accuracy of
3% of full scale. Now let us suppose
we are trying to measure 1.1 volts. We
cannot read it on the one volt scale as
the meter would read over range. On
the ten volt scale we read about one
volt but our accuracy on the ten volt
range is 3%, that is, ± 0.3 volts. So the
best we can say is that the voltage is
between 0.7 and 1.3 volts. Hardly
satisfactory for working on transistor
amplifiers for, with this measurement,
we would not be sure whether it was
one or two base emitter juni-itions (0.6
to 0.7 volts per junction silicon).

Had we a meter with a 3 volt range
we would have read around 1.1 volts
with an accuracy of ± 0.09 volts and
the degree of ambiguity would have
been vastly decreased.

RUGGEDNESS
Drop an $8 multimeter and you may

as well not bother to pick it up. The
case will probably shatter and the
meter movement will almost certainly
be ruined. The more expensive units
have poly -carbonate cases which could
be bounced off a concrete floor (if you
are game enough). The more expensive
units will also probably use a

taut -band meter movement rather than
the simple moving -coil variety.
Taut -band movements are virtually
impervious to shock.

Some years ago we bounced such a

c100

Off
71010 RX1N Q

A 500 -- 1111(

SaP
250
)

50 c

q.50n 25 V

DO

Amp,
2 5n

50

10

This 20,000 ohms/volt unit
has a corner meter move-
ment which allows a much
greater scale length to be
obtained in a small meter.
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MULTIMETER
GUIDE

The Fluke 8020A digital multimeter em-
ploying a liquid crystal display. A single
Alkaline 9V battery provides 200 hours
of operation with an indicator to show
the last 20 hours of life. Has 27 ranges
with resistance resolution of 0.1 ohm on
200 ohm range to 10 kilohms on 20 meg-
ohm range. Available for $184.00 includ-
ing duty but plus taxes (F.O.B. destina-
tion) across Canada from Allan Crawford
Associates Ltd.

taut -band meter off the floor hundreds
of times (in order to take
photographs) without any damage
occuring to the meter whatsoever (a
Weston 660 series multimeter).

Ruggedness is very much a function
of price. The more you pay the better
the case and the movement used. The
switches will also be larger, more
robust and with silver-plated contacts.
So although an $8 meter may appear
to offer the same facilities as a more
expensive unit it will certainly not last
as long.

Steer clear of ultra -miniature meters.
These are very fragile as well as being
difficult to read. If you CP.,- afford it
buy a meter with a taut -band
movement - they are expensive but
will be worth the money.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The ac ranges of a multimeter are of

little value if the frequency response
of the instrument only extends to a
few hundred hertz. Such an
instrument would only be useful for
measuring 60 Hz line voltages.

If possible obtain a meter that has a
frequency response that at least covers
the audio spectrum. This is almost
indispensable if you are working on
audio equipment and do not have a
cathode-ray oscilloscope.

PORTABILITY
Most multimeters are portable as the

simple kinds only require a couple of
dry cells to power the resistance
measurements. Multimeters that have
amplifiers built in are sometimes
restricted to line only operation.

For the experimenter a multimeter
should definitely be capable of battery

These Danameters are the cheap end of the range from
Dana Laboratories. AC accuracy is 1 15% (Danameter,
and OB% (Danameter II);

operation. Therefore if a transistorized
or digital multimeter is to be

purchased make sure that it has

rechargeable cells or is capable of
running for extended periods on dry
cells. Line only types are fine for the
laboratory but not for the hobbyist.

ANALOGUE On DIGITAL
An analogue measurement is

essentially one that is made
continuously. A digital measurement
on the other hand is made in a series
of discrete steps.

The same basic quantities can be
measured by both digital and analogue
methods. For example, a conventional
clock has a pair of hands which
traverse a calibrated dial in a

continuous sweep, and there is a

theoretically infinite number of steps
between any two calibrated points on
the clock face measurement is

continuous and is therefore an

analogue process.
A digital clock on the other hand

indicates the time in discrete steps,
each of one minute (or one second).
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Auto - ranging and auto - polarity are features of this 3'h digit probe multimeter from Logical Technical Services Corp. in the $300 range.

DUAL SLOPE A/D CONVERSION

There are several modes of operation instruments is the DUAL SLOPE Initially when an unknown voltage is
of digital multimeters but by far the technique. The system, assuming a 3 applied to the input a 'start
most commonly used in cheaper digit display, works as follows:- conversion' pulse is generated and

- E REF

INPUT

START

INTEGRATOR

CONTROL
LOGIC

DETECT

ZERO

DISPLAY

A A

SET TO 999 6'
COUNTER

(a) Dual -slope conversion system.

(b) The counting procedure.

SLOPE DUE TO
INPUT VOLTAGE

COUNTER STARTS
FROM 000

ZERO CROSSING
SIGNAL

COMPARATOR

/1111LO

C 0 ;r4EA FNETRSELN0cPE

TIMEE

D U E

GATE

CLOCK

ZERO CROSSING
COUNTER REACHES 999
CHANGE TOE REFERENCE

simultaneously all the counters are set
to zero.

The integrator, which may be a

simple operational amplifier design,
begins to ramp up with a slope which
is proportional to the magnitude of
the input voltage. At the same time
clock pulses are gated to the counters
which commence to count up.

Control logic detects when the count
reaches 999 and gates off the input
voltage and gates on a reference
voltage. The reference voltage is

opposite in polarity to the input
voltage and the integrator therefore
begins to ramp down with a slope
proportional to the reference voltage
and the counter reverses. The process
continues until zero voltage is reached.

At this zero point a comparator
closes the clock pulse gate, the counter
stops and now holds a count
proportional to the input voltage.

Design requirements for the
integrator and clock accuracies are
much less stringent with this technique
than with others because both input
ramp and reference ramp use the same
circuitry. Hence component
inaccuracies tend to cancel out and
accuracy becomes dependent mainly
on the stability of the reference
voltage and, if used, the input
attenuator and amplifier. The dual
slope method provides good rejection
of normal -mode noise.

The dual -slope conversion provides
the basic voltage measurement
capability additional circuitry being
added to measure resistance, dc
current and ac voltage and current.
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The Tech VOM is a 20kS2/V multimeter.

The Triplett Model 100-T hand size multimeter features
two temperature ranges and an accessory thermistor
probe for checking circuitry hot spots, and also is
capable of clamp - on AC measurements - basic price
around $120.

There is no ambiguity of reading. It is
either 8:23 or 8:24 one cannot
misread it.

This is one of the great advantages of
digital readouts. There are no reading
errors due to parallax or scale
resolution, and in the case of
electronic digital instruments no
friction or hysteresis to cause
mechanical errors.

Hence even the cheapest of digital
multimeters has better than 1%
accuracy, (actually accuracy should be
stated the other way - a meter is 99%
accurate, not 1%). whereas an
analogue meter with a mechanical
movement of 1% accuracy is quite

This electronic multimeter from A VO features 10 Meg impedance on dc and
316k0./V on ac. The 39 ranges of this instrument cover all the measurements
you are likely to need.

The Fluke 8000A digital multimeter offers 0.1% accuracy with three and a half
digits.

expensive and still subject to further
reading errors caused by parallax and
scale resolution.

Until recently digital multimeters
were priced beyond the reach of the
amateur experimenter the cheapest
being well over $100. However now
there is a choice, albeit restricted at
less than that amount.

Such prices make
instrument competitive
the best of analogue

the digital
in price with
transistorized

multimeters and - they 'lave better
accuracy.

All digital multimeters have input

impedances of one megohm or better
and hence loading is seldom a problem
with such instruments.

Digital instruments are sensitive to
noise and a dc voltage with
superimposed hum and noise may give
incorrect and/or jittery readings on
some instruments. Analogue
instruments on the other hand tend to
reject and average out superimposed
noise.

It is doubtful that digital meters will
ever completely replace analogue
meters. But they will almost certainly
replace those at the higher priced end
of the analogue range.
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TAPE/SLIDE
SYNCHRONIZER

Fig. 1. This is a circuit diagram
of the complete unit. DI A D3

0
AC

0
SW1

E 0

n
CHASSIS
GROUND

T

0

120V - 12.6V

D21 ID4

4 X IN4001

IN4001

This unit automatically changes
slides on an automatic projector.
It does this at predetermined
times, synchronizing with the
commentary prerecorded on a
two -channel, cassette or reel-
to-reel tape recorder.

Practically all tape recorders sold
today have two -channels, and
when used to record

commentaries for slide shows, only
one of the two available channels is
normally used. The automatic slide
changer described in this article utilises
the second, normally unused channel.

The projector's slide mechanism is
actuated by short tone bursts recorded
onto this second channel at the points
where slide changes are required. The
tone that is used for this purpose is
derived from the full -wave rectified
(but unsmoothed) line frequency.

To record the tape initially, the slides
are loaded into the magazine of the
projector in the order in which they
will be shown. The commentary is

then recorded onto Channel 1 in the
normal way, and the pulse button on
the front of the control unit depressed
whenever a slide change is required.
This changes the slide and
simultaneously records a control tone
onto Channel 2.

Once the tape has been prepared, the
control unit can be used automatically
to switch the slide projector at the

R7 D7 811
1k IN914 10k

CI R3 C3
330I.F .680k

2N222 10,.F
25V .==. 25V

C2
10,AF

25V

:h81 R5
TAPETAPE INPUT

PULSE

SW2, R6
e_isvvvs.0 GROUND

C5
l0 F
25V

RV1
100k

2N2222

R13
2 7k

SLI)
2N2222

HI Ai

2N2222

e c

TO PROJECTOR

t----0

36

REPLAY
TAPE OUTPUT
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Fig. 2. Foil pattern of printed circuit board - full size.

predetermined times in
synchronization
recording.

with the tape

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit diagram of the complete

unit is shown in Fig. 1.
The unit may be assembled on

matrix board, tag strips, or, preferably,
on the printed circuit board, the foil
pattern of which is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows how the components
are assembled on the printed circuit
board. Note that resistors R5 and R6
are mounted on the front panel of the
unit - as shown in Fig. 4.

Having completed assembly, check
the orientation of diodes, transistors
and electrolytic capacitors.

Figure 5 shows how the completed
printed circuit board and remaining
components are located within the
case. Ensure that all wiring carrying
line voltage is adequately insulated
and the metal case is well earthed.

CHECKING THE UNIT
Figure 6 shows how the various units

should be interconnected - both for
checking and for subsequent recording
of the tape. The relay output lead of
the control unit is connected to the
slide projector's external control
socket; the second (normally unused)
input socket of the tape recorder is

connected to the input socket of the
control unit, and a microphone is then

How it works

The sync. pulse is derived from
the line. It is simply the 120 Hz
rectified but unsmoothed output
from the secondary of transformer
T1.

This 120 Hz signal is attenuated
by R1 and R2 to achieve a level
suitable for recording onto the tape.

Diode D5 isolates the filter
capacitor from the pulse generating
network.

When push button switch PB1 is
pressed, the signal from R1, R2 is
fed to the tape recorder and also,
via C2 and R4, to the remainder of
the control unit.

The 120 Hz signal is amplified by
01 and then rectified and smoothed
by D6, D7, C3 and C4. Capacitor C4
takes a few cycles to charge, and
when it does 02 turns on.

The action of 02 turning on,
causes C5 to momentarily to
remove the bias from Q3. The
length of time for which the bias is
removed is determined by the
setting of RV1.

Transistor 04 is an emitter
follower and applies power to the
output relay during the time that 03
is turned off, and so RV1 in effect
controls the length of time that the
relay contacts remain closed. The
contacts of this relay then actuate

slide change mechanism of the
projector.

During the replay period, the
control pulses from the tape
recorder are fed into the control
unit via R5, C2 and R4 and then
actuate the unit in the same manner
as described above.
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TAPE/SLIDE
SYNCHRONIZER

GROUND

TO PB1 (A)

D2 D4

TO TRANSFORMER
SECONDARY (12.6Y)

D1

"C3D-D6 C3---Di a

ncri0C2
-r-Trri"'0C4

0 RON

RLA

TO PB1 (B)

TO RV1

TO PROJECTOR SOCKET

Fig. 3. How the components are assembled on the printed circuit board.

GROUND

SW2

R6

on 00

REAR VIEW
OF PANEL

R5

TAPE OUTPUT TAPE INPUT

PB1

TO PB1 (A)

TO PB1 (B)

Fig. 4. This drawing shows components and wiring on the front panel of the unit.

Fig. 6. Interconnections - checking and recording.

connected to the tape recorder (Input
Channel 1) in the normal way. The
output of the tape recorder is left
disconnected at this stage.

Load the slides into the magazine of
the projector in the order in which
they will be shown.

Switch on all three units. Slides can
now be changed by pressing the 'pulse'
button on the front of the control
unit. It will be necessary to press this
button for about one second. The time
period is not critical providing it is

long enough for the slide to change.
Internal circuitry - controlled by

RV1 - ensures that only one slide is
changed at a time, this feature is

lacking on many proprietary units. If
more than one slide Is changed - or a
slide does not change at all - adjust
potentiometer RV1 until satisfactory
operation is obtained.

OPERATION
Once the unit has been checked out

for satisfactory operation it is ready to
use.

A minimum period of about five
seconds must be allowed between slide
changes to enable the control unit to
reset.

Move the first slide in the required
sequence into position, start the tape
recorder, and record the required
commentary, changing the slide
whenever required by actuating the
button on the control unit. Stop the
tape recorder when the last slide has
been shown.

Figure 7 shows how the units are
interconnected for replay. As can be
seen the relay output lead of the
control unit is still connected to the
external control socket of the slide
projector, but the output from
Channel 2 of the tape recorder (from
preamplifier or speaker output
sockets) is now connected to the tape
output socket of the control unit. The
input to the tape recorder Channel 2 is
left disconnected.

Fig. 5. The printed circuit board and remaining components assembled within the case.
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Fig. 7. Interconnections - replay.
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HE COTOE

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8 -R12
R13
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
Q1 -Q4
01-05
06-08
RLA
T1
PC board
SW1
SW2
PB1

PARTS LIST

10k
100ohm
680k

1k
100k

10k
1k

10k
2.7k

1/2 Watt 5%
1/2 Watt 5%
1/2 Watt 5%
1/2 Watt 5%
1/2 Watt 5%
1/2 Watt 5%
Vz Watt 5%
I/2 Watt 5%
lh Watt 5%

330WF 25V electrolytic
10/./F 25V electrolytic
10pF 25V electrolytic

- capacitor 100/IF 25V electrolytic
- capacitor 101/F 25V electrolytic
- transistors 2N2222
- silicon diodes IN4001 or equivalent
- silicon diodes IN914 or equivalent
- miniature relay 430 ohm coil (or equivalent)
- mains transformer - 12.6 V, 15u rim
- ET 026
- double pole on/off switch
- single pole on/off switch
- push button switch - press to make RCA sockets, case. 3 wire line cord

and plug, plug for projector etc.

resistor
resistor
resistor
resistor
resistor
resistor
resistor
resistor
resistor
capacitor
capacitor
capacitor

Fig. 8. The relay is soldered directly onto the
printed circuit board. The two centre pins of
me change -over contacts are commoned -
as shown here.

Flick the replay switch SW2 to the
off position and move the first slide
into position. Now start the tape
recorder and switch the replay switch
into the on position as soon as the
commentary starts. The slides will now
be changed automatically at the
prerecorded times.

The 'pulse' button on the control
unit may still be used to override the
control unit at any time.

The replay switch must be in the off
position when stopping, starting or
rewinding the tape as any signal from
the tape recorder will initiate a slide
change.

L

OK, all you budding authors, we know you're out there.
ETI, as you may have noticed is the only Canadian
magazine for the electronics hobbyist and enthusiast. Now,
we like to think of you all frantically rushing about buying
components for, and building, our projects. But we know
you won't all do that - it would be very boring if you did,
because some of you are doing your own things, designing
your own projects, and sometimes, getting them to work.

So, if you've built something interesting, and it works,
perhaps you would like to see it as an ETI project. We even
pay you for the privilege of seeing your pride and joy in
print. Or, perhaps you haven't built anything you feel
worthy of the accolade, but you could write an interesting
feature article.

Either way we'd like to hear from you. This is your
magazine in many ways - and by the way, if you've
just designed a computer -controlled hi-fi based on three
chips, please telephone!
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If you have a subscription to ETI this coupon can
be used to notify us of any change of address (If you
have no subscription see page 15).

To be sure you get your copies allow six weeks for
the change to become effective.

Send the coupon to ETI Magazine, Unit 6, 25
Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.
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AS DAY FOLLOWS NIGHT, there
are certain patterns of change in the
physical world which we hold to be
always true. Perhaps one of the
earliest that we learn is that matter
exists in three states, solid (crystal-
line), liquid or gas. The particular
state a substance exists in depends
on temperature. At low tempera-
tures substances tend to be solid, at
higher temperatures liquid, and yet
higher, gaseous. Further more, the
transition between the states is clear
and precise, for example, ice
changes to water at 0' C, there is no
gradual transition.

This pattern of change is
explained by the "Kinetic theory."
This theory is based on several
assumptions: That matter consists
of minute, more or less spherical
particles which are held together
"cohesive forces" which are spread
evenly over their surface. In the
solid (crystalline) state the particles
are tightly bound by the cohesive
forces and are perfectly ordered like
bricks in a wall. As the temperature
increases, the particles begin to
vibrate and the cohesive forces
weaken so the particles can move
about but are still attached to one
another:

Fig. 1

At higher temperatures the
cohesive forces are vanishingly
small and the (gas) particles fly
about at random.

Fig. 2

Simple materials which fit into
this description have another pro-
perty, that their physical character-
istics are the same from whichever
direction they are approached. This
is termed "Isotropic." Examples of
isotropic materials are glass, steel or
water. Their electrical resistance,
refractive index and strength are the

imam**trae.-*

BY ROBIN C. H. MOORSHEAD B.Sc.

same from whichever direction we
measure them.

Against the grain

However, by no means all materials
are isotropic, wood for example is
much stronger across the grain than
with the grain, graphite has a higher
electrical resistance when measured
through it's "plate" structure than
when it is measured along the
plates. Such materials as these are
termed "Anisotropic."

HIGH
RESISTANCE

LOW
RESISTANCE

Fig. 3

It would be surprising if wood
and -graphite were isotropic, since
they are constructed of rods (cellu-
lose fibres) and plates (the
graphite). In the same way we
would not expect roof slates to fall
into a box in a random arrange-
ment, they will have a strong
tendency to fall flat and so order
themselves into an anistropic
arrangement.

Rods and plates

In exactly the same way many of the
large molecules found in organic
chemistry have rod- or plate -like
shapes and have anisotropic crystal
structures. The tendency towards
ordered arrangements in these
substances is so great, that when
they melt they retain a degree of
order until the temperature is
considerably increased. As a result
the liquid has anisotropic pro-
perties, some flowing in a gliding
stepwise fashion, or interfering with

the passage of light. When this
happens the substance is said to
possess a liquid crystalline phase
(sometimes termed a mesomorphic
or paracrystalline state).
So we have:

For an
isotropic
material:

For an
anisotropic
material:

Increasing temperature

solid + liquid -> gas

solid + clirqyusitdal+ isotropic + gas

It is of interest to note that this
property has been well known since
1890, and some 0.6%
115,000-20,000) of organic che-
micals show this behaviour.

Nematic and smectic
Liquid crystals fall into two main
categories: Nematic (from the Greek
thread) and Smectic (from the Greek
for soap).

Smectic liquid crystals have
many interesting properties but
have found little practical applica-
tion, so they will not enter into the
article any further.

The nematic liquid crystals have
many applications and form the
substance of this article. There are
several types of nematic materials.
The difference in these types is
shown in fig. 4.

Some nematic liquid crystals
possess properties which cause
them to interfere with the passage
of light in an applied electric field,
or with changing temperature. They
are of great interest in modern
electronic displays for several rea-
sons:

(1) The power consumption of
such displays is extremely small,
between 2p.A and 0.211A per seg-
ment of a 7 -segment display, about
10µW per Cm2 of display, where as
a similar LED display consumes 500
imW.

2) They are made of the
commonest elements, carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, rather
than the more expensive elements
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SUCESSIVE LAYERS
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Fig. 4' The second form of nematic structure is 'twisted' each plane being rotated a
few degrees with respect to the last; this is known as twisted nematic or more
commonly cholesteric (yes, basically the same type of chemicals that cause heart
disease!). This type is most important.

such as gallium, germanium, etc.
(3) Since they do not emit light

themselves, but interfere with the
passage of incident light, they
cannot be "washed out" by strong
incident light.

(4) They are compatible with
PMOS circuits.

There are, needless to say,
disadvantages as well:

1 ) Since they are passive, i.e.
they do not emit light, they cannot
be read in the dark, however, this
can be overcome by providing
background illumination. This
increases power consumption; the
power consumed however does not
have to pass through the addressing
circuit, as it does in LED displays.

2) Since they are operating in a
phase between solid and liquid their
temperature range is limited, at a
maximum between -20 C and
100 C, but more typically 0 C to
60 C.

Below this temperature the
display freezes, above the maximum
the liquid is isotropic and no display
is visible. Furthermore.the response
time near the freezing point is rather
slow, in the oroer of 0.2 -second
rise time and 0.6 -second fall time.
Freezing or liquifying the display
does no permanent damage, but
temperatures in excess of 150 C may
cause irreversible damage. There is
no doubt that future development will
broaden this temperature range
considerably.

3) The lifetime is still limited, but
provided conditions are ideal it is
now well in excess of 100,000
hours. Future development of
materials with higher purity, and
chemical stability will improve this a
great deal.
Stability may be affected by several
factors. Firstly, certain liquid crys-
talline materials undergo irreversi-
ble chemical changes under d.c.
conditions, it is critical that such

display have no d.c. components
whatsoever in the addressing cir-
cuit, secondly chemical changes are
caused by impurities. Thirdly,
certain liquid crystalline materials
are effected by ultra violet light.

Chemistry
We have no intention of discuss-

ing the detailed chemistry of the
materials used - it is quite complex
- and most names are longer than
those found in the small print on
toothpaste tubes. However, an
outline of the structure of a typical
nematic and a typical cholesteric
material are included for
comparison

0 )- ".c" (2_>--\/\AA
Fig. 5. A 'Shills' Base. This has a fairly straight
structure about seven times as long as it is
broad.

TWISTED IN THIS DIRECTION.
THIS IS A CONTRIBUTARY
FACTOR TO THE TWISTED
NEMATIC STATE FOUND IN
SUCH COMPOUNDS.

CH3

0
0

CH3

Fig. 6. A cholesterol ester. The molecule is
about 8-10 times longer than it is broad.

The actual material used in a
display is not usually pure, it is
more frequently a mixture of two or
more nematics. This has the advan-
tage of increasing the liquid range
by the creation of a "Eutectic"
mixture.

The anisotropic properties that
materials suitable for display pur-

f
TEMP

0% B
100% A

ISOTROPIC
LIQUID

LIQUID
CR YSTAL
STATE

LONGEST
L.C. MIX

EUTECTIC
MIXTURE

0% A
100% B

poses must include are:
kl) The refractive index is differ-

ent as the material is viewed from
different aspects, i.e. the light is
bent more as it passes through the
material in one direction then
another.

12) The molecule must possess a
dipole. This is an uneven distribu-
tion of change on the molecule,
which causes it to align in an
electric field thus:

OV

Fig. 8.

ov 8

A large proportion of organic
molecules possess such dipoles.
The dipole on the materials used in
liquid crystalline displays have two
components, one along the long
axis (dl) and one perpendicular
(teI) to it.

If the dipole along the long axis A
is greater than dipole perpendicular
to it, it is said to possess positive
dielectric anisotrophy. If the dipole
is greater on the perpendicular axis
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it is said to possess negative
dielectric anisotropy.

LONG AXIS
OF

MOLECULE

NEGATIVE
DIELECTRIC
ANISOTROPY

f
LONG AXIS

OF
MOLECULE

POSITIVE
DIELECTRIC
ANISTROPY

Fig. 9.

k3) The material also must
possess anisotropic conductivity (as
graphite does). The conductivity in
nematic liquid crystals is greater
along the long axis than perpendi-
cular to it.

(4) The material should have a
resistivity of the order of 109 S2 Cm.

Display construction
The displays work in two different
ways, but the construction of the
cells are similar, the differences are

A

GLASS PLATE

SPACER

CONDUCTIVE
LAYER

CROSS SECTION

CONDUCTIVE
LAYERS

EXPLODED VIEW

GLASS
PLATE

GLASS PLATE

SEAL

GLASS PLATE

LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
MATERIAL

Fig. 10.

mainly in the filters on the back and
faces of the display and of the type
of background.

The cell consists of a very thin
layer (about 12 ilm) of the liquid
crystalline material between two
sheets of glass which have a
conductive coating on their inside.
One glass plate (a) has the actual
seven -segment display etched on it.
The other plate kb) has a common
electrode etched on it. This con-
ductive coating is either tin oxide, or
a mixture of tin and indium oxides
This provides an electrode with
about 90% transmission of light.

This conductive coat is further
treated so that the molecules align
themselves with the surface while
an electric field is not applied.

This provides a more or less
translucent display. When an elec-
tric field is applied, the molecules
move so as to align their dipoles
with the electric field. This causes
changes in the optical properties of
the liquid crystal material which
appears as the display.

There are two principle tech-
niques used here, dynamic scatter-
ing and polarization modes.

Dynamic scattering:
In this mode the liquid crystalline
material is chosen such that it has
negative dielectric anisotropy, with
the greater electrical conductivity
along its long axis. The molecules
are normally perpendicular to the
surface when an a.c. field is
applied the molecules, in clusters,
move to re -align their dipoles with
the field. The re -alignment of the
dipole is in opposition to the
conductivity and the liquid becomes

CL

000001 10000
A000000000 0000

VR 0 0 00 000000 00 0 00 0
CLEA 0 0 0 000 0 0 0

NO FIELD

0 00 00 000'00 0 00
0 0 00 000400 0 000

AR 00000
0,000

0000
00001 0 0 0

Fig. 11.

MILKY

FIELD APPLIED

turbulent. This turbulence is seen as
milkiness in the display.

Since there is no light emitted
the display must be used to modify
the passage of incident light. This
may be done either by passing light
through the display, or more usually
by reflecting light from a mirror
behind the display.

ILLUMINATION

TRANSMISSIVE MODE

Fig. 12.

REFLECTIVE MODE

'THE MIRROR IS OFTEN THE BACK
ELECTRODE

Fig. 13.

CLEAR

MILKY

CLEAR

The transmissive cell will appear
to glow where the segments are
switched on. The reflective cell will
appear misty where the segments
are switched on. These displays
have the shortcoming of a rather
low -contrast ratio.- That is, the
apparent difference between the
switched on and switched off
display is not very great.

Polarization modes
The display is constructed in

basically the same way as the
dynamic scattering cell. The diffe-
rence lies in the type of liquid
crystalline material. The material
used is one which assumed a twisted
nematic structure, and has positive
dielectric anisotrophy (the major
component of its dipole along its
long axis).

In this case the inside faces of
the cell are coated so that the
molecules are parallel to them and
aligned in a particular direction
when no electric field is applied.

The cell thickness is designed so
that there is a complete 90° turn of
molecules between the top and
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bottom faces. The twisted nematic'
has the property that it twists light
that passes through it. Polaroid
filters are fitted above and below the
cell so that light is polarized as it
enters, and is twisted through 90°
existing through a filter opposed at
90° to the first. The light is then
reflected off a mirror and returns via
the same pathway.

FILTER

CELL
WALL

WALLLL

FILTER

Fig 14

NON -POLARIZED
LIGHT

LONG AXIS OF
MOLECULE

PLANE OF
POLARIZATION

PLANE OF
 POLARIZATION`

LONG AXIS OF
MOLECULE

In this state the cell is clear.
When an electric field is applied the
molecules re -orientate to lie per-
pendicular to the faces of the cell
and no longer twist the light. The
light is now polarized as it enters the
cell, and without being twisted,
meets the second filter which is at
right angles to the first and so does
not pass the light. Hence that
portion of the display with the field
applied appears black ,since no light
is reflected).

If you have not seen this effect
before take take two pairs of
polaroid sun glasses, look at a

source of light with one in front of
the other, thus:

Fig. 15.

Held in this way light, although
polarized, is free to pass through the
second filter since the plane of
polarization is the same for both
lenses. If one lens is now rotated
through 90° thus:

Fig. 16.

No light passes since the light
polarized by the first lens will not
pass through the second.

The effect of having the ''crossed
polaroids" in the cell causes almost
total extinction of reflected light and
consequently a high contrast ratio,
an almost completely black and
white display. This is many times
better than the dynamic scattering
cells.

Addressing technique:
The cells are normally operated

under a.c. conditions (although some
cholesteric cells may operate under
d.c.

The technique commonly used is
to have d.c. pulses of identical
amplitude, one applied to the back,
the other to the display segment via
an exclusive - or gate. In the off
state the two signals are on phase, in
the on state they are out of phase.

BACK

SEGMEN'

BACK

SEGMENT

DISPLAY ON

DISPLAY OFF

Fig 17

This technique has limitations
due to the large number of both
circuits and connections, however
this has been overcome by putting
the circuit on the glass of the
display using thick film techniques!

Alternatives to this form of drive
are to use multiplexed addressing,
or m.o.s. shift register memory.

Other uses of liquid crystals:

The use of liquid crystal is not
restricted to electrical displays.
Temperature measurement:

Certain nematic liquid crystals
icholesteric) change colour over the
whole range of the spectrum ,red to
violet) as their temperature
-changes. Furthermore the colour
change is over a very narrow
temperature range, usually 2° or 3°C.
The temperature at which this
happens and the range over which
the change takes place can be
adjusted by use of mixtures of
different cholesterics.

A set of 10 or 1 2 of such cells in
a row, the following one starting to
show colour at 2°C higher temper-
ature than the previous one, forms a
useful thermometer working over a
fairly restricted range. They have

Liquid crystal displays have made big in roads
into the watch market but this may only be the
beginning of the story.

found application as living room
and refrigerator thermometers.

Perhaps a more important appli-
cation is using liquid crystals which
have a very narrow range over
which they change colour (0.5°C).
They have found application in
medicine since they can resolve
d:fferences of 0.05°C.

Assuming the liquid crystal is set
to show colour at normal skin
temperature any local deviation
from the correct temperature will
show as a different colour. This has
applications in detecting cancers,
since they tend to be hotter than
normal body heat. They can also be
used to see areas of poor blood
flow, or where allergic reactions are
taking place, since they are slightly
hotter or colder than the normal
body temperature.

Cells with extremely low temper-
ature resolution can even detect
field intensity patterns of
microwaves and ultrasonic sound
fields due to local heating effects.

As might be expected there are
also cells which change colour with
applied electric field. This would
appear to have interesting prospects
for the future.

Other interesting possibilities
which occur include the "memory
effect". Certain cholesterics take
hours, or some cases weeks, to
return to their clear liquid crystalline
state after they have been scattered
by an applied electric field. The
clear state can be restored by
applying a different electric field.

Clearly liquid crystal technology
has an enormous amount to offer a
wide variety of fields -- electronics,
medicine and others. We are likely
to see further interesting develop-
ments in the next few years as this
technology takes over, and
improves on existing display
techniques. How about an alpha
numeric display with independently
variable colour segments?
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Fig. 1. Here a digital computer and an analogue computer are combined - the result is known as a hybrid computer.

IN THE LIGHT of growing interest in
microcomputers and computing
techniques in general many readers
require some basic grounding in
digital computers. What follows is
necessarily an introduction only -
computers are now extremely
sophisticated in design and the
manufacturing methods very spec-
ialised. It is, however, quite important
that the operation of computers be
understood by electronic craftsmen
at a general systems level. This
general article will introduce the
philosophies, the hardware and the
operation of digital computers from a
technical rather than user -only
viewpoint. (Analogue computers are
still valuable in some applications but
in general, machine computing is
now mainly done digitally).

WHAT IS A COMPUTER?
Regardless of whether a computer is

digital or analogue in operation its role
is to perform various kinds of
mathematical operations. The
analogue machine cannot perform
logic operations. (unless joined with
a digital computer, in which case it is

known as a hybrid computer - as
shown in Fig. 1) its use is generally
restricted to what are called linear
mathematical problems in which
signals vary continuously and
information is transferred as levels not
as digital codes. Analogue computers
can be very good at such operations,
often better than a digital computer of
similar cost. The digital machine, on
the other hand, (a general purpose
installation is shown in Fig. 2) can

perform almost any kind of
mathematical manipulation, however
special techniques are often needed to
solve analogue problems. Analogue
type signals must be sampled and each
sample converted into a digital
equivalent before they can be
processed in digital machines: this is
where the digital machine in certain
applications may be less efficient than
the analogue alternative.

As well as performing arithmetical
operations (called scientific
computing) the digital machine can be
instructed to process or sort discrete
data in digitally encoded form (called
data processing or DP, for short).
Typical computer data processing
operations are the sorting of numerical

data - for example to see how many
people have heights of various chosen
values, or the booking of airline seats.
Mixed working, where scientific
calculation and data-processing are
both involved, occurs for example, in
costing out a building estimate, raising
a stock value for a business, or
producing pay -slips.

Digital computers may also calculate
tables by automatically incrementing
the input data between preset limits.
For example the computer could be
asked to generate and print the skies
of all angles between 10° and 90° at
1° intervals.
We pause now to note that we call

such machines computers not
calculators. The term calculator has

F;g. 2. General purpose digital computer, this centre is used by Lloyds Bank.
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traditionally been used to describe
machines which perform a fixed set of
mathematical calculations. The term
computer on the other hand, is
reserved for those machines which
may be reconfigured by a set of
programme instructions to perform
any particular task. However such
distinction between the roles of
calculator and computer is becoming
increasingly difficult to make. Some
computers are now dedicated to
performing calculator like tasks and
some calculators are now so flexible
that they can be programmed to
perform a variety of tasks.

Fig. 3. As yet, computers can only
do what they are programmed to do.

In the 1950s, when powerful
electronic computers were emerging,
the popular concept was of a machine
that would soon have thinking powers
of its own - and its own will and
imagination - as depicted in Fig. 3.
Although we must concede such is

probably possible one day - no one
has yet gained an inkling into how this
extra facility could be realised.
Computers are merely machine slaves
that, if working internally as the
designer thinks and intends, will
perform as commanded. The operator
informs the machine of its job via the
programme presented to it. Where the
computer has valuable merit is in its
ability to perform calculations and
process numerical data at rates vastly
greater than a human mind, with
rarely an error, and for hours on end if
need be. It is a tool and no more. To
say the computer accidently sent the
$1,000,000 bill to Bill Blogs is entirely
incorrect. The programmer or the
machine did not perform as hoped
through one or the other being
defective in the instructions given or
the way they were obeyed.

As well as computers that operate

INP

INPUT X

T V

L _ -<-
SET POINT

I DETERMINATION

Fig.4. Process control
computers are
electronic data
processing machines,
dedicated to a
specific task.
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only when the operator gives
instructions there is also the dedicated
machine that, once set internally to
compute or process in a predetermined
way, becomes part of a process. It
helps control by working at the same
rate as signals are generated in the
process - real time working.
Process -control computers, as these are
called, operate on data and perform
calculations as part of many feedback
loops in, say, a chemical plant. Figure
4 shows this use in a diagrammatic
form. Other names variously used to
describe this use are in -line, on-line,
direct -digital -control (DDC) or just
plain computer control. Wherever
automation of extensive complex
process is necessary a computer will
usually be found - waste -water

treatment plants, paper manufacture,
natural gas and electricity distribution
ietworks, satellite control and
power -station plant operation are but
a few of thousands of in -line
applications. Computers are far more
useful in this task than human
operators - see Fig. 5.

On-line operation (although not
generally agreed upon) is a term
probably best reserved for cases where
each of many input terminals
connected to a central computer can
gain access to the unit when it
becomes available. This is also known
as time-sharing and is used where the
signal processing rate need not match
the process. computers used in
banking often operate in a
time-sharing mode - bank branches

Speed
Power

Consistency

Complex activities
Memory

Reasoning
Computation

Input sensitivity

Machine
Much superior
Consistent at any level

Ideal for routine, repetition,
precision
Multi -channel
Best for literal reproduction
and short-term storage

Good deductive
Fast, accurate - poor at error
correction
Some outsice human senses,
e.g. radioactivity

Insensitive to extraneous

Poor for pattern detection

Overload reliability Sudden breakdown
Intelligence None

Manipulative
abilities

Specific

Man

Lag 1 sec.

1500W for about 10 sec, 350 W
for a few minutes, 150 W for
continuous work over a day.
Not reliable - should be
monitored by machine.
Single channel.
Large store multiple access.
Better for principles and
strategies.
Good inductive.
Slow, subject to error
Good at error correction.
Wide range (1012) and variety
of stimuli dealt with by one
unit, e.g. eye deals with
relative location, movement
and colour.
Affected by heat, cold, noise
and vibration.
Good at pattern detection.
Can detect signals in high
noise levels.
Graceful degradation.
Can deal with unpredicted and
unpredictable.
Can anticipate.
Great versatility.

Fig. 5. Fitt's list summarizes the relative advantages of man versus machine control.
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can gain access to the central account
records - a short wait may be necess-
ary. When the computer works on
diverse problems at the will of the
operator and is not used for any dedic-
ated purpose it is said to be off-line.
Originally electronic computers were

1 Fig. 6.'Mini-computers come in all shapes
L. and sizes. On the left, in the console, is the

H.P. 2000 that controls the pattern being
71 knitted on the Kirkland knitting machine.

huge - several rooms filled with racks
of valve electronic circuits. In the
mid -sixties manufacturing techniques
and designs were such thal: a new style
of less versatile but compact computer
was marketed - the so-called
minicomputer. Figure 6 shows but one

kind of mini -computer system
employed to control a process by
providing instructions as needed. (It is
not used in closed -loop as this process
does not feed data back to the
computer).

We do not use the word "generation"

Fig. 7. Compact electronic
computer systems become
reality when valves were
replaced by solid-state
components. This single
plug-in unit, from a
Pegasus computer of the
50s, would today have
its entire function made
on a pinhead in LSI
technology.
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in connection with the minicomputer
because that term is used in computer
jargon in two distinct ways. It may
describe the hardware used - first
generation computers use thermionic
valves and ordinary cable wiring, such
as shown in Fig. 7, second generation
machines use discrete transistor
circuits on printed -circuit boards, third
generation machines use
integrated -circuitry and the most
recent fourth generation computers
use large -scale -integration LSI
manufacturing methods - A fifth
generation computer is yet to emerge
as an accepted concept. The other
use of "generation" is in describing
the system interconnections - the
philosophy of system hardware
interconnection and style, and
capacity of the store involved.

A HISTORY OF COMPUTING
MACHINES

Intertwined with the development of
machine operated logic was the gradual
increase in sophistication of
computing machine systems.

Earliest devices were simple
calculators based on mechanical
concepts. They performed simple
addition, subtraction and sometimes
multiplication and division, doing this
without the ability to store or hold
values other than inputs and computed
output.

Space does not permit extensive
description of this history - see the
reading list for that. Figure 8 shows
the style of the first calculating
machine of the "modern" kind. This
performed arithmetic addition and
subtraction only, by mechanically
manipulating interconnected counting
wheels and was probably made by
Pascal in 1642. In 1671 Leibniz
modified the same mechanism (see
Fig. 8) to obtain multiplier action,
producing his own design calculator
much later - in 1694. Because
mechanism manufacture at that time
was crude indeed - all parts were
individually hand-crafted - the
Leibniz machine was not reliable even
though the concepts involved were
sound. Improvements in mechanical
manufacture had to occur before a
routinely useful gear and crank
calculator could be built (by de
Colmar in 1820). Thus, through these
and many other gradual improvements
to method and manufacture, the scene
was set for grander ideas.
A major advance was made by

Babbage. Charles Babbage was born in
Devon, England. In 1792, he became a
Professor of Mathematics at
Cambridge University and had a

consuming passion for mechanical
machines that could perform far more

PASCALL STRIPPED
AR CARRY

; Aliel
-10meg-4

El., 51,1,71
WHEEL CARRY40;

OA,

Fig. 8. Pascal's calculator of 1642 used
stripped gear toothed -wheels to produce
a carry to the next decade.- The Leibniz
machine made use of the stepped wheel.

advanced mathematical onorations
than any previous apparatus. His first
machine, shown in Fig. 9, was
devised to solve differential equations
by calculating differences. This was his
"Difference Engine" of about 1812. In
1833 he conceived a second, quite
different general-purpose engine - the
so-called "Great Calculating Engine".
In pri n cf)le, it could do any

mathematical operation by following
instructions programmed into it by the
operators. It could also make
decisions, on what to do next, that
were based on its just calculated
results.

Babbage used punched -cards for
input information (a reasonably logical
choice in view of the many repetitive
industrial processes using this control
medium at that time), a memory
(which he called "the store"), a

number processing section (called the
mill), a means of transferring results to
and from the store, and automatic
output (as cast type ready to print). It
was E grand machine having ability to
store 1000 fifty -digit numbers in its
store. It even had overflow indication.

The intended power supply was
steam. Sadly, Babbage's engines were
not proven in practice in his time;
those built were either not completed
or proved too unreliable. Manufacturing
methods were still incapable of
maintaining the tolerances needed - it
was a classical example of a concept
waiting for the requisite technology.

Complicated mathematical equation
solving in the 19th and very early 20th
century was performed on other kinds

:1:1111111111 11111101111Itt
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Fig. 9, Babbage's difference
engine of circa 1812.
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INFORMATION

COMPONENT NOTATIONS AND UNITS
We normally specify components using the recently
agreed International Standard. Many readers will be un-
familiar with this but it's simple, less likely to lead to error
and will be used by everyone sooner or later. ETI has
opted for sooner!

Firstly decimal points are dropped and substituted with
the multiplier, thus 4.7uF is written 4u7. Capacitors also
use the multiplier nano (one nanofarad is 1000pF). Thus
0.1uF is 100n, 5600pF is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF
= 5p6, 0.5pF = Op5.

Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8M ohms is 1M8,
56k ohms is 56k, 4.7k ohms is 4k7, 100 ohms is 100R,
5.6 ohms is 5R6.

BACK NUMBERS
Previous issues of ETI-Canada are available direct from
our office for $2.00 each. Please specify issue by the
month, not by the features you require.

EDITORIAL QUERIES
Written queries can only be answered when accompanied
by a self-addressed, stamped envelope, and the reply can
take up to three weeks. These must relate to recent
articles and not involve ETI staff in any research. Mark
your letter ETI Query.

NON-FUNCTIONING PROJECTS
We cannot solve the problems faced by individual readers
building our projects unless they are concerning inter-
pretation of our articles. When we know of any error we
shall print a correction as soon as possible at the end of
News Digest. Any useful addenda to a project will be
similarly dealt with. We cannot advise readers on modifi-
cations to our projects.

COMPONENT STORES
ETI is available for resale by component stores. We can
offer a good discount and quite a big bonus, the chances
are customers buying the magazine will come back to you
to buy their components.

PRICES
All prices quoted in the editorial of ETI are in Canadian
dollars, except where stated. Advertisers in U.S. may give
U.S. dollar prices. Where we only know an overseas price,
e.g. in U.K. pounds, we convert approximately to Cana-
dian dollars, erring on the conservative side, where possi-
ble.

COMPONENT SUPPLY

We do not supply components for our projects and are
unable to supply advanced information on components
used in any projects. However to enable readers to obtain
printed circuit boards without undue delay we will be
supplying retailers and manufacturers with certain p.c.
board designs. Any company interested in receiving such
designs should write to us on their headed note paper
requesting details.

PHILIPS

The Phillips
Cassette Trio
the high quality result of 12 years in
Compact Cassette research
In 1963 Philips invented the Compact
Cassette System and so started a
revolution in recording.
Now, continuing progress has made it
necessary for us to produce a larger, more
sophisticated range of cassettes.
In Philips Cassette Trio, you will find a
high quality cassette for every purpose.

The Philips tape is so strong, that it cannot
snap, tear or stretch easily.
The Philips magnetic coating ensures
constant high recording quality.
The magnetic coating is specially polished
to prevent wear on the magnetic heads, to
reduce friction between tape and tape
guides, and to ensure the closest possible
head contact for better reproduction.

Quality Cassettes
In 1963 we invented
the compact cassette
system.
Today - in 1977 we
have a range of high
quality cassettes to
suit every purpose.
For more information
Call your nearest
Philips Consumer
Service Branch
location.

*Floating foil security to
prevent tape jamming
A unique invention (patent pending).
Two pieces of transparent foil in a
special, corrugated shape guide the tape
in the cassette and prevent it from
jamming.

Service Branches from coast to coast: Halifax: 902-429-0260 - Quebec City: 418-681-4639 - Montreal: 514-342-
2043 - Ottawa: 613-829-9295 - Toronto, West: 416-781-5201 - Toronto, Central: 416-489-2022 - Toronto, East:
416-438-9822 - Hamilton: 416-547-4914 - London: 519-686-9671- Sudbury:705-560-4866- Winnipeg: 204-774-
1931 - Regina: 306-543-0446 - Saskatoon: 306-244-2299 - Calgary: 403-243-7737 - Edmonton: 403-452-8491 -
Vancouver: 604-434-6647.
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Fig. 10. This relay -switched digital calculator was built by Zuse in Germany in 1936.
(This photograph has been included because of its historical interest - unfortunately

the original print is of border -line quality).

of special purpose mechanical
calculating devices. The planimeter,
which determines area under a curve,
was devised in 1814, the mechanical
ball -and -disk integrator was deviced in
1876 (by Lord Kelvin's brother). With
these and other basic
mechanical -function solving ideas,
Lord Kelvin and others put systems
together that carried out specialised
calculations. Kelvin produced a tidal
amplitude and phase predictor for
sea -tide forecasting around 1874.
Later in 1898 Michelson (of speed of
light fame) worked with Stratton to
produce a mechanical harmonic
analyser.
Special-purpose mechanical

calculators were still in use in the
1940s. During World War II, for
instance, gun crews fed data
concerning range, direction and wind
strength into computers by which the
correct aiming information for the gun
was computed.

Today a few equipments still
perform simple operations by
mechanical means for in applications
where electrical power is not available
and the inputs not in electrical form it
may be more economic to use
mechanical methods.
With the advent of electronic

amplification at the turn of this
century electronic circuitry gradually
replaced mechanical mathematical
functions. This was feasible because of
the superior speed of calculation,
reduced manufacturing tolerances and
greater reliability of electronics. The
swing to electronics was intensified by
the need to process an ever increasing
amount of data that arises in, for
example, more complex equation
solving, census taking, or warfare.

Hollerith devised the punched -card
sorting machine to help handle the
U.S. census data. This device won an
1890 competition organised by the
U.S. Government.

Electric computers using the same
basic system that we use today became
reality around 1936 when Zuse, in
Germany, built the relay -switched
digital calculator (shown in Fig. 10).
This machine featured automatic
computing, binary arithmetic, floating
decimal point and punched -tape
programming. In 1937 the USA's IBM
Corporation began development of a
machine called the Automatic
Sequence -Controlled Calculator, or,
locally, just Mark I.

The trend toward total electronic
working continued. ENIAC, generally
recognised as the first all -electronic
computer, had 18 000 valves and could
operate at 500 additions per second.
This was followed, after many other
developments, by the first p-oduction
computer - the Remington Rand
UNIVAC I. It has been estimated that
all computers installed in the U.S. in
1955 could do just 250 000 additions
per second. Just one low -cos: mini can
do that today.

In 1959 a U.S. refinery installed the
first process -control computer system
and in 1960 a large steel corporation
in U.S. was the first to use a computer
to carry out inventories, handle orders
and control production. Airline
booking by computer began in 1964.

Integrated circuits (in the third
generation machines) came into use in
1964 via the IBM 360 system and by
1970, in the U.S. alone, roughly
1 000 000 people were employed
in making and using digital computers.

Single chip, fourth generation

machines came to reality around 1972
with the use of LSI. Today pocket
scientific calculators containing over
30,000 transistors in LSI form can be
purchased for about $40. In 1974 the
world market for small calculators
was estimated to be 40 million! The
cost of modern computers is now
governed by the cost of the
peripheral bits and pieces rather than
the processing unit itself - the cost
of the electronic components is now
just a minor part of the whole.

Further reading

"A Computer Perspective", C. and R.
Eames, Harvard University Press,
Massachusetts, 1973. (This is a

definitive work on the development
of data processing equipment from
1800 to 1940).

"Electronic Computers Made
Simple", H. Jacobowitz and L.
Basford, W.H. Allen, London, 1967.
(Although out of date with respect
to certain aspects of hardware this
provides a valuable basis for technical
understanding of both analogue and
digital computers. It also explains the
aritimetrical operations).

"Introducing Computers", M. Laver,
HMSO, London, 1973. (A version
compiled for users with a little
technical knowledge. It discusses
programming procedures).

"Computers at work" J.O.E. Clark,
Bantam Books, London 1973 (A
most useful book on where
computers are used).

"Electronic Computers", S.H.
Hollingdale and G.C. Tootil, Penguin
Book A524, Harmondsworth, 1965.
(A fine layman's summary of
analogue and digital computers
including a lengthy chapter on what
sort of jobs computers do).

Computer programming is .overed
in many texts and booklets. One
example is:
"Elements of Computer

Programming", K.P. Swallow and
W.T. Price; Holt, Rinehart and
Wilson. New York, 1965.

ALGOL language began to emerge in
1958 as a step toward a universal
computer language for scientific
working. COBOL is the commercial
counterpart. Relevant books are:

"Basic ALGOL", W.R. Broderick and
J.P. Barker, IPC Electrical and
Electronic Press, 1970.

"A Guide to COBOL Programming",
D. McCracken, Wiley, New York,
1970.
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PUBLICATINrFROM Ellin
FROM THE PUBLISHERS OF

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

ETI

CIRCUITS

Not

$5.00 £1.50 $2.50

from the publishers ot fttronics today International

Take the mystery
out of electronics with
this straightforward
logical course

CIRCUITS No. 1:
A brand new concept from the house of ETI
more than 100 pages packed with a wide
range of experimenters circuits. Based on
the 'Tech Tips' section carried in the over-
seas editions of ETI, Circuits 1 is the first of
a series of specials - produced for the enthu-
siasts who know what they want, but not
where to get it! Circuits 1 will also act as a
catalyst for further development of ideas,
ideal for the experimenter. The collection of
more than 200 circuits is complemented by
a comprehensive index, making searches for
a particular circuit quick qnd simple. Also,
similar circuits can be compared easily, due
to the logical layout and grouping used
throughout. Last and by no means least, Cir-
cuits 1 has no distracting advertisements in
the main section!

TOP PROJECTS No. 4:
A collection of 28 constructional projects
reprinted from ETI. This is the fourth in a
series published by the British edition (Nos.
1,2, and 3 are not available). Projects are
complete and include: Sweet Sixteen Stereo
Amp, Waa-Waa, Audio Level Meter, Expand-
er/Compressor, Car Anti -Theft Alarm, Head-
light Reminder, Dual -Tracking Power Sup-
ply, Audio Millivoltmeter, Thermocouple
Meter, Intruder Alarm, Touch Switch, Push -
Button Dimmer, Exposure Meter, Photo
Timer, Electronic Dice, High Power Beacon,
Temperature Controller, Electronic One -
Armed Bandit plus many more.

$5.00 FOR CIRCUITS No. 1
$2.50 FOR TOP PROJECTS No. 4

ELECTRONICS - IT'S EASY:
Volumes 1 and two of the best introductory
series to electronics ever published in a mag-
azine. Volume three, completing the series,
will be available in a few months.

Electronics - It's Easy! takes a fresh look
at electronics: it avoids the usual introduc-
tions to the subject which mostly seem des-
igned to frighten you away before you reach
page 10!

Volume one leads the raw beginner from
a gentle introduction, explaining circuits in
'black -box' form up to the use of operation-
al amplifiers.

Volume two deals with more advanced
techniques, and deals with digital and logic
circuits.

These books have sold extremely well in
Australia and in Britain. In Holland they
form the basis for a correspondence course.

$6.00 FOR BOTH,
$3.50 INDIVIDUALLY

THESE PUBLICATIONS ARE AT PRESENT ONLY AVAILABLE FROM ETI

Send your orders, with payment (not cash), to
ETI PUBLICATIONS

Electronics Today International
Unit Six

25 Overlea Boulevard
Toronto, Ontario

M4H 1B1
Please specify which publications you require, and print your name and address clearly.

WAA WAA. SIMPLE CMOS TESME
Pll Fl AMP 8W t 8W. CAR ALARM
DICE. AUDIO MILLIVOLT
PUSH BUTTON

RACKING P.S.U.
UDER ALARM. PHOTO TIMER

CAR AMP. EMERGENCY BEACON
ONE ARM BANDIT, LOGIC PROBE
COURTESY LIGHT EXTENDER
HEADLIGHT REMINDER. TOUCI-
SWITCH. FLASH TRIGGER. BASIC
POWER SUPPLY. CAR FLASHER
EXPOSURE METER. TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLERS, THERMOCOUPLE
METER. CERAMIC CARTRIDGE
PREAMP

electronics
vloliata 2 WS easy
from the Wolters ot electratics today international

£1.20

Power Supplies
Waveforms
Filters
Digital Systems
Logic
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ETI DATA SHEET
MC14490 HEX BOUNCE ELIMINATOR MOTOROLA

The MC14490 is constructed with
complementary MOS enhancement mode
devices, and is used for the elimination of
extraneous level changes that result when
interfacing with mechanical contacts. The
digital contact bounce eliminator circuit takes
an input signal from a bouncing contact and
generates a clean digital signal four clock
periods after the input has stabilized. The
bounce eliminator circuit will remove bounce
on both the "make" and the "break" of a
contact closure. The clock for operation of
the MC14490 is derived from an internal
R -C oscillator which requires only an external
capacitor to adjust for the desired operating
frequency (bounce delay). The clock may also
be driven from an external clock source or the
oscillator of another MC14490.

CHARACTERISTICS
The single most important characteristic

of the MC14490 is that it works with a single
signal lead as an input, making it directly
compatible with mechanical contacts.

The circuit has a built in pullup resistor on
each input. The worst case value of the
pullup resistor is used to calculate the contact
wetting current. If more contact current is
required, an external resistor may be
connected between V and the input.

Because of the built in pullup resistors, the
inputs cannot be driven with a single
standard CMOS gate when VDD is below 5V.
At this voltage, the input should be driven
with paralleled standard gates or by the
MC14049 or MC14050 buffers.

The clock input circuit (pin 7) has Schmitt
trigger shaping such that proper clocking will
occur even with very slow clock edges,
eliminating any need for clock preshaping. In
addition, other MC14490 oscillator inputs
can be driven from a single oscillator output
buffered by an MC14050.

The MC14490 is TTL compatible on both
the inputs and the outputs. When V is at
4.5V, the buffered outputs can sink 1-.6 mA
at 0.4V. The inputs can be driven with TTL as
a result of the internal input pullup resistors.

OPERATION
To understand the operation, we

assume all bits of the shift register are loaded
with l's and the output is at a 1 or high level.

At clock edge 1 the input has gone low
and a 0 (low level) has been loaded into the
,first bit or storage location of the shift
register. Just after the positive edge of clock
1 in input signal has bounced back to a logic
1. This causes the shift register to be reset to
all 1's in all four bits - thus starting the
timing sequence over again.

During clock edges 3 to 6 the input signal
has stayed low. Thus a logic 0 has been
shifted into all four shift register bits and, as
shown, the output goes to a 0 during the
positive edge of clock pulse 6.

It should be noted that there is a 31/2 to
4Y2 clock period delay between the clean
input signal and output signal. In this
example there is a delay of 3.8 clock periods
from the beginning of the clean input signal.

After some time period of N clock periods,
the contact is opened and at N + 7, a 1 is
loaded into the first bit. Just after N+7,
when the input bounces low, all bits are reset
to 0. At N +8 nothing happens because the

ETI CANADA - JUNE 1977

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Ain

.v
1 0

VD0  Pin 16

Data

4-13i1 Static Shift Register

Shift Load
DNay

t
01 02

Osc in 7 0-le Oscillator
and

01 01 02 Vss Pin 8

TwePhase
°.out 9 0-0 Clock Generator -le 02

011 02

Bin 140 Identical to Above Stage Bout0 2
014 024

Cin 3 0 Identical to Above Stage coot0 13

0t
02

Din Identical to Above Stage 4 Dout120 O

04 02

E in 50 Identleel to Above Steps Eir,,011
0.14 024

Fin 10 0 Identical to Above Steil* Fout0 6

Clock

Input

Output

Contact
Open

3 4 5 6 7 N+8 N+9 N+10 N+11 N+12 N+13

_,411111.11.1

Contact Closed

Contact
Bouncing

input and output are low and all bits of the
shift register are 0. At time N + 9 and
thereafter the input signal is a high (1) clean
signal. At N+ 1 3 the output goes high (1) as
a result of four 1's being shifted into theshift
register.

Assuming the input signal is long enough
to be clocked through the Bounce Eliminator,
the output signal will be no longer or shorter
than the clean input signal plus or minus one
clock period.

CLOCKING
The only requirement on the clock

frequency in order to obtain a bounce free
output signal is that four clock periods do not
occur while the input signal is in a false state.

If the user has an available clock signal of
the proper frequency, it may be used by
connecting it to the oscillator input (pin 7).
However, if an external clock is not available
the user can place a small capacitor across
the oscillator input and output pins in order
to start up an internal clock source. The clock
signal at the oscillator output pin may then
be used to clock other MC14490 Bounce
Eliminator packages. With the use of the
MC14490, a large number of signals can be
cleaned up, with the requirement of only one
small capacitor external to the Hex Bounce
Eliminator packages.

a
Contact

Bouncing

Contact Open
0 -

ASYMMETRICAL TIMING
In applications where different leading

and trailing edge delays are required (such as
a fast attack /slow release timer.) Clocks of
different frequencies can be gated into the
MC14490. In order to produce a slow
attack/fast release circuit leads A and B
should be interchanged. The clock out lead
can then be used to feed clock signals to the
other MC14490 packages where the
asymmetriclal input/output timing is
required.

otcout
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MC14490 CONTINUED MOTOROLA

LATCHED OUTPUT
The contents of the Bounce Eliminator can

be latched by using several extra gates. If the
latch lead is high the clock will be stopped
when the output goes low. This will hold the
output low even though the input has
returned to the high state. Any time the clock
is stopped the outputs will be representative
of the input signal four clock periods earlier.

Cloy

Latch - 1
Unlatch - 0

0 c

MULTIPLE TIMING SIGNALS
Bounce Eliminator circuits can be

connected in series. In this configuration
each output is delayed by four clock periods
relative to its respective input. This
configuration may be used to generate
multiple timing signals such as a delay line,
for programming other timing operations.

One application of the above is where it is
required to have a single pulse output for a
single operation (make) of the push button or
relay contact. This only requires the series
connection of two Bounce Eliminator circuits,
one inverter, and one NOR gate in order to
generate the signal AB. The signal AB is four
clock periods in length. If the inputs to the
NOR gate are interchanged the pulse AB will
be generated upon release or break of the
contact. With the use of a few additional
parts many different pulses and waveshapes
may be generated.

1---°>( °

In
0

A

BE 1
Out

D 0

In
0 C BE 2

A a Active Low
B = Active Low

Oct
0 0

B

Ae

A,
B.E 1

15

A out

14

BoutB E. 20 a
Bin

3

o
13

B.E. 3a 0 coot

12 4
B.E. 4o a 134.,

Din

5 11

B.E. 5o a
Ein

E t

10 6
B.E. 60 0 0 0 F.

Osc Osc0,1

THREE TERMINAL VOLTAGE REGULATORS NATIONAL
Voltage regulator use can be expanded
beyond that of the simple three -terminal
fixed voltage regulator. Some of the circuits
which are practical and useful are described
in this section. Pertinent equations are
included rather than providing fixed com-
ponent values as the circuits are equally
applicable to all regulators within a family.

POSITIVE REGULATORS

VIN VOUT

REGULATOR

Cm 4.-
TCOOT-

MEE TEXTI (SEE TEXTI

FIGURE 1 Basic Regulator Connection

If the regulator is located more than two
inches from the supply filter capacitor, a
supply bypass capacitor is required to
maintain stability (much as is the case with
op -amps). This should be a 0.22 .1F or
larger disc ceramic, 2µF or larger solid
tantalum, or 25 p.F or larger aluminium
electrolytic capacitor. Transient response of
all the regulators is improved when output
capacitors are added. To minimize high
frequency noise, an 0.1 p.F output capacitor
is recommended on the LM78LXX and
LM 3 0 9 series.

HIGH CURRENT REGULATOR

This current circuit takes advantage of the
internal current limiting characteristics of the
regulator to provide short-circuit current
protection for the booster as well. The
regulator and Q, share load current in the
ratio set between R2 and R, if VD=V,,,,,,.

SINGLE
POINT CND

FIGURE 2 High Current Regulator with
Short Circuit Limit During Output Shorts.

R2
11 - R1 'REG

During output shorts

I AR21 IREGisci

If the regulator and Q1 have the same
thermal resistance 03c and the pass transistor
heat sink has R2/ R, times the capacity of the
regulator heat sink, the thermal protection
(shutdown) of the regulator will also be
extended to Q,.

ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE

FIGURE 3 Adjustable
A fraction of the regulator current V,,/ R, is
used to raise the ground pin of the regulator.
and provide through voltage drop across R2,
an adjustable output voltage.

R
VG) VREG + R7110 +V R1EG 1

=30VVIN

-VIN

CIN
0.22 fT1

'Solid Tantolum.

R4

-.7 R5

FIGURE 4 Variable Output Voltage of 0.5
- 28V

A wide range of output voltages can be
obtained with the circuit of Figure 4. A 0.5 -
to 20 -volt supply can be built using a 30 -volt
supply and a conventional op -amp, such as
the LM143. If

R2 + R3 R4 + R5 = R, and R2/R3 = 1/10,

then Vo 1VREG----/ y REG
,R ,

R4 11111 iFI4R44R

Since V, is inversely proportional to R4, low
output voltages can be very accurately set.
The required R, is

VIN' io

The Vow, is dependent on VIN and Vdpo
provided that the amplifier can source the
current required to raise VG to V, VREG.

Example:
- -15 V RI -2K2

V+IN = 430 V R2 -910R
Vo 0.5-28V R3 = 9K1

LM340K-05 R4 + R5 = 10K

No

COUP
2.20O
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ELECTRONIC SHUTDOWN

yIN

Cr -A-
O 22

I I ONI IIOCIt
V0

03

 Required if regulator far from power supply filter

FIGURE 5 Electronic Shutdown Circuit

Electronic shutdown in three -terminal
regulators is done by simply opening the
input circuit using a transistor switch. Q,
operates as the switch which is driven by 02.
The control voltage Vc can be TTL compatible
with the use of R3 = 1K. R, is a biasing
resistor, and R2 can be calculated as

VIN -.1 V
"2

10
PSATIO1)

Figure 6 illustrates a short -circuit -dependent
power shutdown circuit with reduced heat
sink requirements under short-circuit condi-
tions.

When the power is first applied, (12 turns
ON and saturates Q,. The regulator output
ramps up to turn 03 ON, which turns Q2 OFF
(Vc should be > VA), thus maintaining Q, in
the ON state.

FIGURE 6 Output Electronic Shutdown
on High Voltage Regulator

When the output is shorted, 03 turns OFF, Q4
turns ON to clamp a2 OFF. Q1 loses base
drive and so opens to isolate the regulator
from VIN. When the short circuit is removed,
Q, loses some base drive and enables Q2 to
re -start the regulator. Q, always operates as a
switch and needs no heat sinking. a2 and Q
need not be matched. a4 may be any small
signal PNP transistor. The entire circuit (less
regulator) fits easily on a one -inch squre PC
board.

Example: LM340K-24
VIN= 36V
Vo= 24V
10=1A
VA= 2.5V
VA= 8V
Vc= 4.8V
Q,= TIP 32
Q2=2N4141
Q3=2N4141
(24= 2N2906

R 1=500R
R2= 250R, 2W
R3=3K3
R4= 240R
R5=62R
136= 2K
192= 1K
R9= 680R
R9=3K3

NEGATIVE REGULATORS

All the applications circuits for positive
regulators can be ilsed with the polarities
inversed for the negative regulator
LM320 / 345 series (e.g., reverse the sense
of the diodes, replace PNP's with NPN's etc.,
etc.),

CI
7.1

INPUT

VIM

O..721 1,4aves
oarveni 0.10.1110

IMmAaa

SELECT 02 AS 101.1.0142

OUTPUT "'"Z"
1.41121 117 - TOP
L14171112 - /SP
MIN IS - I II

Venable Output

(d) High Current Regulator

2N3055 (for 5 AI
or TIP31 (for less than 2-3 A

FIGURE 7 Negative Regulator Circuits

BASIC DUAL POWER SUPPLY

VIIuT*
.ISV AT 1 A/AP

Veu,-
-ISV AT I AMP

SMAI LeAtolum

Num CI and CO  ..... .1 espolalors ace lacaiml I., If HI powe. utoNv In

FIGURE 8 Dual Power Supply

A positive regulator can be connected with
an LM320 to form a non -tracking dual power
supply. Each regulator exhibits line and load
regulation consistent with their specifications
as individual devices. Protective diodes D,,
D2 allow the regulators to start under
common load. They should be rated at the
regulator short circuit current.

FIGURE 9 Trimmed Dual Supply

'VIN VOUT

5 V

COM

TRIMMED DUAL SUPPLY

Figure 8 may be modified to obtain a dual
supply trimmed to a closer output tolerance.
The trimming potentiometers are connected
across the outputs so positive or negative
trimming currents are available to set the
voltage across the R, (R2) resistors. R3, R5 are
included to linearize the adjustment and to
prevent shorting the regulator ground pin to
opposite polarity output voltages.

Tracking Dual Supply

'VI

CI

0.2241 II= 02

VOUT  .14 V

1 144720

03

1114720

VOUT IS V

 Solid Tantalum

FIGURE 10 Tracking Dual Supply
A tracking supply can be built as in Figure 10
where the positive regulator tracks the
negative regulator. VA is a virtual ground
under steady state conditions. Q2 conducts
the quiescent current of the positive
regulator.

If -Vow. falls, VA follows forward biasing
collectorbase junction of al. VA falls, thus
raising the collector voltage of Q2 and +VouT
to restore VA to desired voltage. Germanium
diode D, may be needed to start the positive
regulator with a high differential load.

Example: + 1 5V, 1 A tracking dual supply:
LM 340T-05, LM320T-1 5.
The 340 will track the LM320 within 100
mV. 02, D3: IN4720.

VARIABLE TRACKING DUAL SUPPLY

VIM' 20 V C -O-4.1.

Ca -
0.22 4I -

1M3401( 5.0

30

10K I% 2

11A

R2 C°U1.04r
10K

3 5.0 K

Cr
2.2 yl

-IA, 204 0-4[1.M320K 5 0

1141550

0 VOUT

1114720

11114720

3.0K 2.241

0 VOUT

 Solid Tantalum

FIGURE 11 Variable Tracking Dual
Supply 5.0 V- - @ 18V

The ground pins of the negative regulator
and the positive regulators are controlled by
means of a voltage follower and an inverter,
respectively. The positive regulator tracks the
negative to within 50mV over the entire
output range if R2 is matched to R3 within
one per cent.
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SHORT CIRCUITS

JECTOWTRACEn
THIS PROJECT IS an opportunity to present both a

novel circuit and a useful test instrument. It is
straightforward to build, and uses such easy to find
components that you could probably start construction
yesterday.

The signal injector part of the unit generates a 1V
square wave signal at about 1kHz, and is connected
through SK1 to the probe tip.

The input to the tracer sections is via SK2. This signal is
amplified, volume controlled by RV1, and the earphone
output appears at SK3.

CONSTRUCTION
Step one of construction was to slim down our

aluminum box to one inch, simply done by trimming 5/8
inch off each half, then the control slot was cut. The next
problem was squeezing the guts into the box. But it can be
done!

The main trick is to support the Veroboard on the phone
sockets - mount them in their holes and epoxy the board
to them. However, remember that the control is to be
attached to the board. Hence it may be necessary to stick
spacers between the sockets and the board so that the
control protrudes at the right place.

The injector probe is made detachable and is
constructed as follows. Take the metal caps from the two
shielded phono plugs and solder them back to back. By
filing the plastic probe handle it can be screwed into one
of the caps. A plug screws back into the other cap -
presto - probe with plug on the handle to insert into
socket on box! Naturally we leave it as an exercise for the
reader to figure out how to wire it up. A look at the first
picture shows that we incorporated the ground lead into
the probe unit by inserting the lead through a hole bored
in the handle.

The tracer probe can be connected to "IN" by a length
of thin co -ax.

Fig. 1. View of board and parts mounted inside box.
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Fig. 2 Layout of components on board - top view.

PROBE

Fig. 3. Again - top view of Veroboard showing compon-
ents and connections. Note foils cut - see also
Fig. 1.

COMPONENT NOTES

The voltage ratings for C2 and C3 should be chosen
high enough for the applications expected, since these
are the capacitors connected to the outside equipment.

Our volume control with switch was liberated from an
expired transistor radio, and this is one source of supply.
Most are a suitable size, electrically and mechanically,
and are audio taper as desired.

IoW it Works
The injector is the familiar CMOS oscillator configuration we all
know and love, with period approximately equal to 1.4 x CI x
R2 seconds. The values are given for I kHz operation. Resistors
R3 and R4 divide the output to IV.

Whereas the oscillator employs the gates in their digital mode,
in the tracer they are used in linear fashion by applying negative
feedback from output to input. Hence they are used in much the
same way as op -amps.

It should be noted that this circuit uses positive ground. This
does not affect the tracer input, or injector output, which are
capacitively coupled, but it offers an advantage at the earphone
output. Because of the construction of the jack, one side of the
earphone must be connected to ground via the case. If a negative
ground had been used (see Fig. 7) the earphone would have been
driven by two P -channel transistors in series. Use of a positive
ground allows the phone to be driven by the two n -channel
transistors which are arranged in parallel and are thus able to
handle more current. Result better volume.

Parts List
IC1 CD4001AE
RESISTORS
R1 200k
R2 100k
R3
R4
R5,7
R6,8
R9
RV1

8k2
1k
10k
470k
500R
10k miniature audio
with switch and knob

SOCKETS
SK1 phono jack
SK2,3 miniature phone jacks

(see pictures)

CAPACITORS
C1 7n ceramic
C2 Ou1 ceramic
C3 10u electrolytic
C4 10u/15V electrolytic
C5 50u/15V electrolytic

MISCELLANEOUS
Box (2% x 2% x 1%), high
impedance earphone, plugs,
probes, ground clips, IC socket,
9V battery and clip, Veroboard
(0.1 inch grid) etc.

SK2
IN

1
"6---C3

lOu

R5
10k

R6
470k

RV1

10k audio

Fig. 4

R7

10k .4
A v

C4 13
10u/15v

Tracer circuit diagram.

C2
Out

IC1 CD4001AE

Fig. 5. Injector circuit diagram.

12

R3
8k2

R4
1k

R8
470k

SKI
PROBE OUT

R9 SK3
500R EAR

Fig. 7. Typical NOR gate,
one quarter of CD4001.

Case connection
via SK2, SK3

9V C5

T
-9

"i
V

SW1
Ganged with RV1

VDD

4

ss

Fig. 6. Battery and switch connections.
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Short Circuits

METRONOME
THE TRADITIONAL metronome is
well-known to those who have learnt
the piano for beating out the time -
these mostly operate by clockwork.

A variable beat with a far greater
range than the mechanical types is
very easily produced electronically,
especially if a unijunction transistor is
used as a relaxation oscillator.

In our circuit we have opted for a
tantalum capacitor for C1; an electro-
lytic can be used but due to the
enormous tolerance spreads (usually
+100% to -50%) the range can be very
different from that of our prototype.

A volume control is hardly necessary
but we have included a preset control
which can be adjusted from outside
the box which can be used to attenuate
the level considerably: a low volume is
almost essential when using an ear-
phone.

RV1 sets the 'beat' and can be log
or lin but a log type wired as reverse
log gives a smooth calibration over the
range which varies from 30 beats per
minute to 400 beats per minute. Cali-
bration can easily be done using a
watch.

The normal nominal impedance of
small speakers is 8 ohms and that is
what we have used but higher imped-
ance types will work.

Construction is very straightforward.
We have used a small pcb but there's
nothing to prevent other constructional
methods from being used.

USES
The use of a metronome for a musician
is well-known but there are other appli-
cations. People learning to touch-type
now sometimes use a regular beat to
improve performance.

There are other areas where a
metronome may be of use - in curing
stammering. We know of someone
who was helped enormously by the
use of a metronome set at the fairly
critical frequency of 50 beats per
minute. We have marked this as an
asterisk on our calibration.

However we have checked with a
qualified speech therapist and it seems
that this use of a metronome is not so
widely recognised as an aid as it once
was. What they would say was that 'In
some cases, it could help, but not
always.'

i\AN"

ETI
41° 41140

*

 40
0  48 40 

*III 411 41)
II

win
2400111111t;

OFF -ON

EAR

metronome

300

360

180
12080

60

ma 30

40

RV1
500k
LOG

R1
33k

01
2N2646

R2
41<7

LS1
"'N 8 Ohms

r-

C2
47,u
16V

SK1

Q2
2N3904 b1

CO-C)
SW1 +9V

b2

BOTTOI`n VIEW

OV

0
Fig 1. Circuit diagram for the metronome. SK1 switches off the L.S. upon insertion of the
earpiece. The connection diagram is for the 2N2646.

lioW it works
The circuit makes use of the special prop-
erties of a unijunction transistor, Ql. When
voltage is applied to the circuit, Cl charges
up through RV1 and R1, the rate at which
it charges depending on the setting of RV1.

When the voltage is at the emitter of Q1
reaches a certain level, this effectively shorts
out the two bases. This raises the voltage at

the junction of R3/RV2 briefly and Cl is
discharged through R3 enabling the cycle to
start again. The waveform across R3 appears
as a series of short spikes.

RV2 acts as a crude volume control as it
passes these spikes to Q2 which is switched
on and off in sympathy in turn passing the
burst of voltage to the speaker or the
earphone.
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Short Circuits

ETilokijrcy) 0
Parts List

RESISTORS all W, 50.
R1 33 k
R2 4k7
R3 100

CAPACITORS
C1 10p 16 V tantalum electrolytic
C2 47p 16 V electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTORS
01 2N2646 unijunction
02 2N3904 or similar

POTENTIOMETERS
R V1 500 k log rotary
RV2 5 k lin trim type

SWITCH
SW1 On -off rocker switch
SOCKET
SK1 3.5mm panel jacket socket
SPEAKER
LS1 8 E2 (214" - 2%") type
CASE
Norman P.B.1 or similar
(41/2"x 3"x 11/2"/115mm x 75mm x 35mm)
MISCELLANEOUS
9V battery, battery clip, knob, nuts, bolts
etc, pcb as pattern, wire, 81-2 earpiece
with 3.5mm plug.

TO LS1
VIA SK1

Fig 2. Overlay for the metronome. RV2 is
mounted vertically to allow adjustment. Take
care with the semiconductor connections.

RV2, the preset volume control can oe clearly seen on the pcb. A hole is
drilled in the back panel to be adjusted by screwdriver
when need be, which is surely infrequently. The rate control down on the
right works most effectively if a log control wired in 'reverse log' is employed.

DRILL CONMOLLEn
SPEED
IF YOU'VE EVER HAD TO USE
your drill for anything but holes in
aluminium panels, you will know how
useful a speed controller is! Masonry
bits need a very slow speed to be
effective (they work at high speed, but
not for very long); wood drills need a
medium speed (too fast and the wood
bursts into flames!); metalwork
usually needs the full speed but better
control can be obtained with the exact
speed for the drill/bit combination.

The circuit used is not the most
sophisticated available but it is reliable
and cheap. As line voltages are invol-
ved in all parts of the circuit, extreme
care should be taken, when construct-
ing, to make sure nothing can come
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Novi it works Short Circuits
-^R

The silicon -controlled rectifier conducts in
one direction only, and then only when it
has a voltage at its gate. This triggering sig-
nal is provided by the voltage from RV1
wiper rising enough to forward bias D2.
Hence RV1 provides the trigger at different
parts of the A.C. cycle, so turning on the
SCR for different amounts of time accord-
ing to its setting - hey presto: speed control!

As the back EMF from the motor tends
to reverse bias D2, this affects the trigger)
point as well. In fact at low speeds the
motor back EMF is lower, and so the gate
voltage is higher, providing earlier triggering
- more power. This to some extent compen-.
sates for excessive loading of the drill.
Switch SW1 bypasses the SCR to give full
speed.

Cl
(SEE TEXT),

Circuit Diagram - Drill Speed Controller

RESISTORS:
R1
RV1

CAPACITOR:
C1

Parts List
MISCELLANEOUS:

5k 5W wire wound SW1 Single pole on/off
470R 3W wire wound

See text

SEMICONDUCTORS:
D1, D2 IN4004
SCR1 C116C1-4

Case 6 x 31/2 x 2in.
155 x 94 x 50mm.

A.C. receptacle with switch
3 -pin plug and line cord

PC board, spacers, nuts, bolts, etc.
Cable grommet, clip, knob.

LIVE IN

TO SW1

RV1
(WIPER)

RVI

R1

.11- .
D1 D2

BOLTED TO BOARD
FOR HEATSINK AND
ELECTRICAL CONTACT

SCR1

NEUTRAL IN

Component
overlay

'2. for Speed
Controller

TO LINE OF
SOCKET + SW1

NEUTRAL TO
SOCKET

loose or touch anything it shouldn't.
Also all exposed metalwork must be
connected to ground.

Because of the simplicity of the cir-
cuit, some juddering may occur at low
speed. Inserting capacitor C1 across
RV1 will reduce this effect, however,
the torque will be slightly reduced.
The value of C1 can be from 1uF to
4uF (63 VWG at least).

CONSTRUCTION
We used a PCB as this ensures that

the parts can't move around (very
dangerous at line voltage), also the
SCR uses it as a small heatsink.

If C1 is used, make sure it's positive
side is connected to R1 (point X on
PCB overlay), otherwise it will self-
destruct!

SCR1 is bolted to the PCB and
must make electrical contact with the
copper side, which also acts as a heat -
sink. Because of this, the PCB must be
mounted on insulating pillars. 

Speed Controller - Foil Pattern - shown full
size

0

0

1081N00 1118a 0
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tech -tips
Tech -Tips is an ideas forum and is not aimed at the beginner.

ETI is prepared to consider circuits or ideas submitted by
readers for this page. All items used will be paid for. Draw-
ings should be as clear as possible and the text should prefer.
ably be typed. Circuits must not be subject to copyright.
Items for consideration should be sent to ETI TECH -TIPS,
Electronics Today International, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.

MULTIPHASE CLOCK GENERATOR

14(1
C

J

Whenever sequential logic operations
are to be performed, a multiphase
clock generator is often required. The
circuit shown, which uses only two
CMOS ICs, was designed by Michel
Burri of Motorola's Geneva
applications laboratories. It will
produce a pulse on each of the four
output lines in turn. These pulses do
not overlap one another.

Operation of the circuit is

self-evident from an examination of

r --
22k

221.

22k

Clock

Out 0

0
O

V00-

47k

47k

<47k

MC14001 IVSS

..1111.11_11.11.11.11.11-11.11_

the schematic; however, it is
interesting to note that the power
supply of the
from the clock
operating speed
1 MHz.

MC14001 is derived
input. The maximum
of this circuit is about

CRYSTAL CHECKER

TO o
XTAL
TEST

-1110c)
I

680pF

T5OpF

PUSH BUTTON L
0

BC107:8,9
2N3653,4
2N5770
2N706, etc.

1000pF

A (?NA1411k

For checking fundamental HF
crystals on a 'Go -No -Go' basis, the
above circuit works quite well, An
untuned Colpitts oscillator drives a

voltage multiplier rectifier and a

LED 1

100

Q2*

0.0047; F

3-9V
BATTERY

current amplifier. If the crystal
oscillates, 02 conducts and the LED
lights.

ZENER BOOSTS OUTPUT VOLT-
AGE OF REGULATOR

+V (in)

= 20V

VOLTAGE REG
C or discrete)

VOLTAGE
REG 5V.1A.

ZENER
4V.5W.

6V.10W.
ZENER

+V (OUT)

6V -

15V

10V

6V

n this circuit the zener diode raises
all voltages - with respect to ground
by the zener voltage, i.e.

Vin (max) regulator Vin
(max) + zener voltage

Vin (working min) voltage
regulator Vin (min) + zener voltage

Vout = voltage regulator Vout +
zener voltage

As the voltage regulator dissipates
all excess power while the zener

merely clamps the output voltage
above its own voltage, a low wattage
zener (250 mW) should be adequate -
unless lower voltage taps are used, as
in the second example in which the
tonal output is one amp.

For other value zeners, wattages
can be worked out by the formula W
= zener voltage X current.

COLOUR CODING COMPONENTS
The resistor colour code can be

extended for use in codifying all
manner of other components.

Zener diodes for example can be thus
coded once their parameters have been
established. Similarly it assists when
building a unit to mark the leads of
transformers, coils transistors etc with
short lengths of coloured insulating
spaghetti. If for example one has a
centre -tapped transformer then -
from the top of the winding inwards -
the code could be top = brown, centre
= red, bottom = orange.

With a transistor base (B) = 2 = red;
collector (C) = 3 = orange; emitter (E)
= 5 = green. Just follow a numerical
sequence equating numbers with
letters of the alphabet.
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TENCO for VALUE

Stereo Headphones

Features separate vol-
ume control on each
headphone and mono/
stereo switch. Weight 9
oz. Impedance 4-16
ohms. Response 20-16
000 Hz. 10 ft curly
cord with stereo plug.

Super -lightweight head-
set -just 30 ounces.
Spring steel headband,
fully adjustable. Imped-
ance 4-16 ohms. Res-
ponse 25-18,000 Hz.

Model
TE 8150

TE

CB ACCESSORIES

C610A
CB

OMNI-
METER

111111101111

11011, NIP

Power/SWR and field strength meter. An excellent in -the -
field multi -purpose for antenna installation, tuning or repairs.
Power Ranges: 0-10 watts and 0-100 watts. Frequency Res-
ponse: 15 MHz to 220 MHz.

Test Meters

0848
41(44 2.0.1

X120, 20K OHMS PER
VOLT. Pocket VOM with
special scales for diode and
transistor checking. 3" jew-
elled meter movement with
built-in overload protec-
tion and unbreakable clear
plastic window.
SPECIFICATIONS:
DC Volts: 0.24, 2.5, 10,
50, 250, 1,000 (20,000
ohms per volt); AC Volts:
10, 50, 250, 500, 1,000
(10,000 ohms per volt);
DC Current: 50uA, 25mA,
250mA; Resistance: 7K
ohms, 700K ohms, 7M
ohms; Decibels: -10 to +22
(at AC//10V) +20 to +36
(at AC/50V); Accuracy:
DC 71". 3%. AC 11 4% (full
scale); Batteries: Two AA
cells; Dimensions: 3-3/8"W
x 5"H x 1-3/8"D.

X120C-V. Vinyl carrying case for above.
X12OC-L. Leather carrying case for above.

Available from Leading Electronic Distributors
Representatives in cities across Canada

For more information write

TENCO
ELECTRONICS LTD.
196 West 6th Ave., Vancouver, B.C.

Phone (604) 874-0268
83 Dolomite Drive, Downsview, Ont.

Phone (416) 661-0214

Printed Circuit Board materials for
the Hobbyist and Technician.

PRIM 0 CIRCA IT

TOO STOITEOT ,FT0EMMENTIO HOOOTTST

111. 101 118118685 NECE11881 TO 11.01

1096 0111 PAINTED C1OCWT WOOS

MAKE 6088 OH PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOON

(:=
17044

INJECTORALL - from Fingers to Doughnuts a very
complete line of quality circuit board materials.

lomnitronix ltd. 'i>
2056 SOUTH SERVICE RO. TRANS CANADA HWY.  DORVAL, DUE. H9P 2N4. PHONE 15141 683.6993

11411111111111111

rrinr rrI
.s Nor No

certified
CSA

for residential or industrial useCB

up

co--4, 6 and 8 receptacle models
alAttractive beige enamel finish

Optional pilot light and switch

Resetable 15amp breaker

Slotted mounting tabs

6 or 15' U -ground cord

4111 111

HAMMOND MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
394 EDINBURGH RD. GUELPH ONT. CAN. N1H 1E5

(5191 822-2960 OR (416) 3643267 TELEX: 069-56523

HAMMOND MANUFACTURING CO (U.S.)
385 NAGEL DR. BUFFALO NEW YORK U.S.A. 14225
PHONE (716) 6133-8181 TELEX: 0091-6452
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tech -tips
MANY BATTERY TESTERS . .

MAKE LIGHT WORK
This tester is intended for use with

9V batteries. It can be connected to
the battery via an appropriate clip, or
a clip stolen from a deceased battery.
With some ingenuity (and epoxy) the
entire tester could be built onto the
clip itself, but check that polarity first!

The tester uses two small LEDs,
one red, one green. Due to the fact
that green LEDs need more current to
operate, only a battery in good
condition will illuminate both LEDs. A
medium condition battery will only
illuminate the red LED, while a faint
red glow indicates a trip to your
battery supplier.

PROBE

BASED ON SOUND PRINCIPLE
This device tests the condition of dry
cells. The circuit consists of a simple
oscillator whose output frequency is
relatively independent of supply volt-
age, but varies greatly with changes in
supply impedance. Thus, with the

SUSPECT
CELL OR

-13R-TTERY

04],F

10kif

component values shown, a fresh
battery or cell will give a note of about
500Hz, whereas an exhausted cell will
give a note above 1kHz. The device
has been tested with battery voltages
between 1.5V and 14V, using a

2N2923 as 01, and a 2N2706 as Q2.
The unit is undamaged by reversed
supply potentials.

0.001;;F
DISC CERAMIC

4.7M
IN914

COAX

SENSITIVE RF VOLTMETER

This device will measure RF voltages
beyond 200 MHz and up to about 5 V
with the components as indicated. The
diode etc should be mounted in a

remote probe, close to the probe tip.
Sensitivity is excellent and voltages
less than 1 V peak can be easily
measured. The unit can be calibrated
by connecting input to a known level

R1
1M 100k

0.001µF
1M DISC

CERAMIT

MPF102
2N3819
2N5459

330

CALIBRATE

10k

2k 100u ATRIMPOT

of RF voltage, such as a calibrated
signal generator and setting the
calibrate control. The output indicates
in RMS. As it is it reads about 2 V

10k
/S:

ONO
OFF

ZERO

2k
TRIM -r9V

T

RMS full scale. This can be increased
to 20 V or more by increasing R1 to
20 M (two 10 M in series). The 100 pA
meter could be a multimeter if desired.

0

&KTRON The one complete line of speakers

SPEAKERS with a very important difference

The aluminum voice coil form. The low -
mass, high -efficiency, moisture -proof, heat -
resistant, high -capacity, long-lasting, gua-
ranteed, aluminum voice coil form. Oak-
tron perfected it, and only Oaktron puts

the aluminum voice coil form in all its
speakers: from 1%" to 15", for almost
every application imaginable. Order from
our inventory of over 170 models, or send
us your specs.

Send for your copy of the latest Oaktron catalogue today!

...r omnitronix ltd. 1 .;
2056 SOUTH SERVICE RD. TRANS CANADA HWY. - DORVAL QUE. H9P 2N4 - PHONE: 514 683-6993
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TANG BENT
AT 900

SOLDER
FIXED WITH

OR EPDXY

SLOT IN FRONT
PANEL

ROTARY POT

SLIDER POT

JOYSTICK ALTERNATIVE
Shown is an idea used successfully to
provide a 'joystick' type of control
with a television football game, by
mounting an ordinary rotary type
potentiometer on the tang of a slider
potentiometer. The rotary control is

attached to the circuit board via flying
leads.

Radio control enthusiasts could use
the idea in conjunction with a proport-
ional system, giving a very cheap
alternative to 'joysticks'.

741 TIMER

DRIFT FREE CURRENT SOURCE

The conventional current source is
shown in Fig. 1. The idea is to set Vb
at some reference level, in this case
with the two diodes biased by R1,
making Vb=1.2V. The base - emitter
drop of 01, about the same as a diode
drop, or 0.6V, will fix Ve at 0.6V in this
case. The emitter current through R2
is thus set to le=Ve/R2. The emitter
current multiplied by transistor alpha
(typically .98 or .99) gives the
collector current. Hence we have
arrived at a constant source of
current.

This circuit does have a drawback.
For a few minutes after the circuit is
switched on, the base -emitter drop
which we have assumed to be
constant, actually changes due to
power dissipation of the transistor.
This drift may be around 4% for a
small signal transistor dissipating
100mW.

This effect may be minimized by a
couple of simple approaches. One
way is to redesign the circuit so that
the base - emitter drop is less
significant compared to Ve, so that
changes in that drop have less effect
on the current through R2. This may
be achieved by using a Zener in place
of diodes to generate a higher Vb, and
recalculating Ve and R2 for the
required current.

An alternative scheme (Fig. 2)
employs an additional transistor (Q2)
to dissipate most of the heat, while
the dissipation in 01, and thus also
drift, are reduced.

The circuit shows a very simple timer
based on a 741 op amp.

R1 and R2 hold the inverting input
at half supply voltage. R4 applies some
feedback to increase the input imped-
ance at pin 3, but its value is such that
negligable damping of pin 2's voltage
occurs. Pin 3, the non inverting input,
is connected to the junction of R3 and
C. After S1 is opened and C charges
via R3. When the capacitor has
charged up sufficiently for the potent-
ial at pin 3 to exceed that at pin 2
the output abruptly changes from OV
to positive line potential. If reverse
polarity operation is required simply
transpose R3 and C.

R3 and C can be any values and
time delays from a fraction of a sec-
ond to several hours can be obtained

4x
1N914

Fig. 1

R1

Fig. 2

OV

V+ (10-30V)

lconst

R1 R3

2
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4k7

7
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R4

Q2

01

R2

OV

+6-35V
O

0/P
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0
by judicious selection. The time delay and R in ohms and hence is completely
is 0.7CR seconds where C is in Farads independent of supply voltage.
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WHO IS THE ONLY SUPPLIER WITH
0 8 MAJOR TYPES OF 'LYTIC REPLACEMENT CAPACITORS

FOR ENTERTAINMENT ELECTRONICS?

SPRAGUE. Don't waste valuable service time
chasing down capacitor replacements . . . See
your Sprague Distributor for all your 'lytic needs
and you'll be able to put more time into actual
service work ... that's where the profit dollars are!

TYPE TVL TWIST-LOK® CAN -TYPE ELECTROLYTICS
Lock in place with twist

of tabs. Sealed aluminum
cases for long life. With-

stand high surge voltages,
high ripple currents, high
temperatures. Single, dual,
triple, and quadruple sec-
tion units. Capacitance
values from 2 to 5000 µF.
Voltage ratings from 6 to
600 WVDC.

TYPE EE MINILYTIC® MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS
Competitively priced, yet

substantially higher quality
than most imported capac-

itors. Low leakage currents
assure minimum drain and
longer battery life in bypass
applications. Also ideal as
coupling capacitors. Capac-
itance values from 1 to 2500
µF. Voltage ratings from 3
to 150 WVDC.

TYPE PCL PRINT-LOK® CAN -TYPE ELECTROLYTICS
Universal printed wiring

board mounting base.
Sealed aluminum cases for
long life. Withstand high

surge voltages, high ripple
currents, high temperatures.
Etched cathode construc-
tion. Ideal for selenium rec-
tifier circuits. Single, dual,
triple, and quadruple sec-
tion units. Capacitance
values from 2 to 3000 µF.

/ Voltage ratings from 3 to
500 WVDC.

TYPE WH13D ECONOMY ULTRA -SMALL ELECTROLYTICS
Excellent replacements

for capacitors of this type
in miniaturized solid-state

circuitry, especially where
high volumetric efficiency,
low cost, and dependable
performance are important
considerations. Metal -
encased, with plastic insu-
lating sleeve. Capacitance
values from 1.5 to 3300 µF.
Voltage ratings from 3 to
100 WVDC.

TYPE EV VERTI-LYTIC® SINGLE -ENDED ELECTROLYTICS
For vertical installation

on high -density printed wir-
ing boards. Used for cou-

pling, decoupling, bypass,
filtering. Excellent capac-
itance stability. Low leakage
current, low ESR. Metal -
encased, with plastic insu-
lating sleeve. Capacitance
values from .47 to 3300 µF.
Voltage ratings from 6.3 to
63 WVDC.

TYPE TE LITTL-LYTIC® 105° C ELECTROLYTICS
Withstand 2000 hr. life

test at rated voltage and
max. temperature of 105°C.

Most other low-cost minified
'lytics of this type designed
for shorter test at lower
temperature. High capac-
itance stability, even after
drastic temperature change.
Capacitance values from 1
to 800 µF. Voltage ratings
from 3 to 150 WVDC.

TYPE TVA ATOM® STANDARD TUBULAR 'LYTICS
Dependable metal case

construction with plastic in-
sulating sleeve. Withstand
high temperatures, high rip -

ple currents, high surge
voltages. Low leakage cur-
rents. Long shelf life. De-
signed for operation at
temperatures to 85°C. Sin-
gle, dual, triple, quadruple,
and quintuple units. Capac-
itance values from 1 to
50,000 µF. Voltage ratings
from 1 to 600 WVDC.

For complete listings of more than SMITH-PATTERSON
5600 replacement components get & ASSOCIATES
Catalog CC -621 from your Sprague 1120 Hamilton St.
distributor, or write to: Vancouver, B.C. R3E 2T1

THE BROAD -LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

TYPE AM ANTENNA ROTATOR ELECTROLYTICS
Aluminum electrolytic

capacitors of correct size
and rating for all popular

Or JOHN R. TILTON, LTD.
1900A Eglinton Ave. East
Scarborough, Ontario
M1L 2M1

makes of antenna rotators.
Metal -encased with plastic
insulating sleeve. Single -
ended design, with long
flexible insulated leads.
Choice of four different ca-
pacitors to provide exact
replacement.
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